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The purpose of this study was to prepare music theory

textbook-workbooks for students of elementary school grades

four through eight who are taking private music lessons in

voice, piano, or other instruments. The study was prompted

by the action taken first by Texas Music Teachers Association

and later by Music Teachers National Association which made

the passing of comprehensive music theory examinations a

prerequisite for entering all student performance and

contest events sponsored by these associations.

Highly respected music educators have long advocated

that aural awareness and understanding of music should begin

with the first music a child plays or sings, and should be

continually developed at the same time the student is learning

the basic technical aspects of performance. Research in the

psychology of music and in music education substantiates these

recommendations. It is now known that musical aptitude is a

human characteristic present in everyone at birth, and that

the hearing sense of a three-year-old child is as well

developed as that of an adult. The young student is as

capable of understanding the fundamentals of music as he is

those of arithmetic, providing the presentation is in terms

that correspond with his age level.



Nevertheless, a survey of elementary methods books and

theory books revealed that in most instances such material

for elementary and secondary-school students is limited to

the mechanical aspects of theory needed in order to play a

certain composition. Aural and aesthetic qualities of

music are either not mentioned or are treated in a perfunctory

way.

The present work consists of two parts: a treatise in

three chapters, and appendixes containing five music theory

textbook-workbooks for elementary students of fourth through

eighth grades.

In Chapter I of the treatise, the problem is explained.

Reports are given of the surveys made regarding textbooks

and achievement standards for elementary students of fourth

through eighth grades.

Chapter II contains a discussion of research findings

in the psychology of music and in music education. The

comments and suggestions of prominent educators in the field

of music are also included. All of these factors seem to

be reshaping the concept of what constitutes a basic under-

standing of music and what an education in music should

include.

In Chapter III, the conclusions and recommendations

actually demonstrated in the workbooks (Appendixes A, B, C,

D, E) are explained. Each workbook is discussed singly.

A list of the achievement expectations adopted for a grade



level is followed by a summary of the workbook approach

for that grade. The workbooks themselves have been designed

to stress the aural approach. Creative work is recommended

from the very beginning and has been continuously developed

and interwoven with other concepts for enrichment and

emphasis. Many phases have been included, such as sight

singing, melodic dictation, rhythmic reading, and part

writing, which are usually found only in first year college

theory textbooks.



PREFACE

In the beginning, the purpose of this thesis seemed to

be the development of a logical series of exercises which

would encourage more music students to try to pass the Texas

state music theory tests, the "Whitlock Theory Award Compe-

tition." Patterned after the outline in the Texas Education

Agency handbook, Applied Mus in TexasgSchools, Bulletin 61,

the tests were instigated by the Texas Music Teachers Associ-

ation in 1966 as a prerequisite for student participation not

only in high school solo and concerto contests, but also in

non-competitive programs on the elementary level which are

a vital part of the Student Affiliate activities at the annual

TMTA convention. As the work took shape the tests receded as

a goal and became instead a skeleton for the real purpose of

teaching music: the development of the complete musician,

A number of years in the field of private piano teaching

prompts the assertion that almost all children who begin

private music study do so because they, personally, are

eager to make music. It would seem therefore that the

responsibility for the growth or the stunting of musicality

is vested in the private music teacher of elementary and

secondary-school children--with the teacher of beginners so

to speak--for the college-age student has already passed the
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critical period. The playing of an instrument without the

study of the components of music theory is a kind of rote

approach that makes the student dependent on the instructor,

and leads him to believe he knows all there is to know about

music as soon as he can play a few pieces. This limited

approach does not show him the vista of music that exists

outside his own experience, and therefore fails to create a

curiosity about music that won't let go until it is satisfied.

A few of the most highly respected music educators

(among them Dalcroze, Howard A. Murphy, and leading private

teachers) have insisted that musical understanding should

begin with the very first music lesson. They regard the

areas of rhythm and aural perception as the foundation of

musical understanding. The late E. Clyde Whitlock, music

critic, and a central figure in the promotion of the Student

Affiliate theory program in Texas, administered and graded

many test papers. His observation was that students'

greatest weaknesses are in the areas requiring aural

recognition of sounds.

Personal experience in trying to prepare piano students

to attain the prescribed goals, and in helping to administer

the state theory tests to large groups of students, has

proven that presenting the facts and concepts in an orderly

manner does not ensure that the student will retain the

information. The concepts must be used. At times what

appears to be poor retention of a concept is actually

iv



perplexity over the meaning of related terms. An example

of such a semantic mix-up is the confusion that develops

around the term "minor scale" with the addition of the

words "natural," "harmonic, t "relative," and "parallel."

The present thesis consists of two large parts. The

first is the exposition in three chapters of the concepts

or organization and approach for a music theory course

appropriate to students of the ages represented by school

grades four through eight. The second part is an appendix

containing a set of workbooks for these grades.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Problem

The purpose of this study was to prepare a functional

music theory textbook, or to state it more accurately,

textbooks in the form of workbooks. The workbooks were

designed especially for those students who are taking

private lessons in piano, voice, or other instruments.

The material is not in any way intended to take the place

of private study, rather to enrich that study and to develop

a more complete musicianship than ordinarily results from

learning the mechanics that lead to performance.

Sub-problems

The sub-problems were: (1) What are the teaching

objectives for each grade? (2) What are the minimum

levels of achievement for each grade? (3) What musical

examples can be used to demonstrate the objectives? (4) What

system of lessons can be designed?

Definition of Key Terms

One of the problems in writing about music is semantics,
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since the meanings of terms are sometimes subject to shadings

of opinion and disagreement. Therefore it may be useful to

clarify the meanings of the following terms as they will be

used in the present discussion.

1. Functional means useful, characteristic, and related

to the musical interest, background, and maturity of the

student.

2. Music theory applies to courses in reading, writing,

sight singing, ear training, harmony, analysis, composing,

and improvising, that lectd to the conscious understanding

of the organization of music.

3. Textbook refers to a practical manual of instructions

and exercises in the form of lessons.

4. Workbook refers to a manual that includes in-

structions, exercises, work sheets, and testing material.

5. Applied music students denotes pupils receiving

private lessons on an instrument, or in voice,

6. School grade refers to public school classification.

7. Bulletin 661 refers to Aplied Music in Texas Schools,

Bulletin 661, Austin, Texas, Texas Education Agency, 1966, and

the ExcErpt of the theory section reprinted in March, 1969 (1).

The booklet in the form of test questions for study is the

basis for granting high school credit in applied music. All

letters and figures are replaced in the actual examination,

8, State test format refers to the Whitlock Theory

Award Competition--Texas Music Teacher Association test
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forms, which from year to year essentially follow the

wording of Bulletin 661 but change the specific (e.g., scale,

rhythm, sight singing) problems to be solved. The tests are

administered during a thirty-day period one time each year

on a state-wide basis by the theory chairman of the Texas

Music Teachers Association through authorized local associ-

ations. They then are returned to the theory chairman for

grading by special graders. A student who wishes to enter

competition of any kind or to perform on any program spon-

sored by the Texas Music Teachers Association must first

pass the theory test for his grade in school.

9. Teaching& objectives refers to the instructional

goals as identified in Bulletin 661, which include:

a. Theory

(1) Note reading

(2) Rhythm organization

(3) Scales

b. Harmony

(1) Chords

(2) Cadences

(3) Part-writing

c. Ear training

d. Sight singing

e. Form and analysis

f. Creative work (composing and improvising)

g. Vocabulary



10. Achievement expectation refers to the scope of

knowledge required for each grade by Bulletin 661.

11. Approach refers to the manner in which each phase

of subject matter is presented in the workbooks.

12. The term musical examples refers to melodies, songs,

and compositions that are available from convenient sources.

13. The phrase system of lessons means a carefully

planned process or method involving continuing development.

Delimitations

The concepts of music theory are essentially the same

for voice, string, reed, woodwind, percussion, and keyboard,

Since the piano keyboard provides the most demonstrable

means for understanding musical relationships, this study

will be keyboard oriented. Although planned for beginning

music students, the study will not attempt to instruct very

young children who have not acquired proficiency in the

language skills of reading and writing.

Basic Hypothesis and Assumption

The basic hypothesis for this study is that the under-

standing of music should be a process of continuous growth

beginning with the first music a child plays or sings, and

that a systematic, carefully-planned course of study

encompassing all phases of musical experience should

parallel private lessons on an instrument.

1
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The basic assumption is that teachers of applied music

at the elementary and secondary-school level seldom devote

time to ear training, sight singing, or theoretical in-

struction beyond that which actually appears in the student's

repertoire. The result is a rote or imitative performance

and an incomplete musical growth.

Background for the Study

Research in the psychology of music and the psychology

of education has produced new concepts in music education.

The potential learning ability of young children has been

proven to be much greater than hitherto expected. Zimmerman

says that the hearing ability of a three-year old child is

often more acute than that of an adult (13, p. 34). Howard

A. Murphy says, "The technical aspects of music are no more

difficult than those of mathematics. The child who can

master long division can harmonize a melody or write a song--

if properly trained--and enjoy doing so, but it must be in

the terms of the musical background and maturity of the

student (7, p. 139)."

Survey of Theor Textbooks

As a background for this study a survey was made of

theory textbooks and courses. Many excellent theory text-

books have been written for the college music student. A

considerable amount of the subject matter is within the grasp

of the young student and certainly that of the high school
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student, but the presentation is too advanced,

Existing theory courses for elementary and secondary

school-age students are limited. Several courses originated

in the early years of the 1900ts. The Dunning Course of

Improved Music Study, by Carrie Louise Dunning, published in

1903 and revised in 1958, included three music theory text-

books, The Progressive Series of MsicStudy, published by

the Art Publication Society of St. Louis, Missouri, in 1911,

contained compositions and studies annotated by Leopold

Godowsky. In 1945 twelve packets of loose-leaf theory

lessons were added to the library. The material of both of

these courses is marketed by mail directly to selected

teachers and students who have subscribed for the complete

course, and is not available to the general public.

A First Theory Book, by Angela Diller, was published by

G. Schirmer in 1921. Keyboard Harmony Course, Books I, II,

III, and IV, also by Diller, were published by G. Schirmer,

1936 to 1949.

In 1957 the Summy-Birchard Publishing Company published

Music Workbook, Books 1 through 6, by Frances Clark and

Louise Goss, as a part of the Frances Clark Library for

Piano Students. These books were superseded in 1964 by

Keyboard Theory, Books 1 through 6, by David Kraehenbuehl

with Frances Clark and Louise Goss.

Music for Piano, Books 1 through 6, and companion books

Skills and Drills, Books 1 through 6, by Robert Pace,
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published by Lee Roberts Publishing Company in 1961, combine

a piano methods course with technical drills, chord progres-

sions, transposition, and composing exercises.

Numerous other "theory" books may be purchased in music

stores. These seldom go beyond the realm of pencil and

paper drills in note-naming and mathematical calculation of

the rhythmic content of a few measures from a given meter

signature.

Specifically written for use with the outdated Texas

Education Agency, Applied Music in Texas Schools, Bulletin

589 (which was superseded by Bulletin 661), are Theory Work

Books 1, 2, and 3 by Jimmie Mansfield, published by the

Southern Music Company in 1966. These small pamphlets are

little more than illustration. Book 1 for grades 4, 5, and

6 contains twelve pages. Book 2 for grades 7 and 8 has

fifteen pages. Book 3 for grades 9 and 10 contains twenty-

eight pages.

Survey of State Music Theory Programs

In order to determine the status, validity, and worth

of Bulletin 661 in relation to music education programs in

other states, letters were written to all of the State

Education offices in the United States and to the Superin-

tendent of Schools of large cities which have independent

school systems, or were known to have an outstanding music

program, The letters requested information about the school

system's applied music program, and bulletins if there were
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any available,

Many Education offices replied that their district had

not made any provision for allowing high school credit for

music studied outside the school, and therefore had not

attempted to set any standards of achievement, either in

performance or in theory. Other offices sent copies of

bulletins, one or two pages in length, announcing regional

or state contests in piano, or in other instruments.

Bulletins of considerable size and detail were received

from the states of Florida, Mississippi, Missouri, New York,

North Dakota, and Ohio. All of these states allow high

school credit for applied music study from accredited

teachers, and have established minimum standards for the

number of lessons, hours of practice, and examination

procedure for performance, technique, and in some instances

theoretical knowledge. Mississippi (10) and North Dakota (3)

do not have theory requirements except that which a student

would normally learn in playing his instrument.

The State of Florida requires theory-musicianship courses

of study. A list of textbooks for study is provided, and the

material to be covered is summarized in a chart. There are

thirteen essential areas which appear on the final examination

for each of the four high school grades (9).

The State of Missouri allows one-half unit of high

school credit per year for private study in piano, voice,

violin, and cello. Minimum technique-musicianship is
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specified for each instrument on each grade level, and

students are expected to take an examination covering the

fundamentals of music at the end of their first year of

credit instruction (12).

The State of New York recognizes private music study as

a legitimate phase of secondary education. Until 1957 each

student was required to pass an examination in the rudiments

of music, harmony, and music history before credit was

allowed. Since 1957 the basic elements of theory are acquired

in a special course; the student is now expected to obtain

a useful knowledge of music theory paralleling the level of

his technical advancement (5).

The "Applied Music Plan" for Texas contained in Bulletin

661 provides for high school credit, and elementary reports

as well, on the basis of examinations in performance and

in music theory, both of which must be passed, for piano,

violin, viola, violoncello, voice, woodwinds, brasses, and

percussion. The standards of achievement outlined are

comparable to those of professional schools of music mentioned

by Murphy (7, p. 149), and found in the catalogues of the

Dalcroze School of Music (4) and Interlochen Arts Academy (6).

Need for the Study

The need for basic understanding along with the mastery

of an instrument is emphasized in the requirements for

participation in performance sponsored by the Music Teachers
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National Association for high school students at Divisional

and National levels, as specified in the syllabus, National

HL&h School Student Auditions Plan, as revised in April, 1967.

In this day in which rapid advance is being made
in many areas of human knowledge, it is becoming increas-
ingly important that young musicians also be given
adequate training to develop their understanding of the
essential technical and aural aspects of music, and
this should be done while they are studying to achieve
their basic growth in the areas of performance. With
this in mind the areas of clefs, scales, triads,
intervals, transposition, rhythm, aural awareness, and
terminology are outlined in some detail, together with
suggestions for typical questions that would be suite
able for both state and division level auditions
tests (11, p. 34).

A major concern of the Music Educators National Con-

ference has been that basic understanding, the full musician-

ship experience, be offered to all children. A fifty-member

"Symposium," convened by MENC in cooperation with the

Berkshire Music Center, Theodore Presser Foundation, and

the School of Fine and Applied Arts of Boston University,

met at Tanglewood in the summer of 1967 to consider major

problems related to "Music in American Society." Musicians,

sociologists, scientists, labor leaders, educators, repre-

sentatives of corporations, foundations, communications,

government, and others concerned with the many facets of

music assembled to discuss critical issues that had been

identified previously at the 1967 MENC Divisional Conference.

The new concept of education accepts humanistic goals

and aims to help the student become all that he is capable

of becoming, a process termed "self-actualization." In this
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respect, music education has a unique and centrally important

function. Performance is still the key, but it is performance

in which musical understanding is not taken for granted.

Creativity has emerged as a fundamental point. The report

of the committee recommended four broad areas of experience

in music for elementary children: (1) understanding many

types of music, (2) singing, playing instruments, moving to

music, (3) understanding music notation, (4) arranging and

composing music for instruments and voices (2, p. 50).

Need for a Textbook

A theory workbook-textbook designed to meet the

achievement expectations for each grade as prescribed in

Bulletin 661 is needed from the standpoint of both the

private music teacher and the student. As stated in the

bulletin,

There are several advantages in studying theory
concurrently with performance. Such study tends to
encourage the private teacher to follow a systematic
instructional procedure, and a better-balanced program
is assured than otherwise might be offered in the
private studio. A background is provided in elementary
theory which college faculties find highly advantageous
to the student entering college (1, p. 1).

The private teacher is confronted with a wide variety

of teaching-learning situations. A class of thirty students

may contain eight or ten different public school grades, and

within each grade there is always the student whose grade

level in music does not correspond with his grade level in

school. A systematic instructional procedure is almost
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impossible without a suitable textbook in the hands of each

student. The teacher needs an instructional procedure to

follow for, in many instances, he is not prepared by educa-

tional background to teach music theory. According to

Kenneth Newsome, Theory Chairman for the Texas Music Teachers

Association, who supervises the preparation, distribution,

collection, and grading of the state test papers, teachers

need an instructional procedure to follow in order to unify

the criterion of what constitutes written dictation and

sight singing, if for no other reason.

Of particular concern to the teacher is the plight of

the student who does not begin music study until he is in

junior high or high school and then makes rapid progress

in performance ability. He is unable to enter contests

or take part in programs at the state level because he can-

not pass the theory test. This situation is especially

applicable to the singer who does not become interested in

lessons until his voice begins to mature. Such a late-

starting pupil needs a textbook to enable him to rapidly

cover several grades of theory in order to bring his know-

ledge up to his performance ability.

The student needs a textbook for reference, for review,

and for confirming, correcting, or verifying the impression

he receives from the teacher. He also needs visible evidence

of the subject matter to be learned in his grade level.
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Methodology

In compiling and designing the workbooks, the teaching

objectives outlined in Bulletin 661 were compared with the

bulletins from professional schools and from other states in

the United States and found to be reasonable. These specific

minimum levels of achievement for each school grade were

adopted as the teaching objectives.

Many music education methods books, theory, harmony, and

improvisation books, articles in magazines and newspapers,

research journals, and source books were read. Many and

varied "workshops" which were conducted both by educators for

the cause of education, and educators for the purpose of

selling a recently published product, were attended. Ideas

were gleaned from all of these sources.

In addition, the experience of many years as a private

piano teacher working with elementary and secondary-school

students and with other teachers has been invaluable in

helping to recognize the areas that need repeated emphasis

or careful explanation in student terms. Experience has

also been helpful in the selecting of musical examples that

are acceptable to the student, and that will at the same

time provide some new experience or reinforce something

previously learned.

The lesson programs of private teachers vary. Private

lessons only, class-private lesson combinations, class

lessons only, and class semi-private lessons were all
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investigated in an attempt to design a system of lessons

which would be useful in most situations. As a result of the

investigation each workbook is arranged in four sections.

Each section contains explanation of certain areas and

activities for reinforcement of those concepts. A recapit-

ulation or test sums up the material presented in the

section and often reviews some concept from a preceding

section, Material within each section may be combined

according to the time available at the lesson. Certain

students may not need to complete all of the material in

each area; others may need to repeat or be given additional

drill in some things. It is possible to assign much of

the work to be done at home.

Plan of This Report

The present report consists of a treatise in three

chapters and appendixes containing five music-theory

textbooks in the form of workbooks. Chapter One introduces

the importance and limitations of the problem. Chapter Two

presents the principles which influenced the approach and

design of the workbooks. Chapter Three summarizes the intent

and teaching procedures contained in the workbooks. The

achievement expectations for each grade level are first

listed by category, then the workbook approach and treatment

of each category for that grade is described.

The appendixes, second part of the study, contain the
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workbooks themselves as follows: A. Grade IV Workbook;

B. Grade V Workbook; C. Grade VI Workbook; D. Grade

VII Workbook; E. Grade VIII Workbook.
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CHAPTER II

THEORY OF APPROACH

Pragmatic American people have for generations con-

sidered music a luxury rather than a necessity* The result

is a kind of musical illiteracy which is perpetrated from

generation to generation among people who are otherwise

knowledgeable. The average beginning music student is an

infant in terms of musical background. His parents have not

tutored him in his musical vocabulary because, in many in-

stances, they have little or no musical vocabulary them-

selves. The childts experience with music is limited to

what he hears on radio or television as background for

commercials, cartoons, or other programs, and to what he

hears in church. Music may be in the periphery of his

consciousness, but is perceived dimly without thought of

the music itself, The function of the music teacher is to

awaken the attention of the student to musical elements and

idioms already present in his surroundings, to enlarge the

scope of his musical world, and to help him develop his

own musicianship and creativity along with technical and

mechanical mastery of an instrument.
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Musical Talent

It is a common belief that musical talent is an inherited

trait. In 1919, C. E. Seashore, American psychologist and

musician, wrote,

Pitch discrimination is not a matter of logical
judgment. It is rather an immediate impression, far
more primitive than reflective thought, and dependent
upon the presence of sensitive mechanisms of the inner
ear (18, p. 57).

Controlled studies since Seashore indicate that pitch

discrimination, like other musical abilities, is an acquired

behavior. B. L. Riker (15, p. 11) has shown that we judge

most accurately sounds with which we have had the most ex-

perience, and that pitch discrimination decidedly improves

with training in all age levels, from children to college-

age adults.

The common belief that musical talent is hereditary has

been discounted by N. H. Pronko and J. W. Bowles, Jr.

The argument that the musical ability of the Bachs
was hereditary because it "ran in the family" should
hold as consistently as their German-speaking &ctivity.
It is obvious that whether the Haydns or Bachs composed
or performed, they were interacting with stimulus
objects--pianos, organs, notes, teachers (13, p. 26).

Robert W. Lundin sums up the evidence that musical be-

havior is acquired through a long process of individual

interaction with musical stimuli:

We do not need to accept the inheritance of capac-
ity for music further than realizing that adequate bio-
logical equipment for the reception of stimuli and for
effective performance is inherited. No great composer
or performer ever achieved his goal without long hours
of apprenticeship and struggle. Musical accomplishment
is not the mere result of inherited inspiration but is
also the product of hard work (9, p. 222).
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Developing Pitch Awareness: A Basic Approach

The sensations of music (sound) and color are related

phenomena, color being the result of stimulation of the

retina of the eye by light waves of certain lengths and

sound the result of stimulation of the auditory nerves by

vibrations or sound waves of different lengths. Parents

know colors. They spend a great deal of time teaching a

child to recognize and name colors as a part of his speech

vocabulary. Public school teachers continue "color

education" in art activities from the first grade on up. It

is rare to find an adult who cannot identify red, blue,

green, yellow, and all the infinite shades and mixtures of

these colors. Such a condition as color blindness usually

indicates some sort of physical defect in vision.

In 1938 Seashore stated,

It seems probable that just as the physical eye
of the child at the age of three is as keen as it will
ever be, so the pitch sensitiveness in the ear reaches
its maximum very early. . . The physiological limit for
hearing pitch does not improve with training. Training,
like maturation, results in the conscious recognition
of the nature of pitch, its meaning, and the develop-
ment of habits of use in musical operations (17, p. 58).

Seashorets view has been interpreted to mean that the ability

to hear musical sounds is an inborn trait, the exclusive

property of certain fortunate people. This interpretation

had a profound influence among musicians and psychologists.

On the other hand, it is possible that Seashore's statement

could be interpreted to mean that the actual hearing of

sounds as a sense is as fully developed in a child of three
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as it is in an adult, and that his musical training should

begin at an early age to take full advantage of his aural

ability.

Extensive research conducted for Yamaha International

(20) by physicians, psychologists, educators, as well as

musicians, for the purpose of developing a course of music

study using small electric pianos, indicated that 80/16 of

the development of a person's hearing takes place between

the ages of three to seven years, Yamaha interpreted this

finding to mean that the musical training of children should

begin by the age of four years since their ability to hear

is already well developed. The Yamaha method does not

attempt to teach the technique of playing the piano, but

rather emphasizes rhythm, pitch discrimination, recognition

of melodic elements, singing, and creative activities.

Children are referred to private or other teachers when they

reach school age. Yamaha reports that children with such

a background have the ability to read music, to write their

own compositions, and to write rhythmic and melodic dic-

tation equal to that of college freshmen music students,

and that they have developed a lifetime love of music.

Children who grow up in the family of a musician hear

music constantly from the day they are born. Even without

conscious formal training they become familiar with musical

sounds. A student should not be labeled "tone deaf" or

unmusical when he cannot match a tone with his voice or
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distinguish between major and minor any .more than he would

be called "color blind" if he failed to identify the color

blue without being directed to notice and identify blue

many times before.

It is the task of the music teacher to create the

atmosphere found in the life of a musical family. Ear

training is mind and sense training. The sound should come

first. Musical concepts are at first perceived vaguely.

As they are encountered again and again they are refined

to precise meaning.

The Learning Situation

Even though they know that ear training, scale building,

chord building, and other fundamental knowledge is vital to

the development of musicianship, private music teachers often

use the full lesson period for the technique of the instru-

ment and relegate music theory to the status of a pencil and

paper exercise. They feel stymied by the student's lack of

interest in theory and poor retention of the subject matter.

The student's attitude in many instances is that he agreed

to take music lessons to make music, not to write figures

on paper. Music theory taught solely as a pencil and paper

exercise misses the mark for developing aesthetic sensitivity

because music is s d, Teachers need to find ways to move

from mere memorization of facts which students seem unable

to apply, and oftentimes forget the minute they walk out of

the studio, to concepts that are recognized and recognizable
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as sound.

Many piano teachers have found that a combination of

group or class and private lessons enables them to provide

the basic musicianship background more successfully than

the strictly private lesson procedure. Helene Robinson, in

a survey of piano lesson schedules, defines the class as a

group in which Sall students learn together, but are not

necessarily engaged in the same activity at the same time

(16, p. 9)." The size of the class can range from two

students whose lessons are arranged in order that they spend

part of the time together to as many as fifteen or twenty

in a group. The number of students in a class must neces-

sarily vary according to the individual teacher's preference

and the ages and advancement of the students enrolled in his

group. Trantham reports his findings to indicate that

seven students constitute an ideal class (19, p. 56).

In such a combination of group lesson and private lesson,

the group session includes the components of theory such as

ear training, sight reading, sight singing, scale building,

composing and other factors depending on the advancement of

the students themselves. The private lesson is devoted to

the specific musical and personal needs of the individual

student. Robinson recommends the class lesson for social,

economic, and musical reasons.

Students enjoy sharing the communicative art of
music. Every group contains leaders whose enthusiasm
and appreciation are contagious. Group instruction
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enlarges the scope and increases the quality of the
teacher's service. Fundamentals of reading and writing
musical notation, ear training, theory and harmony, and
analysis of musical form can be taught more effectively
to a group than to an individual, partly because of
group factors and partly because class-teaching affords
more time for drills that reinforce the learning than
the thirty-minute private lesson. . . Creative activity
is fostered by group study. Each student is led to
discover many musical concepts, which, because he found
them himself, are more meaningful, easier to remember,
and more interesting to apply. The success of one
student stimulates the imagination and encourages the
creative activity of another (16, p. 10-12).

The Learning Sequence

Howard A Murphy, in Teaching Musicianship, suggests a

basic learning sequence of:

1. listen

2. discuss

3. write

4. check

According to Murphy, the simple procedure of beginning each

class period with music, not theory, will change both

attitudes and outcomes (12, p. 71).

It might be useful at this point to define the term

"dictation" as it is used by teachers of music theory. The

term refers to any listening activity in which the student

has no reference to a score. Oral discussion following a

dictated example necessarily involves the whole class and

must be general. Writing from dictation is specific,

involving the individual student. Oral dictation precedes

and introduces written dictation.
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Listen--Discuss

The aural combined with oral discussion aids group

insight. Musical concepts are at first perceived vaguely; as

they are encountered again and again they are refined to

precise meaning. Listening activities can be planned with

a wide variety of readily available materials. Many household

items can be found which produce a musical sound of their own,

or which resonate when struck. Recordings can provide unlim-

ited resources for listening, but it should be kept in mind

that children need to be involved in d rather than in

passive listening. From a student's standpoint a successful

session is one in which "I" gave a flawless performance,

regardless of what anyone else did, even if the performance

was limited to one note played as a pedal tone. Ensembles,

or recordings that use the student himself in some way are

more useful and meaningful than quiet listening.

Live performance of musical examples by the teacher or

a student may be used to introduce a concept and at the same

time have the secondary purpose of presenting pieces from

standard repertoire for music appreciation. More advanced

students, as well as students in the class itself, may be

called upon to demonstrate some of the examples. Listening

activities may range from general directed listening to

specific identification of musical elements.

The next step in the learning sequence is to discuss

what has been heard. Oral discussions following the listening
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session aid group insight. The principle device through

which aural sensitivity is developed is identification of

musical elements by ear without the use of a score. Examples

for listening and discussion can be, drawn from the best

sources and from a wide variety of music, but at the same

time they must be suitable for the student's background and

interest. According to Charles Leonhard, Professor of Music,

and Chairman of the Graduate Committee in Music Education,

University of Illinois, "Music educators are gradually

accepting a liberal and more comprehensive view of what is

aesthetic and what constitutes music." He suggests the

inclusion of not only folk song, but jazz, serial music,

electronic music, and experimental music, along with

traditional and classic types of music that have come to

be accepted as "high art" (8, p. 110-111).

Wiley L. Housewright, President of Music Educators

National Conference, says,

There is much to be gained from any musical
creation. Rock, soul, blues, folk, and jazz cannot
be ignored. To delimit concert halls, schools, and
colleges to a steady diet of the "masters" is as absurd
as permitting only Euripedes, Shakespeare, and Molire
to be performed in the theater. Music education must
encompass all music. If student musical attitudes are
to be affected by music education, the music teacher's
openness to new music serves as a necessary model
(6, p. 44).

Bjornar Bergethon and Eunice Boardman stress the value

of moving from the known to the unknown (1, p. 260). The

student's interest may be aroused by an example that is
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familiar and can then be directed to an example which, though

unfamiliar to him, may well have enjoyed a longer life.

Music educators at Tanglewood agreed that,

Music of all periods, styles, forms, and cultures
belongs in the curriculum. The musical repertory should
be expanded to involve music of our time in its rich
variety, including currently popular teenage music,
American folk music, and the music of other cultures
(4, p. 139).

On the other hand, inconsequential or meaningless fragments

defeat the educational purpose. Full examples that will both

expand the students' knowledge of the literature and be

pertinent to the matter at hand will be of lasting value

long after the technical point involved has been mastered.

Oral dictation can be used to introduce all musical

elements--rhythm, pitch, up and down, high and low, intervals,

different degrees of soft and loud, major and minor, expression

terms, tempo terms, elements of form, cadences, and many more.

Hearing is more meaningful than seeing the element on paper,

or mere word discussion. Experienced educators regard the

areas of rhythm and aural perception as the foundation of

musical understanding. Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, who estab-

lished the Dalcroze School of Eurhythmics, wrote in 1922,

Nine out of ten children take up the study of
music without having music within themselves, and yet
almost everything in music depends on hearing. A
purely digital acquaintance with rhythmic values is
inadequate. Movement is not simply a matter of time
but also of accent and direction. Once rhythm is
awakened in body and brain, the child is taught to
blend his movements with sound. The child then learns
to imitate on the keyboard the music singing within
him (7. p. 106).
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Richards, in Threshold to Music, following the inspi-

ration and work of Zoltan Kodaly in Hungary and Carl Orff (5)

in Germany, introduces musical elements through listening,

chanting, and the bodily response of hand symbols. She says,

"Learning to think in a musical manner involves a great deal

of 'feeling'. Although there is a great amount of intellectual

effort involved in doing music, we are trying to make the

child's reaction unselfconscious and effortless (14)."

Concepts frequently need to be presented several times

before a student can fully understand and remember them.

The Yamaha Piano Course schedules certain concepts for

repetition according to a schedule prepared through extensive

research. They have found that the schedule must of neces-

sity be flexible, for some classes grasp a concept more

quickly than the schedule allows, and some need more time (20).

At first the student may feel that he is just guessing when

he identifies an interval or a rhythmic pattern, but as he

hears the same element again and again he will know what he

hears and not have to guess.

Tone production should be considered an important

factor at all times. According to Seashore, the aesthetics

of music should be introduced progressively, always in terms

of the media of tonal hearing and tonal production, showing

that feeling and the expression of musical feeling are

not beyond description and understanding (17, p. 159).

Meaning in music can be found on every level and in every
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aspect of music study. Examples for dictation played on the

piano or any other instrument can always be clear, distinct,

never forced, and above all, musical.

Creativity

Creativity can and should be an integral part of each

student's musical development. Murphy advocates that

creative work be interwoven with the basic learning sequence.

As musical taste is developed and as basic skills
are mastered, all possible encouragement should be given
to individual creative experimentation. The student
should be led to think after the composer and to recreate
this thought for himself. But recreation is not enough.
The student should be encouraged and guided in self-
expression--in learning to create music for himself.
Such self expression can function from the beginning--
limited only by the student's capabilities and interest,
not by his technical equipment (11, p. x).

"The Nature and Nurture of Creativity" became a basic

issue of the Tanglewood Symposium in 1967 and has since become

one of the fundamental goals of music education. People in

the arts have known for years,that all persons are born with

creative ability. A special contribution that the arts can

make is to assist a person to discover his own uniqueness and

expressivity. Potential creative ability being inborn, it is

only necessary to strengthen and nurture the latent abilities

with which a student is born (4). Abraham H. Maslow, Professor

of Psychology at Brandeis University, speaking at the

Symposium, cited creativity as an essential part of self-

fulfillment, or "self-actualization," helping the individual

to discover his own value (10, p. 70-73).
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Discovery and understanding develop most naturally from

first-hand experience in using the materials of a trade.

Joseph Castaldo, President of Philadelphia Musical Academy,

says,

Musicians should take a cue from their colleagues
in the visual arts. Painters do not learn the names
and properties of colors and leave it at that. They
put them to use directly and immediately in the creation
of content. The painting student is in the happy
position of being able to use immediately all the new
information in the creation of meaning (3, p. 36).

The way to insure the pursuit of meaning in musical

studies is creative involvement. It is next to useless to

teach a child that the distance from C up to G is a fifth

unless he has a way of applying this knowledge. If he uses

fifths to make up an Indian Dance or a Melody with Gongs,

the interval of a fifth has meaning. The difficulties

encountered in composing a cohesive, convincing composition

make the experience more meaningful and the end result more

gratifying. Writing one's own music is a vivid way to

learn. When problems develop and are solved, surmounted,

or bypassed, a great deal of learning takes place and other

music becomes more meaningful.

Creativity can be applied to all ages and stages of

achievement. Tasks or exercises can be designed so that the

concepts and information used are aimed at creating musical

sense and meaning. Colorful, imagination-inspiring titles

can be suggested. Louise Bianchi, Chairman of Piano Pedagogy

and Director of the Piano Preparatory Department of the
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Division of Music at Southern Methodist University, reports

that the children in the piano preparatory department are

given an assignment to "make up" a piece each week.

Sometimes an assignment is restricted to the use
of a single concept, sometimes in combination with other
concepts. Occasionally assignments allow the child to
make up a piece using anything he chooses. Pieces are
never written out, as children tend to compose far
beyond their knowledge of written notation. Yet these
pieces are not improvisations. They are worked and
reworked at home, then played from memory for the
class. Pupils sometimes applaud spontaneously when they
particularly like an original composition. They always
call attention to failure to use the assigned concept
or requirement (2, p. 22).

As notation skills are acquired, original compositions

may be used to develop manuscript-writing skills and music-

reading ability. It almost goes without saying that a lot

of learning takes place when a child attempts to write out

his own composition.

Idea-provoking titles can be assigned to more advanced

students who are being directed to write cadences or scales,

or to connect chords in four-part writing. According to

Castaldo,

It is impractical for the instructor to assign the
student a task of filling in voices above a given bass
voice. Rather, a student should be asked to compose
a harmonic structure using particular chords to express
the idea of power, melancholy, or joy. Better still,
he could be asked to express his opinion of an event,
a color, or a shape using these chords (3, p. 36-38).

"Creative" fundamentally means self-expressive, but the

secondary purpose is the promotion of musical insight.

Creative expression often begins with imitation, but ends

with originality.
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It should be realized that Murphy's suggested learning

sequence could be combined in various ways.

1. listen--discuss

2. listen--write--check

List en--Write--Check

Dictation followed by oral discussion involves the whole

class. This precedes and introduces written dictation which

concerns each individual student. Written dictation serves

to confirm the aural impression of rhythm, melody, and

harmony. For this reason written dictation should always be

followed by a check-up to allow each student to learn his

mistakes while the problem is fresh in his memory.

The implication of the "write--check" stage also extends

to the use of tests and examinations. Periodic tests are

necessary to prove that students really know the subject

matter, Murphy says that the discipline of tests helps

recall. Tests summarize, clarify, and organize the learning

sequence for the student. They can be designed to measure

his progress and his needs in such a way that he will be

aware of both (12, p. 180).

It is in this state of the learning process that the

state theory examinations prove their utility. Students

make unexpected, careless mistakes which may go uncorrected

because his own teacher knows "what he means." The state

grader does not excuse a misplaced accidental, nor will he
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search for a key signature that was inadvertently left out

of a series and placed at the end of the test. Critical

grading by the teacher of the student's autography and

organization of answers on preliminary tests will prepare

the way for a more thorough musicianship as well as higher

grades on state tests.

Summary

The average music student begins study of an instrument

with little or no musical background. The function of the

music teacher is to awaken his attention to musical elements

already present in his daily life, to enlarge the scope of

his musical world, and to develop musicianship and creativity

along with technical knowledge of playing an instrument.

The learning situation best adapted to developing

musicianship along with technical skill is the class-private

combination. Components of music theory are taught in the

class while individual needs can be met in the private

lesson.

In the class lesson the basic learning sequence should

be: listen--discuss--write--check. Dictation of musical

examples should be followed first by oral discussion, then

by written work. Listening examples can be chosen from all

periods and types. of music but should be appropriate for the

age and interest of the student. Oral discussion following

dictation of a musical example aids group insight. Written
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work following dictation serves to confirm for the individual

what has been heard. Creativity should be an integral part

of each student's musical development and should be inter-

woven with the basic learning sequence.

Tests summarize, clarify, and organize the learning

sequence for the student and can be designed to measure

his progress and his needs in such a way that he will be

aware of both.
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CHAPTER III

THE WORKBOOKS: A RESUME

The theory behind the organization of the workbooks in

this thesis (Appendixes A, B, C, D, E) is that "understanding

level" learning is more effective and enduring than rote

memorization. In instances in which musical facts must be

memorized, activities have been designed to help students

apply the facts to a particular project. Listening and

rhythm pursuits have been stressed throughout.

Although the text is elementary music theory, the work-

books are not intended for children below grade four in

public school. As was explained in Chapter I, the indications

in the heading of each workbook (e.g., "Grade IV," "Grade VI,"

etc.) refer to the reading and comprehensive skills attained

by a student in that grade of school. Those students receiving

instruction in voice or in an instrument other than the

piano will need to acquire a knowledge of the piano keyboard

and attain some facility in finding scales, chords, and

cadences at the piano.

Each workbook is divided into four sections; each section

culminates in a "Recapitulation" or test covering the material

that has been studied in the section. Each workbook builds

on concepts and skills acquired in the previous grade.

36
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All of the historical information included in the work-

books has been taken from standard reference books. The

Harvard Dictionary of Music (1) has been the authority for

the spelling of terms. Definitions from Bakerts Dictionary

of Musical Terms (3) were used to clarify and simplify some

of the definitions in the "Vocabulary" sections of Applied

Music in Texas Schools, Bulletin 661 (2).

Language poses a problem in certain sections of Bulletin

661 (2) inasmuch as the terms used in the vocabulary section

and in the test questions themselves do not correspond with

the age of the student. Due to the lengthy and sometimes

involved definitions in the vocabulary sections, the theory

committee of TMTA has adopted a completion form for the

vocabulary part of the state test, giving the definitions

as they appear in the handbook with a blank for the student

to supply the correct term. Many of the other test questions

are stated in terse sentences with as many as seven essential

points necessary for the correct solution of the question

contained in one sentence. Perhaps the theory committee will

find a better way to state the questions at some later date.

Due to the fact that these workbooks are compiled on the

basis of understanding, the definitions in the vocabulary are

given first exactly as they appear in the handbook, then an

additional definition is added in simpler terms. In some

instances on preliminary work sheets the test questions
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which require several steps for solution have been taken

apart and each essential point listed in a separate sentence.

Later, in review, the question is worded as it appears in

Bulletin 661 and on the state test.

The Folk S Singing Series, Books I through VI

(4), are supplementary to the workbooks for use in sight

singing, as a source for melodic dictation, and for melodies

to harmonize with primary triads, Books I and II are used

with Workbook VI (Appendix C), Books III and IV with Works

book VII (Appendix D), and Books V and VI with Workbook

VIII (Appendix E).

Creative work as an objective of Bulletin 661 does not

appear until Grade VI, therefore the "Achievement Expec-

tations" quoted from Bulletin 661 for Grades IV and V do

not include this area. As mentioned in Chapter II of this

report, creativity has emerged as a focal point of music

education since 1967, which was after Balletin 661 was

compiled, and is now considered an essential part of the

student's musical development. For this reason creative

work has been interwoven with other activities in the

learning sequence from the very beginning with Workbook

IV (Appendix A).

Also mentioned in Chapter II of this report (see page

16) was the fact that periodic tests have a definite function

in the learning sequence. Tests help the student discover
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his weaknesses and measure his progress. Tests help the

teacher plan future lesson procedure to correct those

weaknesses. A recapitulation, or test, is placed at the

end of each of the four sections in each workbook to

provide for periodic check-ups. A sample TMTA state test

format for the grade concerned is included in Appendix II

of each workbook.

Appendix I of each workbook is a section called

"Teacher's Notes" which supplies the melodic dictation,

rhythmic dictation, procedure for certain activities, and

answers that would not be obvious to the teacher.

Grade IV Workbook

Since Grade IV Workbook (Appendix A) begins the

series, all of the concepts presented are important. Some

areas are especially emphasized. Rhythm is introduced first

as the most basic of all the elements. Note reading combined

with ear training is also stressed.

Achievement Expectations for Grade IV

The achievement expectations listed below have been

taken from Bulletin 661.

Rhthm.--Write on the staff and name each: whole, half,
quarter, and eighth notes and rests.

Arrange fifteen notes in six measures on the
staff in 4/4 measure, using whole, half, and quarter
notes and rests. Place bar lines and write figures
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in to show how the measures are counted.

Note reading.--Write the following notes on both the
bass and treble staffs: half note on E, quarter note
on G, whole note on A, eighth note on B, half note
on F.

Scales and kf tsignatures.--Write three different major
scales in whole notes on both the treble and bass
staffs, each scale one octave ascending and descending.
Do not use key signatures, but write sharps or flats
in where they are needed. Indicate the half steps.
At the end of each scale, write the key signature and
keynote for that scale. Scales up to and including
three sharps or three flats may be selected.

Ear training.--The examiner will sound five notes
(7cluding black keys) confined to the limits of the
treble staff. The student will match each of the
tones on the piano, by ear, and will then write them
on the treble staff. The examiner should sound one
tone at a time. Three trials on each tone may be
permitted.

Melodic dictation.--The examiner will play three four-
tone groups of scale tones, all in the same named
major key, each group to include skips only along
the tonic chord line, each group not exceeding one
octave in compass. The student will sing each group
back, then write that group on the treble staff.
Three playings of a group may be permitted.

Vocabulary.--The student will tell the meaning of
the musical terms designated Grade IV in the Dictionary
of Musical Terms (2, p. 31-327

Workbook Approach for Grade IV

Rhythm.--The pulse or beat is introduced through

listening and clapping to familiar songs sung by the students,

played by the teacher, or on recordings. Symbols of notes

and rests are illustrated and followed by rhythm drills to

clap and chant. Later, the drills may be used with rhythm
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band instruments. The first rhythm drills are given

without bar lines or meter signatures and are intended to

be chanted using note names or rhyming words.

Meter and time signatures are introduced by listening

to strong and weak beats in familiar songs. Making tall

and short pencil strokes on paper in rhythm with the music

helps the student see the recurring pattern of strong and

weak beats. The significance of the meter signature is

then explained, and counting with numbers is introduced.

The problem of arranging a given number of symbols in

a given number of measures with a given meter signature,

musical arithmetic, is purely a mathematical exercise at

this point. The arrangement of rhythmic values is not

expected to make musical sense. The numbers specified may

be changed arbitrarily. In preparation for this exercise

students are instructed to contrive units representing one

beat. Sheets of construction paper or notebook paper are

to be cut into four quarters. Both sides of all of the

sections are to be used to make different combinations of

notes and rests that will equal a beat unit. The beat units

are then combined into measures, and the measures into

phrases. As a class activity the phrases may be used as

counting exercises. After the general activity each student

is to work out his own solution to a given problem.
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Note reading.--The music alphabet and a historical

account of the development of the use of lines and spaces for

writing music serve to introduce the grand staff. The letters

G and F are used in place of clefs for the first few pages

to remind students that clef signs name the lines on which

they are placed, and therefore establish the pitch names of

all other lines and spaces of the staff. These two "pitch-

hooks" are used as beginning notes for melodic dictation.

After a brief description of the evolution of the

present-day bass and treble clefs, the G and F are replaced

by the customary treble and bass clef signs. The five 0's

are shown as additional pitch-hooks and used for melodic

dictation; then the four Gts are added. Note naming is

combined with ear training throughout the workbook.

Scales and k signatures.--Sharps, flats, naturals,

half steps, and whole steps are explained in preparation for

the introduction of the major scale. A visual pattern of

the major scale is presented using blocks as stepping

stones arranged in the relative proximity of whole and

half steps. The student is instructed to write the name

of the piano key which will be needed in the block, then

to write the scale in notes on both the treble and bass

staffs using the letter names he has written in the blocks.

Ear training is combined with scale writing when the'student

finds the scale by pattern and by ear, then writes the notes
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on the staff.

The logic of using a preview list of sharps or flats,

the key signature, is explained. Students are instructed to

memorize the order of sharps and flats as they appear in key

signatures, and to devise a rule for finding the keynote of

a composition by observing the key signature. Provision is

made for practice in writing scales in the manner prescribed

by the state test. The student is instructed to complete

a short melody using tones of the scale studied,

Ear trainin.--The clef notes F and 9, the five O's,

and the four q's are "pitch-hook" notes used for both note

reading and ear training. Pitch-hook notes and notes a

step or a skip away are played for ear training. Students

are given the beginning note, then write the other notes by

ear and name the entire series,

Matching the pitch of tones played on the piano by the

teacher is presented as a game in which each student attempts

to improve his own previous score by reducing the number of

times he tries to find the correct pitch. At first only

white keys are played. After sharp and flat signs are

introduced, both black and white keys are used. When the

student locates the correct pitch on the keyboard, he must

write the note on the proper line or space on the staff.

Melodic dictation.--Elementary melodic dictation, the

writing of four-tone groups of scale tones, is introduced in
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connection with each scale as it is studied. Combinations

of scale degree numbers are printed for the student to

watch as the teacher plays one of the patterns. The student

selects the correct pattern, sings the tones back with

numbers, then writes the notes on the staff.

Vocabulary.--Students are given the opportunity to use

the vocabulary words in the discussion of simple compo-

sitions. These may be played by the teacher or by one of

the students.

Creative work.--.Four original compositions are to be

worked up by the student. These pieces need not be written,

but should be well planned, memorized, and played for the

class, The first composition, "Echo," is to incorporate

the dynamic markings being studied. The second piece is

to be played on all black keys. The third piece, "Buzzing

Bee," is to use the concept of half steps. The fourth

composition, "Chinese Dance with Gongs," is to use the

interval of the fifth.

Grade V Workbook

In Grade V Workbook (Appendix B) the concepts presented

in the previous grade are expanded. This applies to all

areas. Also, in the area of rhythm, a new concept is intro-

duced, that of compound meter. Both the notation and

reading of compound meter are difficult for students to

understand and must be explained and used many times.
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Achievement Expectations forG raeV

The achievement expectations listed below have been

taken from Bulletin 661,

Rhythm.--Write the following notes on the bass staff:
half note on B, whole note on D, quarter note on F,
eighth note on D, sixteenth note on G.

Arrange sixteen notes and rests of corresponding
types in six measures on the staff in 3/4 or 6/8
measure. Use half, quarter and eighth values. Dotted
notes may be used, but not dotted rests. Place bar
lines and write figures in to demonstrate how the
measures are counted.

Note readin&.--Write the following notes on ledger
'ines both above and below (but not on) the treble
staff: B, G, D, A, C.

Scales and h&;e sjgnatures.--Write, without key signa-
tures , obot staffs in half notes, one octave
ascending and descending, one sharp scale and one flat
scale which use from three to five sharps or flats.
Place sharps and flats where they are needed in the
scales and mark the half steps. The keynote and
signature should be added at the end of the scale.

Ear trainin and gsi ht sin in ,--Match by ear on the
ano nivestol TshdeWyt he examiner, then write

them on the treble staff. Black keys should be in-
cluded. Three trials on each tone may be permitted.
This material should include the entire treble staff,
up to and including the second ledger line above and
below the staff.

Melodic dictation.--The examiner will play three
Live-tone groups of scale tones, all in the same
major key, which will be named, with skips not
larger than thirds and not exceeding one octave
in compass. Sing each group back, then write it on
the treble staff. Three playings of each group
may be permitted.

Vocabular .--The student will give the meaning of
The mus tl terms designated Grade V in the Diction-
ary of Musical Terms (2, p. 3 337
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Workbook Approach for Grade V

Rhythm.--A chart shows the relative duration of notes

and rests including values up to sixteenths. The augmentation

dot and the tie are explained. Several pages of rhythm

exercises utilize the metronome to show that the speed of

the beat can be slow or fast, and that the quarter note does

not always serve as the beat unit. Rhythmic dictation is

introduced.

Compound meter is introduced by inserting the triplet

figure into chants in simple meter. The difference in

rhythmic feel between the quarter-note-plus-dot of simple

meter and the dotted-quarter-note of compound meter is

emphasized.

The words duple, triple, and quadruple are used to

describe the meter as students listen to selected compo-

sitions in both simple and compound time. Compound meter

background beats are explained and rhythm drills provided.

Students are instructed to contrive beats using smaller

notes and rests in combination to make units equal to

a quarter note for simple meter and a dotted quarter note

for compound meter.

Note reading.--Lines and spaces of the grand staff are

reviewed to strengthen vacation-dimmed mental impressions

of some of the students, and to reinforce and speed up the

rate of comprehension of others.
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Ledger lines and spaces are explained, then practice

in writing notes above and below the staff is combined with

tone-matching activities.

Scales and ke sinatures.--A brief historical reference

to the modes, illustrated by an example of music composed in

the thirteenth century, introduces scale study. Scale-wise

melodies to be played and sung follow a review of the major

scale stepping-stone pattern from Grade IV. In Grade V,

scales are to be written with half notes. This presents an

additional problem, that of stem direction. For this reason,

scales already learned in Grade IV are reviewed and written

with half notes, then new scales are studied. Melodies in

different keys are to be completed using various compositional

devices such as repetition, sequence, and retrograde. For

the purpose of giving meaning in sound to the terms included

in the vocabulary, tonic, dominant, and subdominant chords

are explained and included as part of scale-writing work.

All scales to seven sharps and seven flats are presented

in order to complete the picture of key signatures. Students

are guided to find a way to recognize the keynote from the

key signature, and to reverse the rule to write the key

signature from a given keynote. The key circle as a memory

device makes its initial appearance.

Natural minor scales are given a preview with a "stepping-

stone" approach to minor scales D, 0, and A. The minor

scale sound is compared to the major scale sound.
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Ear training an sight singing.--Tone matching drills,

which now include ledger lines and spaces above and below

the treble staff, are presented in the same manner that they

were in Grade IV. Students are expected to sing the tones

that are within their voice range.

Melodic dictation.--The scale tone groups used for

dictation now include five notes. Dictation is continued

in the same manner as in Grade IV, using printed patterns

of scale degree numbers as a help at first, The printed

patterns are omitted toward the end of the book and the

student writes the tones he hears without any printed

suggestions,

Vocabulary.--The words included in the Vocabulary are

used in musical examples arranged for rhythm band, in scale

writing, and in rhythm drills in order that the meaning

will be heard as well as the definition memorized. Additional

words used in connection with creative work are listed and

defined on a separate page.

Creative work.--Four original composition assignments

are outlined. The first, "Chinese Landscape," is to be

played on all black keys. The second is to be composed

in C major using solid chords and arpeggios. The third

is to have an ostinato bass. The fourth is to have three

parts: D major, D minor, and a return to D major. As

in Grade IV, these compositions do not need to be written,
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but should be well worked out, memorized, and played for

class.

Grade VI Workbook

Again in Grade VI Workbook (Appendix C) concepts

introduced in earlier grades are expanded. Several new

concepts are introduced which are very important. These

are: natural minor scales, using the half note as a beat

unit, and writing a melody with a "good cadence."

In connection with scales and key signatures, the

state test uses a form of question in which the answer

to part of the question becomes the starting point of the

solution of the whole question. First appearing in the

Grade VI examination, this form of question continues to

appear in subsequent grades. The question is not construed

to be a musical concept, but it does need explanation and

practice for solving.

Achievement Expectations for Grade VI

The achievement expectations for Grade VI in Bulletin

661 are listed below.

Rhythm.--Write note and rest values from whole to
thirty-seconds.

Arrange twenty-five notes and rests of corre-
sponding type on the staff so as to produce four
measures in 3/2 measure. Use dotted notes of each
type, but not dotted rests. Place bar lines where
needed and write figures in to demonstrate how the
measures are counted. A good rhythmic arrangement
should be attained.
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Note reading.--Place a treble or bass clef sign
befor;IEa of ten given notes on the staff which
will properly place the ten given letter names.

Write the following notes on ledger lines or
spaces both above and below (but not on) the bass
staff: eighth note on B, quarter note on F, half
note on D, sixteenth note on E, thirty-second note
on C.

The examiner gives ten pairs of stepwise letters
with chromatic signs. The student indicates the
distance in steps involved in each pair.

Scales and key signatures.--On both the treble and bass
staffs, write the key signatures and keynotes of seven
major keys and three minor keys called for by the
examiner. The student is to be prepared for all.
the major keys and on the more often-used minor keys.

The student will answer: What would be the key
signature of a major scale built on the fourth note of
the A-flat major scale? The sixth note of A major?
The third note of E-flat major?

Ear training, melodic dictation.--On the treble staff
Write ten notes witin ioneotave) of the named major
scales of C, D, or B-flat, as sounded on the piano by
the examiner, Each note will be sounded with the
keynote.

S singing.--None required.

Creative work.--The student will write a four-measure
melodyWiTV good cadence in a given key and measure.

Vocabulary.--The student will give definitions of the
musical"terms designated Grade VI in the Dictionary of
Musical Terms (2, p. 33).

Workbook ApProach for Grade VI

Rhythm.--Note and rest values including thirty-seconds

are pictured with lines showing the duration of each symbol,

relative to the others. A fractional relation of each note

to the whole is given in numbers. An incomplete chart
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of notes and rests is to be finished by the student. Simple

and compound meters, accompanied by examples for clapping,

are discussed briefly to reinforce concepts presented in

Grade V. Meters using the half note as a beat unit are

explained; then students draw combinations of notes and

rests to equal a half note. The beat units are combined

into measures and phrases for rhythm drills.

Conductor's beat patterns in two and three are shown

early in the workbook for use with rhythmic notation drills.

Conducting in four is introduced later.

Note reading.--A review of notation gives a historical

account of notes and clef signs. References for listening

include Plainsong examples transcribed into modern notation

and examples on recordings. Ledger lines and spaces above

and below the grand staff and between the treble and bass

staffs are reviewed.

Scales and kZ signatures.--The emphasis in this area

for Grade VI is placed on key signatures, both major and

minor. For this reason, the natural or pure minor is the

only form of the minor scale discussed at this point. A

stepping-stone illustration presents the natural minor scale

as a new and different scale pattern. The major scale pattern

is shown, also, in order that the difference between the two

patterns may be seen. Compositions are listed to be played

by the teacher in order that the difference in sound
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may be heard.

Ten major and minor melodies without key signatures,

but with accidentals in the music, are provided for the

student to derive a scale from the music, assemble the key

signature, and determine the mode and the keynote. Students

then build minor scales from different keynotes using the

minor scale pattern and compose a melody in each minor key

thus constructed.

After a review of major key signatures, major and minor

key signatures are coordinated according to the number of

sharps or flats they contain, Students are instructed to

devise a rule for associating major and minor keynotes. The

key circle as a memory device is presented again. This time

both major and minor keynotes are to be supplied for each

key signature.

Questions in which the answer to one part becomes the

starting point for the solution to the whole question are

introduced by statements which place each tone in seven

different keys. Practice questions follow.

Ear training, melodic dictation.--Ear training and

melodic dictation exercises using scale tone groups are

continued in the same manner as in Grade IV and V until

major and perfect intervals in the major scale are explained.

After a class discussion period in which students supply

the names of familiar melodies or sounds that will serve
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as memory aids, intervals are used for ear training and

melodic dictation drills.

Two other kinds of ear training exercises are included.

In the first, the teacher plays two melodies which are either

exactly alike or slightly different, The student determines

by listening whether the melodies are alike or different.

In the second, two slightly different melodies are printed.

As the teacher plays one of the melodies, the student

selects the one being played.

S singing,-- Sight singing is not required in the

state test until Grade VII. Grade VI is the bridge between

singing back dictated tone groups (in Grades IV and V) and

actual sight singing (in Grade VII). Practice sight

singing is therefore introduced in Grade VI. An "Intro-

duction to Sight Singing" discusses reasons why people who

are interested only in playing the piano or another instru-

ment need to be able to sight sing. The conductor's beat

has already been presented in connection with rhythm drills,

and students are instructed to beat time as they sing.

Melodies which progress from duple meter to triple, and

finally to quadruple are selected from the Folk Son t

Singing Series, Books I and II (4).

Creative work.--Creative work as a requirement on the

state test appears for the first time in Grade VI. The

student is instructed to "write a four-measure melody with
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a good cadence." "Cadence" is explained at this point as

a melodic cadence to differentiate the terms "authentic

cadence" and "plagal cadence" which appear in the vocabulary.

Experience in writing melodic cadences is provided by the

composition of melodies in the minor scales studied: "Sad

Little Tune," in C minor; "Melody," in D minor; "Tarantella,"

in A. minor; "Solemn March," in F minor; and "Wintery Wind,"

in C# minor.

Longer original compositions include: "Bell Song,"

using the interval of the fourth, and two three-part pieces

combining major and minor sections.

Vocabulary.--Students are instructed to look up the

meaning of the vocabulary words and to find compositions in

which the words are used. The compositions are to be played

in class to demonstrate the terms.

A detailed explanation of "authentic cadence" and

"plagal cadence" includes a list of familiar songs with

the numbers of the measures in which the cadences are found.

Students are instructed to find cadences in the music they

are studying, bring the music to class and demonstrate the

cadences. Cadence patterns are given for keyboard practice

in all keys. Melodies found in Folk Song Sih Singin

Series, Book 1 (4), are to be harmonized at the keyboard

using the I, IV, and V chords.

Many of the definitions in Grade VI Vocabulary of Bulletin

661 are complicated, and in some instances misleading. The
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state test has simplified most of the definitions.

Grade VII Workbook

Concepts presented in the previous workbooks are again

expanded in Grade VII (Appendix D). In many instances the

material from the three preceding grades is combined. In

other areas material is added to a previous concept which

requires discriminative thinking on the part of the student.

Examples of material added to a previous concept include

the addition of the harmonic and melodic minor scale forms

to the minor scale concept, and the setting of an original

melody to a couplet of verse added to the concept of the

composition of an original melody with a good cadence.

The area of ear training and melodic dictation now

includes the writing from dictation of a four-measure

melody with correct pitch and rhythm. Individual singing

at sight of a four-measure melody within easy voice range

is an added requirement.

A new area, that of chord construction, begins with

Grade VIII.

Achievement Expectations for Grade VII

The achievement expectations listed below have been

taken from Bulletin 661.

Rhythm.--Write two four-measure examples using two of
the following measures: 9/8, 6/4, or 4/2, Use notes
and corresponding rests, including sixteenths. Use
dotted notes, but not dotted rests. Place measure bars
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and write figures in to demonstrate how the measures are
counted.

These examples are not expected to reflect satis-
factory musical phrases. This is a mechanical
problem.

Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of a four-
measure phrase in compound measure. The first measure
will be given by the examiner.

A logical musical phrase is to be represented
rhythmically by the student's solution to this
problem, this phrase demonstrating a natural
rhythmic flow. The solution is not to be merely
a mechanical example. The final note should occur
on an accent.

Note readini.--On either the treble or bass staff, write
nt~e'son the next line or space which sound a whole
stepI higher t Fan the following: C#, B, E#, Fb72
it he staff not used for the first series of notes,

write notes on the next line or space which sound a
half s Asia thainFThe following: B, F#, D, Cb, G#.

Scales and 4 signatures.--Indicate in letters (not
on the flMfty thekeynotes of the relative minors of
each of the following major keys: A, Bb, F#, Db, C#.

Spell minor scales in letters (not on the staff)
as follows: Natural minor C#, Harmonic minor F;
Melodic minor, ascending and descending, G#. After
each, indicate its proper key signature and keynote.

Harmony.--On the treble staff, write the I, IV, and V
trids, each in its three positions with roots in the
bass, of one given major key and one given minor key
(harmonic). Identify each chord with its Roman
numeral.

Ea raining, melodic dictation.--Write from melodic
71ctation a four-measure phrase with correct pitch
and rhythm.

Sight sin in .--The student will sing at sight a short
musical example given by the examiner. The example
should be within easy voice range.

The student may use syllables, letters, numbers or
a neutral syllable. Rhythm must be exact, and the
student should beat time. Two trials should suffice.
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Creative work.--The student will write an original
tune to a couplet of verse given by the examiner, In
preparation, the teacher should insist upon the proper
synchronization of accents in text and tune, and should
direct the student's attention to proper consideration
of phrase values in the tune.

Vocabulary.--The student will give definitions of the
musical terms designated Grade VII in the Dictionary
of Musical Terms (2, p. 3"4=- .

Workbook Approach for Grade VII

Rhh.--Rectangular blocks are outlined on the page

for the student to fill with as many variations of note

combinations to equal a specific beat unit as he can invent.

The half note is the specified beat unit in simple time; the

dotted quarter note and the dotted half note are the spec-

ified beat units in compound time. Beats thus devised are

to be combined into phrases and the counts written below

the notes. The student is to compose a melody using one of

the rhythms thus contrived.

Several pages of rhythms in many meters are given for

clapping, chanting, or for use with rhythm instruments.

Students are assigned a project of writing rhythmic chants

using given words, and to notate the rhythm of one of their

school football cheers. In rhythmic dictation exercises,

the student is to complete the notation of rhythmic values

in a phrase as dictated by the teacher. Each completed

phrase is to be re-notated using a larger or smaller beat

unit. Upon completion, both examples are to be clapped

and counted to demonstrate that the size of note used for
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the beat unit does not make a difference in the flow of

rhythm. The conductor's beat patterns for two, three, and

four in both simple and compound meter are illustrated.

The attention of the student is directed to phrases of

music in familiar compositions for observance of rhythmic

patterns as they actually occur before an attempt is made

to complete a logical musical phrase from a given measure.

Students are instructed to find examples of specific meters,

copy the rhythmic values without pitch, and use them for

observation and discussion.

Note adin.--Breve and sixty-fourth notes and rests

are added to the list of symbols previously studied.

Instruction in manuscript writing is given, and exercises are

planned for practice in using the information.

Scales and k kZsinatures.-The key circle is repeated

from previous grades for review. The term "relative" is

illustrated by comparing relative major and minor scales

to a brother and sister with the same family name but

different personal characteristics.

Emphasis in Grade VII is placed on the three forms of

the minor scale. A demonstration of the melodic tendency of

the leading tone in major and the sub-tonic in the natural

minor introduces the alterations found in harmonic and

melodic minor scale forms. The metaphor of the family is

again called upon, and the minor scale alterations are
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likened to Sister with a new hair style and make-up. Stepping-

stone block illustrations enable the student to compare the

scales visually at the same time he is comparing them aurally.

Projects in writing, identifying by ear, and singing

minor scales are outlined. Minor melodies in the Folk Song

Sih Singing Series, Book III, are indicated for identi-

fication of the keynote, form, and for sight singing.

Harmony.--Harmony was introduced unofficially in Grade

IV and Grade V by the presentation of primary triads along

with scales, and again in Grade VI when the terms "authentic

cadence" and "plagal cadence" were included in the vocabulary.

In Grade VII the student is expected to write four-part

close harmony, keeping the root in the bass, but placing

the soprano in three different positions.

Triad formation is explained in detail in Grade VII.

Four-part harmony with the proper doubling of the chord

and the three upper positions are illustrated and discussed.

The dominant seventh chord is explained. Harmonic cadence

patterns and melodies are given for practice at the keyboard,

Eatrin, melodic dictation.--The procedure for

melodic dictation is outlined according to the instructions

specified in Bulletin 661 (2, 34-35). This procedure is

recommended to emphasize the necessity for fast, accurate

memorization by ear, and requires considerable practice,

The teacher is directed to select melodic dictation examples
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from the Folk SE Si Singing Series (4) and to conduct

practice dictation using manuscript paper.

Interval dictation is continued from Grade VI.

Listening exercises for identifying major and minor triads

are begun for practice.

S% sining.--The procedure for sight singing

is repeated from Grade VI. Assignments are found in Folk

Q Sig Singing Series, Books III and IV (4). Singing

scales in different rhythms also develops an awareness of

pitch relationship in both the major and minor scales.

Creative work.--Setting a poem to an original melody

is a new concept introduced in Grade VII. A step by step

approach is outlined for scanning the poem, marking the

accented and unaccented syllables, choosing the meter,

planning the cadence points, and writing the melody.

Other compositions are suggested: a piece using 6/4

or 9/4 meter, a toccatina using triads in root position and

running passages, and a two-voiced invention, or a canon.

Vocabulary.--Words from the preceding grades are

reviewed. Many of the words included in the vocabulary are

explained and used in the text. The words that are not used

in some way are listed for the student to find the definition,

then locate the word in a musical composition.
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Grade VIII Workbook

All areas in Grade VIII Workbook (Appendix E) are

continuously developed and refined from the previous grades.

The text is framed in the language of the musician. Funda-

mental principles of phrase structure and form are presented,

and new terminology is introduced. Greater finesse is re-

quired of the student in all situations.

Discriminatory thought is promoted in dealing with

concepts previously learned by the use of musical terms

which denote subtle differences, such as the use of the

words "chromatic" and "diatonic" in reference to half

steps. The melodies for sight singing and melodic dictation

become progressively more difficult, both in intervallic

relationship and in rhythmic construction.

Achievement Expectations for Grade VIII

The following achievement expectations have been taken

from Bulletin 661.

Rhythm,.--Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of
an eight-measure period. The first measure will be
given by the examiner.

A logical musical phrase is to be represented
rhythmically by the student's solution to this
problem, this phrase demonstrating a natural
rhythmic flow. The solution is not to be
merely a mechanical example. The final note
should occur on an accent.

Note readina.--On the bass staff, write chromatic half
sTps above E, Ab, F#, B and Db. On the treble staff,
write diatonic half steps below G, Cb, F#, Ab, and G#.
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Scales and k sinatures.--The student will answer:
What i&sThe key signature of a minor scale built on
the fifth of the B Major scale? On the third of C
Minor? On the seventh of D Minor (harmonic)?

Indicate on the staff, with key signatures, the
keynotes of the relative minor keys of five given major
keys expressed by the examiner in letter-names.

On both the treble and bass staffs, write a
complete table of the key signatures of the fifteen
major keys.

Harmony.--On both the bass and treble staffs, with key
signatures and in four-part close harmony in a given
major and its relative minor key, write the I, IV, and
V chords, each in its three upper positions, but with
the roots in the bass in all chords.

It is satisfactory if the student prefers to form
the I, IV, and V chords into a cadence-group in
three positions..

Ear traiin, melodic dictation.--Write a four-measure
example fro melodic dictation with exact rhythm and
pitch.

Sih sin ina.--At sight, the student will sing a short
musical example given by the examiner. The example
should be within easy voice range.

The student may use syllables, letters, numbers
or a neutral syllable. Rhythm must be exact, and
the student should beat time. Two trials should
suffice.

Creative work.--Write an original tune to a given
Thr ITnesWT verse.

The student should read the verse aloud, indicating
the occurrence of natural accents in some way.
Each note of the tune should be placed exactly
with its corresponding syllable of the text.

Vocabulary.--The student will give definitions of the
Wuicatterms designated Grade VIII in the Dictionary
of Musical Terms (2, p. 35-'7).
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Workbook Approach for Grade VIII

Rhythm.--A discussion of music calligraphy serves the

dual purpose of reviewing note and rest values as well as

emphasizing clear and exact handwriting in music notation.

In order to complete an eight-measure period with a logical

rhythmic pattern, the student must first learn what makes

eight measures of music into a period. The phrase is

reviewed, and examples of eight-measure periods are studied;

then the student is to determine the period form of ten

compositions by listening.

Conductor's beat patterns are reviewed for use with

sight singing, and rhythmic and melodic dictation. Rhythmic

reading is introduced to facilitate sight singing and sight

playing. A page of excerpts from musical compositions which

students of this age may be studying is given for the purpose

of working out the rhythm and writing in figures to show

how the music is counted.

Note rdi.--Although the student has written half

steps and whole steps before this time, Grade VIII is the

first time the words "chromatic" and "diatonic" have been

used. These terms are explained and illustrated by musical

examples. A composition, "Allegretto," by Rosetti, is

printed omitting some of the notes. The student is to

complete the music by following directions for chromatic

and diatonic half steps, then play the piece.
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Scales and k eysinatures.--The major scale and the

natural, harmonic, and melodic minor scales are reviewed on

the first recapitulation sheet. Students are instructed to

write specific scales, identify the form of scales by lis-

tening, and write a table of the fifteen key signatures

customarily used in music. The key circle as a memory

device is reviewed, For further information and interest,

modes are discussed and used in setting poems to music.

Modal melodies are assigned for sight singing.

The terms "relative" and "parallel" are part of the

vocabulary for Grade VIII. These terms are explained, and

used in the instructions for key signature writing on

Recapitulation 2. Scale singing drills are provided as

a part of sight singing.

Harmony.--The I, IV, and V chords, written in three

positions with roots in the bass, are reviewed from Grade

VII. Four-part harmony, doubling, voice range, open and

close position, and the rule for connecting triads with

roots a fifth apart are discussed to prepare the student

to write a harmonic cadence group in four-part close

harmony, all in root position, but with the soprano in

three different upper positions. In addition, melodies

are given to be harmonized at the keyboard. Chord symbols

are provided for the first group of melodies. In the next

group the student is expected to work out his own harmony.
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Ear train, melodic dictation.--Rhythmic reading of

note values (without pitch) and rhythmic dictation are

continued from Grade VII as an aid to sight singing, sight

reading, and melodic dictation. Intervals, scale forms,

and period forms are to be identified by ear in separate

exercises designed to complement the study of these subjects.

A few examples for melodic dictation are included in the

workbook. Other melodies are to be selected for dictation

from the Folk Song Sight Singing Series, Books V and VI (4).

t singing.--Sight singing drills using skips in

the I, IV, and V chords have been prepared in several

different keys. Rhythm patterns have been devised which are

to be used in singing major and all forms of minor scales

in different keys. These chord-skip and scale-step singing

drills are to be followed by singing melodies at sight in

the same key as the drill. The melodies are found in Folk

SSight ngn Series, Books V and VI (4). Modulation

is discussed, because some of the melodies in Book VI contain

modulatory passages. Individual sight singing is expected

on three of the recapitulation sheets.

Creative work.--Original melodies are to be composed

using the rhythms planned for eight-measure periods. Early

in the workbook, a discussion of "Setting a Poem to Music"

provides a brief review of work done in Grade VII in which

a couplet of verse was set to an original melody. In Grade
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VIII, the poems to be set contain four lines. Among the

poems included for this purpose are several Troubador and

Trouvere verses which are to be set to modal melodies.

Other original composition projects designed as work

to extend over several weeks are: a waltz, a nocturne,

and a caprice. These compositions are to be written on

manuscript paper. They are to be played and discussed in

class.

Vocabula .--The words "chromatic", "diatonic",

"relative", and ttparallel"t from the vocabulary are discussed

at length. All other words are listed on a work sheet.

Students are instructed to look up the definition in a

source other than the workbook, find them in music they

are studying, and use them in the music they write.
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SECTION I

Rhythm

The Beat

A beat or pulse is a measure for music in the same way

that an inch is a measure for length or width. A beat or

pulse cannot be seen, but in most music the beat can be felt.

Clap with the beat as you sing the following songs. Do not

clap all the words you sing. Listen for the beat.

"My Country 'Tis of Thee," Carey

"Are You Sleeping?" Anonymous

"Row, Row, Row Your Boat," Anonymous

"Old MacDonald Had a Farm," Anonymous

Echo Clappin

The leader claps a line of the exercise. Students

imitate or echo the clapping at the end of each line.

1.

4 - 4~-

2.)

_J -- J-aA _~n~nr.~mmm
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Echo Clappina

Directions: The teacher or a student is to select one

of the measures from a drill and play it on the piano with

one note or clap it. After it is identified, the class will

clap it back. The student who first identifies the correct

example dictates the next example.

1. a..w 2. a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b4

d.

b.

c.0

d. 4

5. a. .

b. m

c.

b.

c.04

a.

.b-1

c.

d.

01;

op-

.OF

W"

mom

mom

Nowwwommom

WAPWW

ww

"aw"

mmomm
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Find the BeatA

Find the beat in compositions on recordings:

1. "Viennese Musical Clock," Jano Suite,

Kodaly

2. "Polka," Bartered Brid., Smetana

3. "March," L'histoire du soldat, Stravinsky

4. Listen to records of your own and find the beat.

Notes

Sounds in printed music Are represented by different

kinds of notes. The beat and the notes are two very different

things. Some notes may be the same size as the beats. Some

notes are smaller than the beat. Still other notes are larger

than the beat,

Notes have a head 0 0 0

which may be white

or black,

a stem,Jr -

and one or more flags.

When two or more notes with flags are next to each other,

the flags may be joined together in a beam.
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Although any kind of note may be used to represent a

beat (called the "beat unit"), the quarter note is the one

used more often than any other.

Quarter note

The quarter note in music may be compared with the coin

"quarter" in money.

Two quarter notes = One half note

Msic

25: 50
Two quarters = one half

money

Four quarter notes = One whole note

Music

250 250 2

Four quarters = One whole dollar

250

Money
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The half-note followed by a dot lasts as long as three

quarter notes.

Half-note dot = Three quarter notes

Two eighth notes equal one quarter note.

Two eighth notes = one quarter note

What money would compare with an eighth note?

What money would compare with the half-note with a dot?

Rests

Silence in printed music is shown by symbols called

rests. Rests with the names of "half," "quarter," "eighth,"

show silence for the length of time equal to a note of the

same name,

note

Eighth

rest 7
notes'

Quarter no ----

rest

no te

Half

rest .M

note
-, aO

whole 4
rest
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Rhythm Chant

Directions for chanting and clapping the rhythm drills on

the following pages:

Chant the note values as follows.

0 "Hold that whole note." Clap once, clasp hands together

and drop them slightly on each of the last three words.

"Half note." Clap once, drop once.

. "Half note dot." Clap once, drop two times.

"Quar - ter." Clap once.

"Two - eighths." Clap twice, once for each note.

"Eighth." Clap once.

"Rest." Say the word but do not clap.

After you have clapped the note values, clap and say the words.

The rhythm drills may be clapped and chanted by the entire

class in unison, or used for echo clapping. Drills that are

written in two or more parts may be done separately, then

combined by dividing the class in sections and clapping

the parts at the same time. Rhythm band instruments may be

used after the students become familiar with the rhythm

patterns.



Rhythm Drills ,

4iScotland'sllr ,-- -- --m - ..-, 11 'i 11 w I
Imp, MPP,

oil

-Iw 

Atli

IV 041

burning.

Look out.

Fire, fire.

Pour on water.

Wee Willie Winkie runs through the town,

Upstairs and downstairs, in his nightgown.

Rapping at the window, crying at the lock,

"Are the children in their beds?

Now it's eight o'clock."

77

1.
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Goosey, goosey, gandel, whither shall I wander?

Upstairs and downstairs, in my ladies' chamber.

4*1I

Ice cream soda, Delaware punch,

Tell me the name of' your honey bunch.

U14
Engine, engine, number nine, going down Chicago line.

If the train goes off the track, will I get my money back?

Chug-a-lug-a-chug, Chug-a-lug-a-chug,

Chug-a-ug-a-c hiagw-lug-a-chugchug chug.



7. Two bonny blackbirds,

Standing on a hill,

One named Jack,

The other named Jill.

Fly away Jack.

Fly away Jill.

Come back Jack.

Come back Jill.

* Throw the rest over your shoulder.

J4mJm4mwin

4-~4- -
* 0

* 0

3 ~,

rni

Fe Fi Fo

BumBum

Mum

Fum

I smell the blood of an

Enge-lish-man.

Pop-i-ty bang, Pop-i-ty

* ing Dong

Boin

uFo x-7ly.

a triplet

Thre ighths

I
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I
op*

ft6

8.

9. I
A

J77

I Fo ur y,
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12.

Sal - ly, Ar - thur, Ben-vamin, Kate.

These are friefi of mine this date

Bet-.ty, Car- o-lyn, Bob- by, too.

But my best friend is you.

0-pen the gates as high as the sky, and

Let King George and his men pass by.

Hig-gel-ty, Pig-gel-ty, my fat hen,

She lays eggs for gen-tle- men.

Some-times nine and

13.

14.

WSOOMNAM"awaftmowift

some-mt imes ten .

Rupp, 4pp,
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Rhythmic Dictation--To Be Written

To the teacher: Select for dictation four measures of each

drill. Play or tap one measure at a time, after which the

class is to echo the rhythm, then write it on paper or at

the chalk board,

I. a.

b- I
Wi.W-

2. 
__ -i-rn

b. -n- " I
c.4_

rNO.rm

. a.

b.

i. _ _

ii
C.

1--i o l& ep g~

e.A

d.

e. I

5. a. flli

-I_- .-

T rri r ur j

M- A

b.

mommom

wawmowlIJL I LI .1

bo.

d.k

I.

0.

J71- -

i I
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Note Reading

The-Musi Ahabet

Music is written with tones that are put together to

make melodies and chords in the same way that letters are

put together to make words in language. The music alphabet

has only seven letters, A B C D E F G, which are used

over and over for a very good reason.

Find and play all the A's on the piano, one after the

other. Do they sound alike? Do they look alike?

Find and play all the B's. -Do they sound alike?

Play two A's then two B's. Do the A's sound the same

as the B's?

Notice that all the keys of the piano which h.ve the

same letter name have a similar sound, except that they

are higher or lower. The high or low quality of tone is

called pi

Writing music with letters alone would not always

produce th.o same melody, even though the letters were the

same as th# notes. Printed music must show the up and down

movement of a melody as well as the length of time each

note is to last,

i.-,.I. FB
j 

-,

Ad
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Play the following melody on the piano:

C A F A C F A G F A B C C A G F E D E F F C A F

Do you recognize the melody?

Music must be written in such a way that the up and

down movement of the melody can be read as well as the

letter names of the notes. Early musicians (around 1027

A. D.) used a system of four lines, with three spaces between,

to write their music. They used square notes. The melody

above would look like this:

One of the lies was marked with the letter name of

a note, usually C, G, or F, to enable the singer to find

the rest of the notes (by counting up or down). The number

of lines was sometimes four, sometimes six, and sometimes

as many as fifteen.

Find the tones in the melody, "Mary Had a Little Lamb,"

on the piano, then write the notes on the lines below*
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The Grand Staff

The "Grand Staff" of modern notation may be called an

eleven-.line staff. However, to make reading easier, the

sixth line (middle line) has been taken out, leaving two

staffs of five lines each. The middle line, which is

middle c, appears as a short line when it is needed,

The grand staff lines and spaces are named the same as

the piano keyboard. Imagine the piano keyboard turned side-

ways on the page before you. "UP" on the piano is to the

right; "UP" on the staff is toward the top of the page.

11 - - ......-
10

3

Turn this page sideways. Begin with the broken line

in the middle of the staff, which is middle c. Write the

names of the White keys of the piano going up from middle c,

with a letter name in each space and on each line. Begin

with middle c again. Write the letter names of the keys

going down from middle c in the same manner, except this

time you will notice that the music alphabet will be back-

wards. The staff does not have enough lines to write all

the keys. Extra lines and spaces must be added to write

very low or very high keys.

M=

OW
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Pitch-HooksA

When the middle c line was taken out of the grand staff,

a letter name was needed to establish the pitch of each of

the five-line staffs remaining. "g" was used to mark the

second line of the upper staff and "f" was used to mark the

second line from the top of the lower staff.

These pitch notes or "pitch-hooks" as we are going to

call them not only give the letter name of the lines, but

also indicate the exact pitch of the tone. There are four

places to write g on the grand staff, but the pitch-hook

treble g is the first g above middle c. The pitch-hook bass

f is the first f below middle c.

Use the pitch-hook letters to start with, then write

names beside all the notes. Play them on the piano at the

correct pitch. Name the melody.

I.

Name of the melody
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2..

Name

3.

Name

4,u:I3I'1"e MM~g '-.2.kaiiW~li"I Fpes er-grmrai-.'"aai-i tie..es -.- u .,._, ,,_ ,-.0. -(14-aR'serErbpaa4- 'r e L

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ W-I..1,1..

-u .

,$ J LL UJPN UJJJ.JLI
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The Treble and Bass Clefs

Artist penmen who made copies of music before the

printing press was invented made the letters F and G that

name the lines in several ways. These letters are called

"clefs".

,q 6&6 ; :
Early G Clefs G Clef Today Early F Clefs F Clef Today

A clef must be placed at the beginning of each staff.

Without the clef, the lines and spaces have no name at all.

Each clef has two names. The G clef is also called the TREBLE

clef, The F clef is also called the BASS clef.

Practice drawing treble and bass clefs. (Keep in mind:

The treble clef crosses the second line four times, naming

that line g above middle c. The bass clef is begun with a

big dot on the fourth line and completed by two big dots, one

on either side of the fourth line, naming that line f below

middle c.)
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Pitch Hook Neighbors

When you know the pitch hook locations, you can

very easily identify tones one and two keys on either side

of the pitch hooks.

Write the names of the notes, then play them on the

piano:

Melodic dictation:

Write the notes for the tones you hear as played on

the piano. Each group of notes will begin with a pitch hook

note. Write the names of all the notes in each exercise.

_2100-111-111% -------

F67

C-01

%..Wool

Oft

4

Now

momawom
W"Imft"

-------------
imor. *WVAM

-ftm"0 40",

looffiWASUNRA

I
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More Pitch Hooks--The Cive Q's

There are five c's that are easy-to-remember pitch-

hooks because they are evenly spaced on the grand staff.

The lower c's look like reflections of the upper cs in a

mirror.C3

2

ci

c (small c)

C (Great 0)

The correct name for middle c is "c" (c one). Use,

a small letter c. The first c above middle c , in the third

space of the treble staff is c2 (c two). Added lines above

the staff are needed to write c5 (c three). These added

lines are named in alphabetical order, continuing from the

top staff line, and are called ledger lines.

The first c below middle c is called "small c,U It is

in the second space of the bass clef, Great C is on the

second ledger line below the staff. Say the music alphabet

backwards from the bottom staff line to locate Great C.

How many lines and spaces are there between each two

c's? * How many piano keys are there between each

two c - -?
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Name the Notes
-wp-

%-0-OF

ii V ___MI w-___
Q_ _ _ _

S a~. -

Write the names of the notes above, then play them at the

correct pitch on the piano.

Melodic Dictation

Write the notes you hear played. The beginning pitch hook

tone is already written. Write the names of the notes.

JC

I
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The Four G's

There are four g's that are good pitch hook notes.

2
g

91

small g

Great G

Write the names of the notes, then play them on the

piano at the correct pitch.

_ _ _ _ _00

Melodic dictation: Write the notes you hear played. Write

the name of each note.

:r

I1

.92
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Mystery Tunes

Write the letter names of the notes. Point to the

notes and sing with letter names, while someone plays the

notes on the piano. Can you name the melody?

1. Name

2 Name

3.Name

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 2P '' ----- --. 44--..J'.~ii-i-l N'liMIII...LMrpyMBI.mipm.g1.

pol~misu ag osese sial~orana imilialma0:,. .. . n.n . . . . ,. -' 'rl' - m i - .

m m - . , . a . .- llmej-amiim me en nanips s.idT "ggn

- - -- --- T73
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Music Terms

Dynamics

Piano

Forte

Mezzo

Mezzo piano

Mezzo forte

Ritardando

Crescendo

Diminuendo

Andante

different

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

(Italian)

degrees of loud and soft.

soft. Abbreviation

loud. Abbr. 4

medium, or half. Abbr. P

medium soft. Abbr. M.P

medium loud. Abbr. rf

gradually slower. Abbr. 'rd.

gradually louder. Abbr. ceCSC,
gradually softer. Abbr. /IMI,

a movement in moderate time.

Watch the music and listen while this piece is played.

Listen for changes in dynamics. Do you hear crescendo?

diminuendo? Do you hear ritardando? Use the abbreviations

to mark the dynamics you heard in the music.

Little Sir Echo

AL le it

-I.- -w -7

Compose a piece of your own about an echo. Memorize it,

then play it for class.

.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

of 
0
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Ear Training

Match the tone. Write it on the treble staff.

CLOSE YOUR EYES! While the teacher plays a tone on

the piano, listen carefully. Sing the tone. THINK--then

find the tone on the piano by the way it sounds. If you

do not play the correct key the first time, keep singing

the pitch, THINK. Was the pitch of the key too high or

too low? How much too high or too low? Try another key.

When you find the correct pitch, write the note on

the treble staff. Write the name of the note below the staff.

White keys between middle c and the 2nd g above middle

c will be used.

ONLY THREE TRIES PERMITTED.

Keep score. Try to beat your own record.

.2.3. 4. 5.

Tries:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5

Tries:
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Recapitulation 1

1. Write on the staff and name each:

a. whole note b. half note

d. eighth note e. whole rest

g. quarter rest h. eighth rest

c. quarter note

f. half rest

2. Draw a treble clef and a bass clef in the proper place.

Write the following notes in both treble and bass:

(Use whole notes. Write the name under the note.)

C G A D F B E

3. Write in the words to fit the definitions.

a. Different degrees of soft and loud.

b._A movement in moderate time,

c. Half. Medium.

d. eoft.

e.________ Loud.
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Recapitulation 1, page 2.

4. Melodic Dictation.

Write the tones you hear played, beginning with the

given note. Write the names under all the notes.

5. Clap and chant the following rhythms individually:

93 S#C IA

6.- Mac-hepth7Wiei -oWh rel tf 'WTre re~

Nav

t I 'I I Am t nm] , I I j rl I I



SECTION II

Accidentals, Alterations

On the piano only the white keys are given letter names.

The white keys are called natural keys. The black keys take

their names from the white keys.

The very next key h than a white key is its sharp.

Find and name the sharp for each white key on the keyboard

below:

The very next key g than a white key is its flat.

Find and name the flat for each white key on the keyboard

below:

Findand play these sharps on the piano keyboard.

Play three different high and low: F#, C#, G$,

D#, A*, E, B*.

Find and play these flats on the piano keyboard.

Play three different high and low: B, F, E ,

D , GO, A , C .

A natural sign, Q , cancels a 9 or . It means

"play the white key."

Play each black key on the piano and give it two

names (one sharp name, and one flat name).

97
A-27
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Write a : before each note on the treble staff, then write

the name of the note under the staff.

Play what you have written,

Write a before each note on the bass staff, then write

the name of the note under the staff.

Play what you have written.

Flats and sharps are always placed before the notes. The

sharp or flat is the same as a person's fir t name--Bob

Hunter, or a Anderson, #, or ; .

When sharps or flats are written with letters the sharp or

flat is written after the letter. This is the same as a

list of names with the last name alphabetized, and followed

by the first name--Andrews, Jane and Brown, Frank.

A# and B

Compose a piece of your own using only the black keys

of the piano, The piece does not need to be written down.

Memorize it, and play it for the class.
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A natural sign is used to cancel a sharp or flat.

It means "play the white natural key."

Write the names under these notes, then play them on the

piano:

Sharps, flats, and naturals must be placed on the lines,

or in the spaces, just as carefully as the notes.

Correct the mistakes in the following music, Write the

names of the notes. Name the tune,

inmi1 _._ IAROleillj lia ~s -'-ha'In1....1- -- ,a -'..---- 1 ..- m- .-- .------- -- -- - -41mI2mn-.i n-.11I4
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Match the Tone

Match the tone, Write it on the treble staff.

CLOSE YOUR EYES--.LISTENt This time your teacher will

play a black key on the piano somewhere between middle c

and the 2nd g. above. THINK, sing the pitch, then find the

key on the piano.

Three tries are permitted. If you do not play the

correct key the first time, use the rest of your tries more

carefully, THINK before you play.

Write the pitch using a whole note. Write the name

of each note below the staff.

Remember--to write a black key you must use either a

sharp (4) or a flat (b). in front of the note.

The lines and spaces have no names without a clef sign.

1. 2. 3, 4. 5. 6.

Tries:

7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12

Tries:
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Meter, Meter Signatures, Time Signatures

In music beats are grouped together in combinations

of strong and weak. In some music we hear stron& weak,

strong weak, a repeated pattern of two beats.

In some music we hear strong weak weak, r weak

weak, a repeated pattern of three beats.

In some music we hear strong weak weak weak, strong

weak weak weak, a repeated pattern of four beats.

Listen while the following songs are played.

Decide the combination of strong and weak beats, then

clap and sing.

1. "Hot Cross Buns"

2. "Did You Ever See a Lassie?"

3. "Mary Had a Little Lamb"

4. "The Farmer in the Dell"

5. "My Country 'Tis of Thee"

Sing the songs again. On the lines after the name of

the song, mark the strong and weak beats as you sing.

Make a tall mark for the strong beat, and a short mark for

a weak beat,
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Measures and Measure Bars

Measure bars are placed so that the strong beat occurs

right after the bar.

Draw a bar line before each tall line that you drew on

the previous page. How many beats are between the bar lines

in :

1. Hot Cross Buns s

2, Did You Ever See a Lassie?

3. Mary Had a Little Lamb

4. The Farmer in the Dell

5. My Country 'Tis of Thee

The beats between each bar line make up a measure of

music. The grouping of beats into measures is called meter.

The composer chooses the meter for his composition and

places a meter signature at the beginning of the music

to tell everyone in advance how the strong and weak beats

are to be grouped,

Look at musical compositions in a song book and in

your own music books, Find the meter signature of each

composition.

Reading the Time Signature

The top number of the time or meter signature tells

the way the beats are to be grouped. In other words, it

tells the number of beats in a measure.



If the top number is:

2

3

4

The beats will be grouped:

Strog weak

Strong weak weak

Strong weak weak weak

The lower number tells the note that will equal a beat.

The note is called the beat unit.

If the lower number is: The beat unit is:

2

4 'I

Time Signature and Meter Signature are two names for

the same thingethe two numbers that tell how to plan the

rhythm.

What do these meter signatures tell you?

2: abea 3
8= $ 4

5
4

2

2

4
4

3
8

2

4

4
8

5
8

5
2

C is a very old sign still used today. It means the

same as 4 is also an old sign. It mean 2 and is
called "alla breve,

103
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Listen to the Music

Unless someone tells you the kind of note the composer

has used as a beat unit, you cannot tell what the bottom number

of the meter signature is just by listening; but you CAN tell

the NUMBER of beats in a measure by the way the beats are

grouped in strong and weak combinations.

Zusic with a strong weak grouping, two beats, is called

DUPLE METER

Music with a tronaweak weak grouping, three beats, is

called TRIPLE METER

Music with a stron weak weak weak grouping, four beats,

is called QUADRUPLE METER

Decide the meter of the following songs by listening.

Make tall pencil marks for strong beats, and short marks for
weak beats. Write Duple, Triple, or Quadruple at the end.

1. "Caisson Song,

2. "Marine's Hymn,

3. "On Top of Old Smokey,"

4. "Blow the Man Down,

5. "Home on the Range,"

6. "Sidewalks of New York, "

7. "Oh, Them Golden Slippers,"

8. "The Spacious Firmament on High

9. "Largo," Handel

10. "March On," Verdi

All musical examples are found in The Brown Book: TwiceSCommunfl S ong, Summy-Birchard Co.
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Counting withNumbers
M - --IW -MM

When there is a meter signature, count by the number

of beats in a measure. The note on the beginning of a beat

gets the number, notes that fall within the beat are counted

with "ta."

Clap and count, Give beat one a little accent.

a
1. 4.

Count: 1 2 1ta ta 2 1 2 1--(2)

Clap:!1 !

2.
4.~

Count:

Clap:

5,34-
Count:

Clap:

-4--
2 ta 1ta 2 1ta 2 l--(2)

j4mJ14

1 2531.2

7 7 1 7

Rest

4'

lta 2 ta 3 l-(2 3)

Count: 1ta 2 ta 3 1 ta,2 ta 3 -(2) 3 ta 1-(23)

Clap: ! 0 !

now

"W""Nomp"

V' 3 4
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1. Show what the meter signature tells you.

amplel: 4 Vw* coi.or
4k4w

2. Write in the numbers and ta's to show how.

count the examples.

3. Count and clap.

to

44

Re, 5l

4.

32s

Mk

moo

K-A

3..- 
t1 ilj I j$ fiuj

JL
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A dot placed above or below a note means "staccato",

play the note detached or short.

A dot placed after a note adds more time to the note.

The dot is a pick-a-back rider that is half the size of the

note it rides. 4. : 4-4x +
A dot after a half note is equal to a quarter note.

jJe

A dot after a quarter note is equal to an eighth note.

0

Write the numbers under the notes to show how to count, then

count and clap the drills:

1..1'1 2. 2

The Tie

K slur line ,#'N over several notes means to connect

the notes as closely as possible. This is the sign for

"legato" which means smooth and connected. It is the opposite

of staccato. A slur line that connects the heads of two

notes that have the same pitch name is called a "tie."

Play the first note, hold it for its own time value, then

continue holding it for the time value of the tied note.

Write the numbers under the notes. Count and clap.

l.# 4 4 .
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The Quarter Note as Beat Unit

Kinds of notes and rests that make one beat when the

quarter note is a unit of beat.

One and one-half beats

K 1J
Two beats together Three beats together

- - - il -

w o m 1001

Four beats together

Cut notebook or construction paper into four equal

quarters. Use both sides of each piece of paper to make

beat units that equal a quarter note. Combine the beat

units into measures. Clap and count.

__.
"MONVA
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Musical Arithmetic

Example: Arrange fourteen notes and rests in six measures

on the staff. Use meter. Use whole, half, and quarter

notes and rests. Place bar lines. Show how to count.

How to do it:

1. Draw a clef sign.

2. Put in the time signature,

3. Divide the staff into six measures.

4. Write one kind of each note and rest called for

in the margin. Check them off as you use them.

5. Above the staff write a quarter note for each

beat in every measure.

On the staff write longer or shorter note and

rest values to equal the required number,

6. Write in the counts,

N Game No. I:

Arrange fifteen notes and rests in six measures on the

staff. Use whole, half, and quarter notes and rests.

Place bar lines. Show how to count,

4
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Musical Arithmetic, continued.

2, Arrange twelve notes and rests in six measures on the

staff in meter. Use whole, half, and quarter notes

and rests. Place bar lines,. Show how to count,

3. Arrange thirteen notes and rests in six measures on the

staff' in meter. Use whole, half, and quarter notes

and rests. Place bar lie. ShOV how to count.

Arrange fourteen notes and rests in six measures on the

.4staff in meter. Use whole, half', and quarter notes

and rests. Place kar lines. Show how to count.

ArranGe fifteen notes and rests in six measures on the

.4staff n meter. ase whole, half and quarter notes

a d rests. Place bar lines. Show how to count.
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9(

1~ I

I _ _ _ _ _

Tries: - -- --

Tries: -

Tries: -"-"Now

I II,

Tries:

'IL

Match the Tone

CLOSE YOUR EYES! Your teacher will play a tone on the

piano. Listen! Sing the tone softly. ThinkA! then find

the same tone on the piano. If you do not play the right

key the first time.,,,STOP,,.,THINK,.,,were you too high

or too low? How much too high or too low? Try again.

KEEP SINGING THE TONE! You may have three chances, but

try to match the pitch the first time.

BOTH WHITE AND BLACK KEYS WILL BE USED--FROM MIDDLE

C TO THE SECOND G ABOVE MIDDLE C. WRITE THE NOTES ON THE STAFF,

Keep score of the number of times it took you for each

tone. Try to beat your own record.

--AJL-a
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Music Terms

Ital. Lively, rapid, brisk. A high rate of
speed, though not as fast as Presto

Ital. Slow. A movement in moderate time.

Ital. In the original speed. Indicates the
return to normal speed after a change

Poco a poco Ital. Little by little; by degrees.

Ritardando Ital. Retarding; delaying the time gradually.
Gradually slowing down. Abbr. rit.

Watch the music and listen while these pieces are played.

Write in the words for interpretation.

Hush, My Babe

*_ _Melody by Rousseau

in -9 -- IaA -Cf~n

Ol.ipCo
A Folk' Tun

WFC

CL

* See Teacher's Notes, Appendix A

Allegro

Andante

A tempo

I

In 4
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Recapitulation 2

1. Write the following notes on both bass and treble staffs:

(a) half note on E, (b) quarter note on G, (c) whole

note on A, (d) eighth note on B, (e) half note on F.

(Be sure to draw the clef signs. Label each note.)

2. Write in the figures to show how to count these rhythm

drills.

I
Al W W W 11111lq iii --i A

at - - 1

b.L

ITw - U-, I W W-

c. Ji

I W Uw"Iw Iw if

.aiI

go

I w b P-- W- . Ip---V

3. Write the names of the notes, then play the melody on

the piano. Name the melody

a & Ith.1Lb

Apow

Rom JAM-g -lag do, om4w W -_AMir %off
a Idgkok

pol

O~f IMP 6

vow qwqwqv owl wp
r - - #-,w- .- -r-- G---w

i
r NIW

6t - - - , - 5 W- W- W- W- I i W- In

I

a. _11 . fl i I
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Recapitulation 2, continued.

4. Write in the words to

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

fit the definitions.

Lively, rapid, brisk. A high rate

of speed, though not so fast as

Presto.

In the original speed. Indicates a

return to normal speed after change.

Little by little; by degrees,

Retarding; delaying the time
gradually; gradually slowing down.

Varying and contrasting degrees of

intensity or loudness,

5. Match the tone. Write it on the treble staff.

M

am

om

1 1 1, olompopwommomm"



SECTION III

Half Steps and Whole Steps

A half step on the piano is from one key--up or down--.

to the very next key, either a white key or a black key.

There are two places on the piano where both the keys

that make up a half step are white keys. Find and play

those keys. They are "0to and to N.

All the other half steps are black to white keys.

Play and name the keys that make a half step above

these keys: A ; E ; G ___ B0 F*__ B

Play and name the keys that make a half step below

these keys: C ;F ;D ;G #E; A

A whole step is made of two half steps, Keys that are

a whole step apart have one key between them (black or white).

Find on the piano and name the keys that are a whole

step above these keys: By ; D ; ; A ; C __

Find and name the keys that are a whole step below

these keys: C ; EC.IG ; B3 D F .

Compose a piece, "The Buzzing Bee" using half steps.

115
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The Major Scale Plan

The word "scale" properly means "ladder." In music

a scale is a list of tones arranged in alphabetical order

according to a certain plan or pattern, In art you can take

a stencil or pattern and trace the same design on many colors

of paper. In music you can take a scale pattern and play it

beginning on different keys, making different musical colors.

A scale pattern on the piano may be compared to stepping

stones across a stream. Sometimes there are whole steps,

and sometimes there are half steps,

LISTEN while your teacher plays the MAJOR scale pattern

beginning on different keys. What colors do the different

keys make you think of?

This is the MAJOR SCALE PATTERN

W WDEW W W

S2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Scale Degrees W=whole step e"'=half step

The numbers are called scale degrees. The tone 1

is called the Tonic and gives the scale its name,

Where do the half steps come? between ___and

and _. Are there whole steps between all other degrees?
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Using the Major Scale Pattern

Go to the piano and play major scales using the major

scale pattern. Think whole steps and half steps as you play.

Listen to the sound.

Write the names of the keys you play for each scale in

the boxes below. Number the scale degrees.

A major

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
D major

G major

C major

F major

Check what you have written by playing the scales for

the class.
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Write the C major scale on both treble and bass staffs

using the keys you wrote in the boxes on the preceding page.

Write the scale from C to C going up (ascending) then from

C to C going down (descending). Mark the half steps with

slurs. Number the scale degrees below the staff.

AC1
I Chord

Go to the piano and play "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"

beginning on C. Find the tones by ear. Write the names of

the keys you played on "merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily"

in these boxes:

The I Chord (Tonic Chord)

Use these tones to accompany yourself as you sing the song

again. Play the chord using both hands, two notes to each

hand.

Row, Row, Row your boat, gently down the stream.
I I II

merrily, merrily, merrily merrily, life is but a dream.

I
I
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Melodic Dictation

1. Write the C major scale on the staff. Number the scale

degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs.

A pattern of tones selected from the following list

will be played. Listen to three playings. Select

the correct pattern. Sing it back with numbers, then

write the notes on the staff. Write the numbers below

the notes.

Patterns: (a) 1-2-3-1 (b) 1--5-1

(c) 1-2-1-2

(e) 1-2-1-3

2 Patterns using the C major scale:

(a) la-3-o5-6 (b)- 1-5-*4-3

(c) 1-5-6-5 (d) 1-5-3-I

(0) 1-3-5-4

(d) 1-3-w2-1
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Write the G major scale on both clefs using the keys

you wrote in the boxes on another page. Write the scale

ascending and descending. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Number the scale degrees. Be sure to put the sharp in front

of the note.

I Chord

Find the I chord in G by playing "Row, Row, Row Your Boat."

Begin on G:I] l

G Major Tonic Chord (I)

Write the G major I chord on the bass and treble staffs above.

Use the I chord to accompany yourself as you sing:

Are you sleeping, are you sleeping?

II I
Brother John, Brother John.

II -I

Morning bells are ringing, Morning bells are ringing.

I I I I

Ding ding dong, ding ding dong.

I I
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D Ila Jor

Write the D major scale on both treble and bass staffs.

Write the scale both ascending and descending. Number the

scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs. Find the

I chord and write it on the staff.

Chord

Play the scales you have written.

Write the scale degree numbers under the notes in the

following melody. Sing with numbers, then with words.

LI Ttle Tin

t I I I I ZI IZ7V 4I

Little Tom Tinker got burned on a clinker

And he began to cry,

"Ma, Pa, what a poor fellow am I."

Itie t
Ieet

____ ________
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Melodic Dictation

. Write the G major scale on the staff. Number the scale

degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs. Sing and play.

Patterns: (a)

(c)

(e)

l- 2-3-4

1-5-4-31-3-00+-04

(b) 1-3-4-5

(d) 1-5-4-3

Sing back. Write.

Score

2. Write the D major scale on the staff. Number the scale

degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs. Sing and play.

Patterns: (a) 1-2-1-5 (b) 1-2-1-2

(c) l-5- Singa(d). W3r5t6

(d) 1-m5-6-o7 Sing back. Write

Score

16% 30 A io
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A Major
-A05

Use the pattern to find the A major scale. Number the

scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Write the A major scale on the staff below, one octave

ascending and descending. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Number the scale degrees. Write the I chord at the end,

Melodic Dictation in A M'r

Sing the A major scale with numbers. One.,of the'number

patterns below will be played three times. Listen, then sing

it back with scale numbers, Write it on the staff.

Patterns: (a) 1-3-1-2 (b) 1-3-5-6

(c) 1 3-4-3 (d) 1-5-4-3

(e) -- 3

* means the 7 below the 1.
Score
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Key and Key Signature

The tones that make up a major scale are all related

to the beginning tone in a special way. The eight tones

together make up a musical family called a KEY. The beginning

tone is the "head of the family" and gives the whole key its

name.

"C" is the head, or the keynote of the C major scale.

It is the most important tone in the Key of C; but in the

Key of G, it is only number 4.

The KEY SIGNATURE is a list of the sharps or flats

that are needed to make the tones fit the scale pattern.

The list of sharps or flats is placed at the beginning

of each line of music, right after the clef signs to

tell the performer in advance which tones are a part of

the scale family.

The major scale beginning on C is the only major scale

that is all white keys. It is called the "natural" key,

All the other scales are "transposed"--moved higher or

lower on the keyboard--in the same way that a stencil

pattern is moved and traced in different places. Each

scale has a different set of black and white keys and

therefore a different key signature.
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Sbarp Key Signatures, 1

The order or

signature is just

name. Sharps are

following order:

Alp

"spelling" of the sharps in any key

as important as the spelling of a family

always arranged in key signatures in the

1 C#*G D#VA#*Ef Bf

Key

Look back at the scales you wrote to answer these

questions,

1. The scale that needs only 1* is . The sharp is

The sharp is the _ scale tone.

2. The scale that needs 20's is w o The sharps are

and_ . The new sharp (not in the first scale)

is , the scale tone.

5. The scale that needs 3f s is _ The sharps are

,Aand . The new sharp is . Itis

the tone.

4. Make a rule~ for finding the name of the keynote by

looking at the key signature:

5. Write in the keynote of all the key signatures at

the top of the page.

* A- - IA-lk A lk k- -
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Sharp Ker Signatures 2

Practice writing the full order of sharps.

fl tAn~ A I Aff af.

- i L II M

Write the keynotes for the following key 0:tgnatures.

-#I' _i -.

OnozzE E IE_

i
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M Signatures, I

Write the key signatures for the scales of A, G, D, and

C major. Be sure to put in the keynote for each, in both

clefs. Label the keynote-with its letter name.

Mat h I f~

To the teacher: Select household items that will make a tone

within the range of middle c to g2 to use for dictating the

following tone-matching exercises. The student is to sing

the pitch, match it at the piano, then write it on the

treble clef. Space is allowed for two different exercises.

Keep score'

() 2 3. 4, 6

- ilIT -
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FAZ0.4

Use the pattern to find the tones of the F major scale.

EIEL3Z2LlJELJ

Number the scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Write the tones of the I chord here:

What scale degrees are in the

I chord?

On the staff below, write the F major scale, one octave

ascending and descending. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Number the scale degrees, Write the I chord.

Number the scale degrees of the following melody, then

sing with scale numbers while someone plays the melody on

the piano.

AWN-

V

A

IOL

What do you hotice about the scale degrees?
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Use the pattern to find the tones of the B flat major scale.

Number the scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Write the notes that make up the I chord:

What scale degrees maxe the I chord:

Write the B flat major scale on the staff below. Write the

I chord at the end of the staff. Mark the half steps.

Number the scale degrees.

Sing the B flat scale with scale degree numbers.

Listen to the patterns. Select the correct one, and sing

it back, Write it on the staff.

Patterns: (a) 1-3-5-1 (b) 1-..-6-

(c) 1-Z-1-3(d) 1"2001-7

(e) 3-5-3-1

Score

OW aFlat Majo.2
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E Flat, a

Think the scale pattern, Write the E flat major scale

on the staff below. Number the scale degrees# Mark the half

steps with slurs. Write the I chord.

I chord

Play and sing "Little Tom Tinker" in the key of E

Accompany yourself with the I chord.

Melodic Dictation

Sing the E scale with scale degree numbers then with note

names.

Patterns: (a) 1-3-3-4-5 (b) 1-5-5-4-3 (c) 1-2-3-4-5

(d) 1-7-l-3-5 (e) 5--3-1-02-3 (f) 5-4-3-5-1

Select two patterns and write them here:

The teacher will start the dictation, The first person to

haosen thetorrect pattern will dictate one of his selections.

Keep score of the patterns you identify correctly yourself.

Tally

Total
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Flat Key Signatures, 1

The order or "spelling" of flats in any key signature

is important, too. Flats are arranged in the following order:

BI E4 A D G C F, Compare the order of flats with

the order of sharps. Do you see any similarity in the pattern?

v W
Key

Look back at the scales you wrote to answer these

questions:

1. The scale that needs 1 is The flat is

It is the scale tone.

2. The sale that needs 2 s is . The flats ax

and . The new flat is the scale t

3. The scale that needs 4ts is . The flats ax

, and The new flat is the

scale tone.

4. Make a rule for finding the name of the keynote

flats by looking at the key signature.

r

re

tone.,

re

in

Look at the next-eto-alast flat for an easy rule.

5. Write in the keynotes and key signatures at the top

of the page.

-ja arm-
WAMMM

pr

Awl'

V049

r, A I . iI a

w v



latKeSiyfnatures, 2

Practice writing the full order of flats:

AL

-#A% V kL r
I

vs n
11 MWW x i. -I -~

[I M _ _ _ _ _ _

- I- I

Write the keynotes for the following key signatures:

ALLrzzz

~zzzzzzzzzzj'
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I

I
aRnurUIn
L EuI a r ri Ma

if
4

rL- v *OF

I

r'l

I

t

I

vr

I AV a r% a W, Ef
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FlatKey Signatures,

Write the key signatures for the scales of F , E, B , and

C major. Be sure to put in the keynote for each scale.

Label the keynote with its letter name.

Match the Tone

To the teacher: Fill soft drink bottles with different

amounts of liquid to produce different pitch sounds when

someone blows across the top of the bottle. The student

is to sing the tone, match it on the piano, then write it

on the treble clef. (Tones between middle c and g 2

Space is allowed for two different exercises for separate

days.

(I)
1 , 2. 30 4. 5 60

2II)

1 2. 3. 5. 6.

ii _____

L II
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Music Terms

Major Scale

Degree

Ascending

Descending

Key signature

Keynote

Half-step

Whole step

The scale having semitones (half-steps)

between the 3rd and 4th and the 7th andi 8th

degrees.

(1) Each step of a scale. (2) Each line and

space of the staff.

Rising upward; going up.

Going down.

A list of the sharps or flats that are used

in a scale or composition.

The beginning and ending note of a scale.

The keynote gives the scale its name.

The distance from one key on the piano to

the very next key, up or down, black or

white.

Two half-steps together. A whole step

skips one key.

Find places in the music that can be described by the

music terms above. (Oral Discussion)

-F v
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Recapitulatidn 3

1, Arrange fifteen notes in six measures on the staff in

measure, using whole, half, and quarter notes and rests.

Place bar lines and write in figures to show how the

measures are counted.

2. Write the major scales of G, B , and D in whole notes

on both the treble and bass staffs, each scale for one

octave ascending and descending, Do not use key

signatures at the beginning, but write sharps or flats

in the scales where they are needed. Indicate the half

steps. At the end of each scale, write the key signature

and keynote for that scale,

I

I
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?ecapitulation 3, continued.

3 Five notes, including black keys, will be sounded, one

at a time. Match the tones on the piano by ear, then

write them on the staff. (Label the notes)

-- --- ------

4. Write on the staff and name each: whole, half, quarter,

and eighth notes and rests,

5. Three fourvotone groups of scale tones, all the in

major key of B will be played. Listen two times

then sing each group back, then write that group on

the treble staff. (No more than three playings permitted,)

- -- | | ||o-;



SECTION IV

Using Scales

A melody may use only part of the tones of a scale,

or perhaps many of the tones several times. Melodies do

not always begin on the keynote, but usually end on the

keynote. A good way to end a melody is to use scale tones

2 to 1, or 7 to 1. This is called a cadence, meaning fall.

A cadence finishes a melody in the same way that a period

ends a sentence.

Listen to melodies with different cadences,

Which ones have the most satisfying ending?

Write the scale tones under the following melodies,

Play them on the piano while you sing. Learn to recognize

the sound of a cadence in music,

Sonata, Beethoven

Sonata, Beethoven

Trio, Brahms

Trio, Brahms

onata, Schubert

A-67
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A Malor

Write the A major scale in whole notes on both the

treble and bass clefs, one octave ascending and descending.

Space the scales two octaves apart. Number the scale degrees.

Mark the half steps with slurs. Write the key signature and

keynote at the end. Sing the scale with numbers and with

note names.

Write the key signature for A major in its proper place

in the following melody. Play and sing the melody, then write

your version of the missing measure.

Melodic Dictation

Write tone patterns from melodic dictation. Use the

key signature for the ky of A major.

(a) 3-*4-*5-1 (b) 5-6**7**J(C) lw7we-ool7 (d) 5-*3-03-o (e) 3-2-*3-1
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F Major

Write the F major scale in whole notes in the bass

clef, one octave ascending and descending. Mark the half

steps. Number the scale degrees. Write the key signature

and keynote at the end.

Write the key signature for F major in the proper

place in the following melody. Play the melody, then

write your version of the missing measures.

Count and clap

missing values with

Rhythmic-Reading

the following rhythms. Fill in the

one note.

-4 a I
I k i . I i
I I FQ& I I

in1 11 1 RAW 1 0 1 1 1

n 40
If W

qflu 

lf

PM
I A. If"y IDA lil

-m 4 -W

n2.
11 y r I aI If I I .!.j i I I I - i I-
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BlFlateMneloh

Write the B flat major scale on the treble staff in

whole notes, one octave ascending and descending. Mark the

half steps with slurs. Number the scale degrees. Write

the key signature at the end of the staff. Play the scale on

the piano and sing with scale degree numbers, then with note

names.

Write the key signature for B flat major in the proper

place in the following melody. Write your version of the

missing measure, then play the melody for the class.

Melodic Dictation *

Two short melodies will be played for each of the

listening exercises. Listen carefully. If the melodies are

exactly the same, circle the word same. If the melodies are

not the same, circle the word different.

1. Same Different 4. Same Different

2. Same Different 5. Same Different

3. Same Different 6. Same Different

* See Teacher's Notes
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Write the D major scale on the bass clef, one octave

ascending and descending. Write the key signature and keynote

at the endof the staff, Mark the half steps with slurs.

Number the scale degrees. Sing with scale degrees and note

names.

Write the key signature for D major in the proper place

in the following melody. Complete the melody by writing the

last two measures.

Match the Tone

Match the tones. Sing each tone, then find it on the

piano. Write it on the treble clef. Three tries permitted.

L 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

8o 9. 10.
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SFlatMajor

Write the scale of E flat major on both treble and bass

clefs, one octave ascending and descending. Space the scales

two octaves apart. Number the scale degrees. Hark the half

steps with slurs. Write the key signature and keynote at the

end of the staff.

Write the key signature for E flat maor in the proper

place in the following melody Play the melody then write in

your version of' the missing measures,

1W - ga - - -- ,'A .AV . 0||

Melodic Dictatn*

Key of'K flat major. Write the key signature on the treble

staff. Listen to tone patterns, u decide what the scale

degree numbers are by listening, Sing back the pattern on

the syllable 'Ila", Write the pattern. Only three playings,

. ....1 -.-
* See Teachert s Notes
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Write the G major scale on the bass staff, one octave

ascending and descending. Number the scale degrees. Mark

the half steps with slurs. Write the key signature and

keynote at the end.

Write the G major key signature for the following

melody. Finish the melody.

91

Write the C major scale on the treble staff, one octave

ascending and descending. Number the scale degrees. Mark

the half steps with slurs. Write the key signature and

keynote at the end.

Finish the melody in C major.
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Intervals

An interval is the distance between two notes, measured

in lines and spaces, including the lines or spaces the notes

occupy.

Write the interval number between the pairs of notes.

~J~E~FEEEE~ -
3

*7~Z~1ZZi

-A I

_________________________ -' .------ ~~- - ~-I - -~----- MEOW

- -- b I - I------- - 4

Compose a Chinese Dance with Gongs using the interval

of the fifth. Memorize it and play it for the class.

I- WW-, I I

--I.
-

- - - ---- ---

-um i ---- 3 -i _
-i-- 1- ,-1- - ~I or

-- ----?- - -- ~-- - - --W - ------ I- - - - - - ---I ----

I

r.90
I

-f--- --

I

I

I

T
I I

AM

-r-

I

I
I

I

-T
I I

-PF-
I

--AV%

PF

i mm v m 0 FM E APE m

"I P5 -5

i i 34 i 0 m a

-- 
-- - -- -

I
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Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade IV

Allegro

Andante

A tempo

Dynamics

Forte

Major Scale

Mezzo

Piano

Poco a poco

Ritardando

Ital, A high rate of speed, though not so
fast as Presto. The word is occasion-
ally employed to describe a whole
movement of a quartet, sonata, or
symphony.

Ital. Movement in moderate time.

Ital, In the original speed. Indicates
return to normal speed after a deviation
from it. Back to time.

The branch of musical science which
treats of the powers and qualities of
tones; varying and contrasting degrees
of intensity or loudness.

Ital. Loud, strong; usually written

The scale having semitones (half steps)
between the 3rd and 4th and the 7th and
8th degrees.

Ital. Half; medium.

Ital. Soft; abbreviated

Ital. Little by little; by degrees.

Ital. Retardando, retarding; delaying the
time gradually; abbreviated Rit.
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Recapitutlation 4

1. Arrange fifteen notes in six measures on the staff in

4 4measue using whole, half and quarter notes and rests.

Place bar lines and write figures in to show how the

measures are counted,

2. Write these notes on both treble and bass starts (grand

staff); half note on B, eighth note on 6, whole note

on E, quarter note on A.

3 After the teacher! has played a ot# ozi the piano, find

that tone on the piano by ear, then write it on the

treble staff. Both black and white keys will be used.

Five tones will be played.
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Recapitulation 4, continued.

4. Write the major scales of D, B-flat, and G in whole notes

on both treble and bass staffs (grand staff), two octaves

apart, each scale one octave, ascending and descending.

Do not use key signatures, but write in sharps or flats

where they are needed to make the proper pattern of whole

and half steps, At the end of each scale write the keynote

and key signature for that scale.
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APPENDIX I

Teacher's Notes

Page 13. Melody in letters at the top of the page is

"The Star Spangled Banner," Key-Smith, transposed to include

only white keys.

Page 18. Melodic Dictation:

Yp

_------d---p--

Page 20, Melodic Dictation:

CE;E

Page 21, Melodic Dictation:

-a.... -
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Page 23. Dynamics in "Little Sir Echo."

PPa p~

Page 24. Match the tone.

Choose different pitch white keys for dictation between

middle c and g2. Dictation may be conducted as a class

activity or as an individual exercise.

As a class activity, group the entire class around the

piano with their backs turned to the keyboard as the pitch

is dictated. All students sing the pitch, face the keyboard

and watch one student try to find the correct key. When the

key is located, all students take notice and write the note

on their own paper. Another students takes a turn with the

next pitch. The turn passes to another student if the tone

is not located in three tries. The tone may be re-dictated

three times. Check the papers for accuracy of notation at

the conclusion of the exercise.

As an individual exercise, class members line up. All

students turn their backs as the pitch is dictated. The first

student in line sings the pitch, locates the tone, goes to his

seat to write the pitch, then takes his place at the end of

the line. During this time the teacher continues the dictation

with the next note and the next student, specifying the
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measure in which the note is to be written. Select the tones

in advance and continue rotating measures until all students

have had the opportunity to locate all the notes. A measure

in which a tone was not located in the three turns should be

marked with an X. Check the papers for accuracy at the end

of the exercise.

Page 26. Recapitulation.l. Melodic dictation. Choose

stepwise tones in groups of three or four.

Match the pitch. Follow directions for individual dictation

as given above, page 24.

Page 30. Match the tone. Choose black and white keys

between middle c and g2 for dictation. Follow the instructions

given for page 24.

Page 42, Music terms.

Andante

poce a pece rite

eAro 16
4P i"

I

~ Ak
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Page 66. Recapitulation 3, question 5. Choose scale

patterns similar to the drills used previously for dictation.

Page 70. B Flat Major.

(a) (b) 2. (a) (b

3. (a) (b) 4. (a) (b)

5. (a) (b) 60 (a) (b)

4Ju' u~seA

1.
5.

same, 2. different, 3. different, 4. different,

same, 6. different.

Page 72. E Flat Major. Melodic dictation.



Whitlock Theory Award Competition A-82
Texas Music Teachers Association

Grade 4

Student's Name

1. Write on the staff, and name each: whole, half, quarter,
(8) and eighth notes and rests. Be sure that the rests are

properly placed on the staff.

2. Write, without key signatures, the major scales indicated,
(18) in whole notes on both treble and bass staffs (grand

staff), two octaves apart, each scale one octave, ascending
and descending. Write in sharps or flats where they are
needed to make the proper pattern of whole and half steps.
At the end of each scale, write the key signature and the
keynote for that scale,

G Major

B-flat Major

A Major

APPENDIX II 152
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3. Write these notes on both treble and bass staffs (grand
(12) staff): half note on E, eighth note on A, whole note on

D, quarter note on C.

4. Arrange 15 notes and rests to make up six measures in 4/4
(15) measure, using whole, half, and quarter notes and rests.

Place bar lines, and write in figures to show how the
measures are counted.

5. After the examiner has played a note on the piano, find
(15) that tone on the piano by ear, then write it on the

treble staff. Both white and black keys will be used.
Five tones will be played.

6. The examiner will play three groups of four scale
(12) tones each. Sing each group back, then write it on

the treble staff, in whole notes.



Grade 4, Page 3

7. Fill in the blanks, giving

(20) a.

b._

c.o

d._

e.

f .

g.

h.___________

i.

j.

154
Name A-

the musical terms described:

A high rate of speed, though not
as fast as Presto,

Half; medium.

Loud, usually written f.
A scale that has half steps between
the 3rd and 4th and the 7th and
8th degrees.

Return to the original speed, after
some change of speed, such as rit.

Soft, usually written 0

Little by little.

Movement at moderate speed, but
rather on the slow side,

The word which indicates the
loudness or softness of tones,

Slowing the time gradually,

NOW
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SECTION I

The Grand Staff

There was once a staff for writing music which was

made up of eleven lines. This staff provided twenty-three

places for writing different pitches.

U cg2

When the middle line was removed, two five-line staffs

were left. These two remaining staffs are the ones we are

accustomed to seeing in piano music today. The middle

line (middle c) now appears as a short line, just long

enough for a note, and is put in the music only when it

is needed. The music alphabet--A B C D E F G--is

used over and over, from the bottom to the top, to name

the lines and spaces.

The G clef (treble clef) at first looked like a

letter 9 , and the F clef (bass clef) looked like a

letter } . These letters were placed on the lines to

indicate a definite pitch. All of the other lines and

spaces were named by saying the music alphabet forward or

backward from the named lines.

158

B-1
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Crusader's Hymn

F.-Wom the German

As

L I I j I

90 . 02 j

A A J -42-- All M WJ 2
0 M

WWI

Ad

Ik Am

12 ig if A
W W

As

V

L 
A

V_

Aft

-- Vol

Play this familiar hymn, written the way it might have

been written on an eleven-line staff.
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Counting up or down from a named note to find the

one you want is too slow for making music, It is necessary

to know the name of the note and its location on the keyboard

the instant you see it,

At first it may seem that the names of the lines in

the present-day bass staff are different from those in the

treble. If you look closely you will see the pattern,

The spaces have patterns

that are similar, too.

Learn the music alphabet by skips,

A C E G B D F

and backward, too.

F D B G E C A

RL
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Although the patterns of letter names G B D F

and F A C E look the same on paper, the sound of each

pattern is different because the pitch (highness or lowness)

of the pattern is different,

Play each of the following patterns at the correct

pitch as written. Name each note as you play. (For class:

one student at a time will name and play the notes,. Students

at their seats will point to the correct pitch and name the

notes.)

2.

lof
COe %NO
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fIAII

t
aJt

M opw

0

a

0 o

cl*

ri

4H
o r4
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Music Writing

Notes

Notes have a head a stem ,and a flag d ,

or two . Stems of notes written

below the third line go up from the

right side of the' note.

Stems of notes written above the third

line go down from the left side of the

note.

The stem of a note that is

on the middle line may be

turned either up or down.

The flag always flies to the right

of the stem, no matter if the stem

turns up or down.

Rets

The whole rest must hang from the fourth line and

extend only half way into the third space.

The half rest sits upon the third line

and extends only half way up into the

third spac.e.

The quarter rest, eighth rest and

sixteenth rest are centered over

the middle line.

#A 44

Jw
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Notes and Rests: Musical Mathematics

Notes placed on the staff indicate the pitch and

length of a sound.

Rests are signs of silence.

Kinds of Notes and Rests and Their Relative Duration

Sixteenth note

rest

Eighth note

rest

Quarter note

rest

Half note

rest
"#fW1h 4

.f-

rvl. note

rest -m

A dot after a note lengthens the note one-half more than

its original value, o4 : 0 : J

A small slur lineow'"%that connects two notes of the same
pitch is called a "tie." Play the first note and hold it

for the full time of both notes.

~J:I.*

a$'

*1
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Music Symbols

totes apart from the lines and spaces of the staff

have no sound at all. They have names that indicate the

mathematical relationship to each other, but without a beat

(a regularly recurring pulse), no one can tell just how long

any one note will last.

7
C

a'0
C m

r
a'

In the blank spaces beloi, draw in the kind of note or rest

that matches the name.

Notes Rests

Whole

Half,

Quarter

Eighth

Sixteenth

Dotted half note

Dotted quarter note

Whole

Half

Quarter

Eighth

Sixteenth

___powwow*

J 1..

0
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Wrtin& Notes and Rests

Write notes and rests on both clefs according to the

following directions. Be sure to label each note and rest.

1. Write 4 different G's-----use quarter notes.

2. Write 3 different Esa-----use half notes.

3. Write 2 whole rests-----one in each clef.

4. Write 5 different C's-----use sixteenth notes.

5. Write 2 quarter rests-----one in each clef.

6. Write 3 different B's-----use whole notes.

7. Write 2 sixteenth rests-----one in each clef.

8. Write 3 different D's-----use eighth notes.

9. Write 2 half rests----one in each clef.

10. Write 3 different A'so* ---- use sixteenth notes.

II. Write 2 eighth rests-----one in each clef,

12. Write 4 different F's-----use quarter notes.

I
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Shars F , Naturals

The lines and spaces of the staff indicate the white

keys of the piano. These are the "natural" keys. Each note

on the staff can be made to represent the next key higher by

using a sharp (() with the note, or the next key lower by

using a flat ( ) with the note.

A natural ( ) restores the note to the natural white

key after it has been sharped or flatted.

Play these keys on the piano:

Sharps, flats, and naturals that are used within the

music are called ACCIDENT~ALS or ALTERATIQ IS.

Double sharps (KM ) and double flats ( ) are also

used in music writing. The K sign means "play the key

two keys higher," or "sharp the natural key two times."

The sign means "p1ay the key two keys lower," or

"fAIt the naturI key two ti es.

Play these keys on the piano:
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Writing arl Z-1,l ,Natura

Sharps, flats, naturals, double sharps, and double flats

must be written just as carefully on the staff as the notes.

They are named by the line or space they occupy and only

affect that particular line or space. The box part of the

sharp and the natural, and the half-valentine of the flat

must be on the line or ih, the space.

1292z

A sharp floating around above or below a note has no

effect on anything.

When the signs f are used with a

letter, the sign follows the letter, When the signs are used

with notes in the music they are always placed before the

notes. F L39 C4A E

Write these notes on both the treble and bass clefs.

Write the name under each note. B, Ao, E, F, G# , acI,

G*, D , AO, Fl.

Compose a "Chinese Landscape"

piece using all black keys.
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Ledger Lines and Spaces

The grand staff extends from the second G below middle c

to the second f above middle c. Human voices cannot sing

much higher or lower than these tones, but the piano keyboard

has many lower and higher keys, and many orchestral instru-

ments play higher or lower than the grand staff.

Ledger lines are a continuation of the ladder-like

grand staff. The ledger lines are short lines, evenly spaced

the same distance apart as the staff lines. Each note must

have its own set of lines and spaces.

To find the name of the notes on ledger lines above the

staff, say the music alphabet forward, beginning with the

letter name of the top line, To find the name of notes

on ledger lines below the staff, say the music alphabet

backwards, beginning with the bottom line.

Write the names of the notes:

09QAf- .

"Owl
mow~
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In piano music, ledger lines and spaces are often

used between the staffs to indicate keys below middle C

that are to be played with the right hand, and keys above

middle C that are to be played with the left hand. Count

down from the treble lowest line. Count up from the bass

top line, These notes have the same names as the lines or

spaces marked with an x on the opposite staff.

1. Write these notes on ledger lines or spaces, both

above and below the treble staff: whole note G, half

note C, quarter note D, eighth note B, quarter note A0

2. Write these notes on ledger lines or spaces, both

above and below the bass staff: whole note A, half note

D, quarter note G, eighth note B.
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Match the Tone

Your teacher will play a tone on the piano. Listen.

Sing the tone to yourself. If it is too high or too low,

sing the tone within your voice range, but know that it is

lower or higher than the dictated pitch. THINK, then find

the tone on the piano by ear, If you do not play the correct

key the first time--THINK--were you too high or too low?

How much too high or too low? Three tries permitted,

but try to play the correct pitch the first time, Keep

a record of the number of times it took you to find each

key. Try to beat your own record.

Write the note on the treble staff.

Both black and white keys will be used. All of the

notes of the treble staff and two ledger lines above and

two ledger lines below the staff will be included.

-A~

TrieI

Trie ___
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Rhythm

Rhythm is the result of a series of sounds and silences

that occur against the background of a steady beat or pulse.

The beat may be fast or slow. When a composer writes music

he selects the tempo or speed of the beat, and the kind of

note he will use to last as long as one beat* Shorter or

longer sounds are shown by notes that are smaller or larger

in value than the note chosen for the beat.

Rhythms to Cap and Count with Note Names

Use the metronome,

1. Set the metronome at 80.

2.

1 beat

Set the metronome at 120.

S = beat

3. Set the metronome at 44,

= beat



Composers often use notes other than q

to represent the beat.

4. Set the metronome at 80, 1 beat

Quarter notes

5.

What d( you think about:

1. How fast is a quarter note?

2. How long is a half note?

3. How fast is a sixteenth note?

173
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How does this drill compare with Drill No. 1?

Set the metronome at 4. =1 beat

How does this drill compare with No. 3?

Set the metronome at 14. =1 beat

How does this drill compare with No. 5?

Set the metronome at 120. 1 beatjo desti i cmprewih i, 5
Set te,metr0i jflDQ# 1 b)eJtJ-

6.

7.
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Rhthmic Dictation

A. Oral Dictation: Dictate measures from each drill selected

at will. The students will identify the measure then

clap it back.

B. Written Dictation: Dictate measures from each drill

selected at will. Books closed, the students will write

the rhythm as dictated.

. a 2. a.

b. 44 b._____

d d. f

U.r .
3 ,.

4a.aa.

the

add

b.

e. e.

For written dictation use manuscript paper. Write all

notes on one line. Use slanted lines for note heads;

stems and flags later.

bo117; :;us-"o 
AL
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Meter

The rhythmic pulse, like the pulse of a heart beat,

makes the music come alive. When we hear a regular recurrent

sound--the drip of a leaking water faucet, or the click of

train wheels over the joints of the track--we accent in our

minds, one of two beats, one of three beats, or one of four

beats. The beat seems to sound, "t drip, drip", or

"clck, click click click."

Set the metronome at 100. Listen to it tick.

Does it tick a little louder sometimes? Is the louder

tick every other tick, or every third tick, or every fourth

tick?

The grouping of beats in music is called meter. A

composer chooses the grouping of beats for the piece of

music he is writing, and puts two numbers at the beginning of

the piece to tell how the beats are groped and the kind of

note used to represent one beat. The two numbers are called

the "meter signature" or "time signature. Bar lines are

placed to make the grouping plain. The first beat after a

bar line is the strong beat.

The upper numeral of the meter signature indicates the

number of beats in a measure; the lower number indicates the

kind of note that will represent one beat. Each measure

must have enough notes and rests to add up to the amount

specified in the meter signature.
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In the thirteenth century, music with three beats was

called Perfect Time and was indicated by the sign of a

circle, 0 . Music with two or tour beats was called

Imperfect Time and was indicated by the sign of a broken

circle, C

The broken circle is still used in music notation today.

Now 0 means + time. "Let the quarter note represent the

beat." . 4

The sign, , is another old-time signature still in

use. This is "alla breve", which means "take the half note

as the beat unit." 42
Music for dancing and marching has a very strong beat

and a clearly accented strong and weak grouping. Music

that is meant to be soothing or prayerful is less strongly

accented. Some music does not have a regular beat grouping

at all,

Listen to these compositions:

Hymn, "Old 113th (Lucerne), Methodist Hymnal No. 513.

"Veni Creator," Ancient Plainsong, Methodist Hymnal

No. 636.

Recorded examples of Gregorian Chant.

"Lament of the Lizard in Love," from Le Soleil des

Sauz, Boulez.
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In the rhythm drills that were just clapped, you noticed

that an kind of note can be used to represent a beat. A

great many compositions use a quarter note. We see so many

meter signatures with 4 as the lower number that we often

take it for granted that quarter notes always get one beat.

The kind of note that is the beat unit has nothing to do

with how fast or slow the music will be.

Above the music on the left side, a word or two is

usually printed to tell the tempo or rate of movement of

the music, and the mood of the music.

Allegro (Italian) Lively, brisk, rapid.

Allegretto (Italian) Lively, but not as fast as Allegro.

Moderato (Italian) At a medium tempo.

Andante (Italian) Easily flowing, slower than

Moderato.

Adagio (Italian) Slowly.

Largo (Italian) Very slowly and stately.

The words decide the speed of the beat.

Write what the meter signature tells you:

=two beats to
a measure ,

= g|lastseone beat

1 - 4 4.
4

3 5
4 4
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Rhythm Patterns to Clap and Count

Preparatory drills for getting the feel of "shorter than

a beat" note values:

3 =3

Chant: One Two Three

Clap:

Count the notes that occur on the start of a beat with

the number of the beat. Count notes that occur during the

beat with "ta."

3 =3

hant: One ta Two*%I ta Three ta
Clap:

3 =3 *

hant: 1 ta ta ta 2 ta ta ta 3 ta ta ta
Clap:

Rhythm Drills

Explain the meter signature. Put a dash for a clap

Write in the counts. Clap and count. Give the first beat

in each measure a little extra punch or accent :;.

J .
2IT I = .IA 4 Cant: 1 ,2.-(..

Clap:

2. 2 te
4 'Uant:

Clap:



4

4. 4=
4=

5s 4=
4=

6. 2

7. 5
4=

8. 3
4=

9, 5=
4=

10. 3
4= 'Chant:

Clap:

1 W IW -1I- v - -W '
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Chant:
Clap:

Chant:
Clap:

Chant:
Clap:

Chant:

Clap:

Chant:
Clap:

Chant:

Clap:

"CnhannntjJ~

I pol I - I
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Theguarter Note B at Uait

The note values in each box equal a quarter note:

Ii

ELLJ
EEL"

E...1J..
E1N

Two quarter notes together:

t

III.'

I H17
Three quarter notes together:

"'ii
K OL-- -IN

-1 U I Ui:i JU

Four quarter notes together:

I NO i i- -m-,ii OW IIP i Mp M i0 i Wa101

I S

e i I

I , N Mw0 MOMOMIOM W roww 1K1-.--,-- 1ia
prii j 1 T 1 JJ T -I

flW*1I1ILUJuI I 1 LL LL 1 iI. 1

"WWWAN4
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Beat Units Combined into Measures

Make your own beat unit combinations, Cut a sheet of

notebook paper in four equal strips. Use both sides of the

strips to write different combinations of notes and rests to

equal a quarter note. Combine the beat units .to make measures.

Write, and show how to count; Use for a class activity.

1. Two four-measure rhythm drills in 2 meter.4

2. Two four-measure rhythm drills in meter.

3. Two four-measure rhythm drills in meter.

.wo four---as.r _hy.hm .ri.ls.in C m.te1

4. Two four-measure rhythm drills in C meter.

5 Two four-measure rhythm drills in meter.

- -U I J 
jjJ J
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Dynamic

(Different degrees

Abbreviation Word

Piano

Pianissimo

Forte

Fortissimo

Mezzo

/7rp Mezzo piano

Mezzo forte

cresc. Crescendo

dim. Diminuendo

rit Ritardando

* Listen to this music. Put'

hear them played.

5 of loud and soft)

Meaning

Soft.

Very soft.

Loud.

Very loud.

Medium or half,

Medium soft.

Medium loud

Gradually growing louder.

Gradually growing softer

Gradually slower,

in the dynamic markings as you

Folk Song

Bela Bartok

* To the teacher: Consult teacher's notes for dynamic marks.

--- Ippp- I I

a I
fe

40 0 ,0 q06 106
Am Alk I V, 

A& AM

Ot I r IF I r -1 1 1 Irv rl, lorr
I I ri jr 1-11 1 - I-, I

bw

IL
-- t 

Ev

it OR

to
lift

h
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Recapitulation I

1. Arrange sixteen notes and rests of corresponding types

in six measures on the staff in meter. Use half,

quarter, and eighth values. Dotted notes may be used

but not dotted rests. Place bar lines and write figures

in to demonstrate how the measures are counted.

2. Write in the word that

a.O

ci.
d.

C.

fits the definition.

Swelling; an increase in the
force of sound.

Gradually becoming softer.

very soft,

Gradually slower.

Medium loud.

3. Write the following notes on the bass staff: Half note

on D, quarter note on F, eighth note on B, whole note

on A, sixteenth note on G.

4. Match the tone. Write it on the treble clef, 5 tones

will be played. (Only three tries.)

ow

0

i -IN MIN 11-0 mom

4
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Recapitulation 1, page 2.

5. Write the following whole notes on ledger lines or spaces

both above and below (but not on) the treble staff:

B, G, D, A, C.

6. Explain the meaning of the meter signatures.

4M
4=

3

4



SECTION II

Simple and Compound Meter

We cannot always tell the exact meter signature in music

by listening because we cannot be sure of the kind of note

that has been used to represent a beat. However, we can tell

by listening how the beats are grouped by the regularly

recurring strong pulse followed by weak pU.lses,

You will recall that we discussed in Workbook for Grade

IV that a strong weak grouping of beats is called DUPLE METER.

A strong weak weak grouping is called TRIPLE METER. Strong

weak weak weak grouping is called QUADRUPLE METER.

Listen to compositions. Decide the meter--duple, triple, or

quadruple. Write the word after the name of the composition.

Mark tall and short lines to help you decide the meter,

I. "Minuet in G," Bach

2. "Musette," Bach

3. "Italian Folk Song," Tchaikovsky

4. "Wild Horseman," Schumann

5. "Sarabande,":Handel

6. "Gigue," Handel

7. "Sailor's Song," Grieg

8. "Venetian Boat Song," Mendelssohn

(All selections may be found in Music b the Masters, ed.

Russell E. Lanning, Musicord Pub., New York.)

185
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The Background Division of the Beat

Another important characteristic of rhythm is the

division of the main beats into smaller background beats.

In some music the main beat divides into two equal parts;

in other music the main beat divides into three equal parts

Music in which the main beat divides into two is called

SIMPLE METER; music in which the main beat divides into

three is called COMPOUND METER.

When most of the beats in a composition divide in two,

the piece will be written in simple time and the few beats.

which may divide into three will be written as a triplet.

When all or most of the beats divide into three background

beats, a dotted note, which can be divided into three equal

parts, will be used as the beat unit.

Simple meter uses a "simple", plain, undotted note to

represent a beat, such as an eighth , quarters ,
or half note . Compound meter uses a "compound" note,

note-with-a-dot, to represent a beat, such as a dotted

eighth , , dotted quarter j , or a dotted half note

Turn back to the page before this one. Listen to the

same compositions again. 'On the line after each composition

write the word that indicates the kind of background beat

you hear--simple, if the beat divides in two's, or compound,

if the beat divides in three's.
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Things to Do at Home

Explain the meaning of these terms:

l. Duple simple

2. Duple compound

3, Triple simple

4. Triple compound

5. Quadruple simple__

6. Quadruple compound

Listen to ten compositions, on television, radio, records,
in church, or at a concert. Popular music may be included.

List the names of the compositions you hear. After each

name, write the kind of meter you think it has...(Duple simple.

duple compound, triple simple, triple compound, quadruple

simple, quadruple compound.)

.

2.

6.

8.

10. O
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Meter Signature Clues

The rhythms that you have clapped and chanted up to

this point have all been simple meter--the division of the

beat has been in two's, or a triplet has been used for an

occasional division in three, The meter signatures for

simple meter are easily recognized.
2 3 3 4C 1
S4 A. 9 -4 1
The top number will always be a 2, 3, 4, or sometimes

a 5, or a 7. When the top number is one of these numbers,

the bottom number indicates the simple, undotted note.

In compound meter the meter signature is in a "secret

code" for musicians. A performer must know the code to

interpret the music correctly.

The "Secret Code" of Compound Meter

The top number of the meter signature in compound meter

will be a 6, 9, or 12. The measures can be counted with as

many numbers as the top number calls for, but the grouping

must be in three's, in the same way that the words won-der-ful,

mar-vel-ous, beau-ti-ful are one word with three syllables.

The lower number indicates the kind of note that will

be one-third of the beat. Three background beats will make

one main beat.

. 2.

Je '}}} Je1mmmi~4o
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Counting in Compound Time

Compound time may be counted in two ways.

In slow tempo, count by the background beats according

to the top number. Be careful to group the beats in three,

In fast tempo, count by the main beats, using "ta"

for the in-between notes.

Count and Cla

Slow: I 13 45 6 1-3.b4.a- %4-StP444
Fast: I L, t -tLo g I dL I 2.

6

r f' Slow: **-1 - 4. 4.s .w 4., 4
Fast: I +At . 4I t L I-,U

Various Uses of the Dot

A dot placed above or below a note means

"staccato", play the note detached, or shorter than its

normal value.

A dot placed after a note, . , 1 , extends the

value of the note by one-half its normal value.

In simple meter, the dot after a note that represents

the beat unit is a part of the next unit. Another note or

a rest is needed along with the dot to finish the beat.

In compound meter, the dot after the note is a part

of the beat. e'e J
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Rhythm Drills

Describe the meter signature (simple or compound meter;

duple, triple, or quadruple). Tell how the measures are to

be counted by describing each beat. Count and clap.

(Count and clap compound time two ways--slow and fast.)

S.

d040.a

4

6.

8.

9.

84flAWLfflSmt 4ehhf~J
"Own,

10.

ql

OWAMOMOOMMOM
U

- Alk I k " I m I m I

J)J
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The Dotted Quarter Note As Beat Unit

The note values in each box equal a dotted quarter note.

Two beats together:

Make your own beat unit combinations in compound meter.

Cut a sheet of notebook paper in four strips. Use both

sides of the strips to write different combinations of notes

to equal a dotted quarter note. Combine the beats to make

measures. Use them for a class rhythm drill,

.6V. Write three four-measure drills in8 meter. Show how

to count,

2. Write one four-measure drill in meter, Show how to

count,
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Musical Arithmetic
-1 1 -1

(in Compound Time)

Arrange sixteen notes and rests of corresponding types

.6in six measures on the staff in measure. Use half,

quarter, and eighth values. Dotted notes may be used, but

not dotted rests, Place bar lines and write figures in to

demonstrate how the measures are counted.

How to do it:

1. Draw a clef sign on the staff.

2. Put in the meter signature; mark the staff off in

six measures.

Write one of each of the required kinds of notes and

rests in the margin. Check them off as you use them,

4. Above the staff draw a beat-unit note for each beat

in all the measures.

5. Use larger or smaller note values to equal each beat

until you have the correct number of symbols.

6-- 6. The half rest is not used in 8 meter,

7. Write in the figures to show how to count,

J i j' 4
Eppi

4 0fj t r

0

.A.

i n -,i
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Problems to Solve

1. Arrange seventeen notes and rests of corresponding types

6on the staff in 8 meter. Use half, quarter, and eighth

values, Dotted notes may be used, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines and Write figures to show how to count.

2. Arrange fifteen notes and rests of corresponding types

on the staff in meter, Use half, quarte; and eighth4
values, Dotted notes may be used, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines and show how to count,

3. Arrange eighteen notes and rests of corresponding types

6on the staff in meter. Use half, quarter, and eighth

values, Dotted notes may be used, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines and show how to count.
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Intervals

The distance up or down between two notes is called

an interval. The interval number is found by counting the

lines and spaces between the notes, and including the lines

or spaces on which the notes are placed. Sharps, flats,

or naturals do not affect the number name of the interval.

Write the number name of the following intervals:

rr

-
.-.- -' -11

X0A
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Recapitulation 2

I. Arrange fifteen notes and rests of corresponding types

6in six measures on the staff in meter, Use half,

quarter, and eighth values. Dotted notes may be used

but not dotted rests. Place bar lines and write in

the figures to show how to count. (Show two ways)

2. Write the following whole notes on ledger lines or

spaces both above and below, but not on the treble

staff. F, G, B, A, C.

3. Write the number name of the following intervals.

4. Match the tone. Write it on the treble staff.

5. Draw two each of the following symbols, one on a

line, one in a space.

a, sharpNo* b. flat c. natural



SECTION III

Half Steps and Whole Steps

From one key to the very next key on the keyboard is

called a half Ai. You can sing, and some instruments such

as a violin or cello, can play tones that are closer to-

gether than a half-step. An experimental piano has been

built that has extra keys to play tones between the regular

piano keys. These tones are called quarter tones. For most

of our present day music, the half step is the smallest

interval.

Find on the piano and name the keys that are a half

step above these keys: E2*_; E __; F _; B ; D$ .

Find on the piano and name the keys that are a half

step below these keys: G ; C _ A _ D ; F*

A whole step is composed of two half steps. There

will always be one key between two keys that are a whole

step apart.

Find and name the keys that are a whole step above

these keys:Ct i ;F ;AO ;D ___;B

Find and name the keys that are a whole step below

these keys: D ;GO ;B ;E .

Below the staff write the interval (half step or

whole step) between the notes. Use H for half step, and

W for whole step,

196
B-39
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Major Scales

A scale is an alphabetical list of the tones that are

used in a musical composition. The scales that were the

basis of music composed in the thirteenth century (about

700 years ago) sound very strange to our ears.

Listen to Willekoimen Mayenschein, by Neidhart

von Reuenthal. Masterpieces of Music Bfore

1750, Parrish & Ohl, accompanying record #1.

Neidhart von Reuenthal was a German Minnesinger, a

popular singer of his day,

During the last two hundred years the major scale has

been used as the basic material for compositions that are

familiar to us. The major scale uses each letter name only

one time in each octave. Knowing the scale in which a

composition is written gives a pre-view of the black and

white keys on the keyboard which will be used, and also

the keys which are left out.

You will remember the major scale stepping stone

pattern from Grade IV Workbook:

2 W 3 4 W p W 6 W 7 8

W whole step = half step
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C Major

Write the C major scale, one octave ascending and

descending, on the staff below. Write in both treble and

bass clefs, Use half notes. Number the scale degrees.

Mark the half steps with slurs. Space the scales two

octaves apart. Write the key signature and keynote.

Stems of notes above the third line turn down from

the left side of the note. Stems of notes below the third

line turn up from the right side of the note. Stems of

notes on the third line may turn either up or down.

Key signa-M
ture and Keynote

Key Signature and Ke Note

The key signature of a piece is a list of the sharps

or flats that are used in the scale. The key signature is

placed at the beginning of each line of music. The keynote

is the note on which the scale begins and ends.

IAN*

tor
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C major is the only major scale that needs no sharps or

flats to make it fit the major scale pattern. All of the

other keys will need one or more sharps or flats in the key

signature. How many major scales will there be?

The present system of key signatures came into use about

the middle of the 17th century. Before that time the sharps

and flats were written in front of the notes themselves,

Play this familiar composition.

-a-

L'a 0

E -M

& &

I
ro

I Al.

Si a So of Sixpence

I '
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r
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Key Signatures: Sharps

Sharps always appear in key signatures in the above

order. They make a pattern that a musician can read at a

glance e.

You will find that sharps appear in a different order

in the scales you write or play on the piano. It is necessary

to rearrange them when you write the key signature. Memorize

the correct order for sharps as they appear in key signa-

tures.

Key Signatures: Flats

B E A $ D G4 C F

Flats always appear in h signatures in a certain order

also. Notice that the order of flats is just the reverse

of the order of sharps. Keep your eyes open for "crab

motion."
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Charlie's Song

r-7 " I I

Charlie climbed the apple tree.

Came right down when he skinned

his knee.

Play "Charlie's $ong" as a duet or as an ensemble.

Iaepetition ad u

A pattern in a melody may be repeated exactly, with

the same notes and rhythm, or it may be repeated at a different

pitch. A pattern repeated at a different pitch is called

a sequence.

Repetti io , Sequence

Complete this melody in C major. Use a sequence.

Student

Teacher

4
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Special Names for Important Scale Degrees

You already know that the first scale degree is called

the TONIC. Notice that the 1st and 8th degrees have the

same letter name. These tones may both be numbered 1.

Any tone with the same letter name as the 1st scale tone

is called the TONIC of that scale. It is also called the

KEYNOTE. The tonic is the most important tone in any scale

for that is the "home" tone, the central tone of the key.

A triad built on the 1st scale tone is called the

TONIC chord and marked by the Roman numeral I.

The fifth scale degree is called the DOMINANT, A triad

built on the 5th scale degree is called the DOMINANT chord

and is given the Roman numeral V.

The fourth scale degree is called the SUBDOMINANT.

A triad built on the 4th scale degree is the SUBDOMINANT

chord. It is marked with the Roman numeral IV,

The eight tones in any major scale are related to the

TONIC in a special way. Together they make a family of

tones called a KEY. The TONIC is the head of the family

and gives the key its name.

ft C2

123 45 6
I IV V

TONIC SUBDOMINANT DOMINANT

I IV v
SUB-

TONIC DOMINANT DOMINANT

JIM

Aamm, 7j5 
Aloft

v4w 
M --- I

I qw

7 8
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Chords

Chords are made by combining intervals. A three-note

chord combining two intervals of a 3rd is called a triad.

A triad is named by the lowest of the three notes. The

tones sounded together are called a "solid" or "block" chord.

The tones sounded one after another are called a "broken

chord." A broken chord repeated over and over through more

than one octave is called an arpeggio. Triads have been an

important part of music composition since 1722,

Arpeggio

k1 -- zf bT z IM

Listen to music using triads. Block Broken

Block chords--OKabalevsky, "Sonatina in a minor."

Solid and broken chordsw--Bartok, For Children, Vol. I,

No. XXVII.

Arpeggios-.Bach, "Minuet in G Major," AnnaMagdalena B .

Compose a piece in C major using block or arpeggiated

chords,

I
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QmMajor

Write the G major scale in both treble and bass clefs.

Use half notes. Space the scales two octaves apart. Number

the scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs, Write

the key signature and keynote at the end.

Key Signature
and keynote.

Complete this melody using tones of the G major scale, Use

repetition, sequence, or compose new material. Write the

I, IV, and V triads at the end.

Studen

-r --i '-- II I I
Play as a diet or ensemble,.

I

I
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D I

Write the D major scale on both treble and bass clefs.

Use half notes. Mark the half steps. Number the scale

degrees. Write the key signature and keynote at the end,

Complete this piece using tones of the D major scale. Play

your version for the class.

I IV V

Melodic Dictation

Prepare your paper with the key signature for D major.

A tone pattern will be selected from the following list and

played on the piano, three times, Sing it back, then write

it on the staff below,

Patterns: (a) 1-3-5-7-1 (b) 1-3-5-4-3 (c) 1-3-4-5-1

(d) 1-5-6-7-1 (0) 1-5-6A*---1 (f) 8-6-5-3-5

I7I
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Write the A major scale in half notes on the treble

staff. Mark the half steps. Number the scale degrees.

Write the key signature at the end. Be sure to write the

sharps in the scale where they are needed to make the scale

fit the scale pattern. Sing the scale with numbers.

Retrograde or Crab Motion

A pattern in a melody may be reversed (turned around

backward). This compositional technique is called retrograde,

or crab motion.

Write three versions to fill in the blank measure of

the following melody. Use crab motion, sequence, or

repetition, or compose an entirely new measure. Play

and explain your measures in class.

I ii
i I

a

a

-4 v II E
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F hajo

Write the F major scale in the bass clef. Use half

notes. Number the scale degrees. Mark the half steps with

slurs, Put the necessary flat in the scale, then write the

key signature at the end of the staff, Put in the keynote,

Sing the F major scale with scale degrees and with note

names,

Melodic Dictation

Three five-note groups of scale tones, all in the key

of F major will be played. Sing each group back with scale

degree numbers then write it on the treble staff.

Write three versions to fill in the blank measure

of the following melody. Use crab motion, repetition, or

sequence, or compose an entirely new measure. Play ad

explain your measures in class,

1I
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B Flat and E Flat Major

Write the B flat and E flat major scales in both treble

and bass clefs. Use half notes, Place the flats where they
are needed, then write the key signature and keynote at the

end, Mark the half steps. Number the scale degrees.

a hthe Tone

Match the tone, Write it on the treble clef.

Both black and white keys will be used, Only three tries.

Rhythm Game

The teacher will clap one of the measures. The first

student to recognize the measure becomes the leader. After

the dictated example is clapped, the new leader claps another

example. t4 MJ414J4 .WkJ'%

3,j Jo~rr L 4 ,0tC i
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Recapitulation 3

1. Arrange seventeen notes and rests of corresponding types

6in six measures on the staff in 8 meter. Use half,

quarter, and eighth values. Dotted notes may be used

but not dotted rests. Place bar lines and write in

figures to show how the measures are counted.

2. Write in the word that fits the definition:

a, The name given to the fifth tone

of the scale.

b. Another name for the Keynote of

the scale,

c. The name given to the fourth tone

of the scale.

d. A pattern that is repeated at

a different pitch,

e. A pattern that is turned around

backwards.

3. Match the tone. Write it on the treble staff. Both

black and white keys will be used. Three tries permitted.
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Recapitulation 3, continued,

4. Write the scales of D major and B flat major on both

treble and bass staffs. Place sharps or flats where

they are needed in the scale. Mark the half steps.

Write the scales one octave ascending and descending.

Space them two octaves apart. Write the key signature

and keynote at the end of each scale.

5. Three five-tone groups of' scale tones will be played,

all in the key of B flat major. Sing each group back.

then write it on the treble clef. Three playings only.



SECTION IV

More Signs Found in Music

Da Capo

Dal Segno

Fermata

Fine

(Italian)

(Italian)

abbreviated D. C. Go back to the
beginning.

abbreviated D. S. Go back to the
sign, .%.

Pause or hold. /.

(Italian) the end.

Repeat signs. If the sign appears
alone, the sections is to be repeated
from the beginning of the ,composition.

A sign at the beginning, and
one at the end of a section means
that only a section will be repeated.

Follow the signs when you play Alouette,

Alouette
French-wCanadian Folk Song

A-lou-et,-te, gen-ti~le A-,lou-e~t-tl, ,A- ou-et-te
Tone IddnJd

anglee

L Fine

Je te plu-me-raL i J e te plu-me-mra la tote

11

B-oi
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. Major

Write the E major scale in both clefs. Use half notes.

Mark the half steps. Number the scale degrees. Write the

key signature and keynote at the end.

Play "Traffic Jam" in E major on the next page.

The bass part of this little piece is an ostinato,

a melody or pattern that is repeated over and over through-

out a composition.

Compose a piece with an ostinato bass. Key of E major.

Melodic Dictation

Four five-tone groups of scale tones, all in the key

of E major will be played. Sing each group back, then write

it on the treble staff. Write the key signature for E major.
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Traffic Jam

For three players at one piano.

Moderato
8va - - - - - -
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13Maj or

Play the piece "Bell Tone."

Bell Tone

For two players.

hva------a
And ntej I I iiI

RJIL- VUZVI

Write the scale of B major in both treble and bass.

rite the key signature at the end of the scale.

w r14T. L ---

------- -------------------- *------w " m 0W " ftoa"00 r----- oswm "amow a -- -o --w A
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A Flat and D Flat Mjor_

Write the A flat and D flat major scales in both treble

and bass clefs, one octave ascending and descending. Use half

notes. Space the scales two octaves apart. Mark the half

steps. Number the scale degrees. Use flats where needed in

the scale. Write the key signature and keynote at the end.

Melodic Dictation

The teacher will play one of the melodies. The first

student who correctly identifies the melody will dictate the

melody of his selection.

0 ..0
p A A AP
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Key Signatures

Each scale you have written, except C major, has needed

one or more sharps or flats

pattern.

Circle the letter name

in the following scales:

C major F C G D A E

G major F C G D A E

D major F C G D A E

A major F C G D A E

E major F C G D A E

Bnmajor F C G D A E

Make a rule for finding the

you know the key signature:

Make a chart of the flats ti

following scales:

F major B E A D G C

B major B E A 0D G C

E major B E A D G C

Ah major B E A D G C

Do major B E A D G C

to make it fit the major scale

of the sharps that were needed

B

B

B

B

B

B

Last sharp Keynote-

Last sharp Keynote

Last sharp Keynote s

Last sharp Keynote

Last sharp Keynote

Last sharp Keynote

keynote in a sharp key when

iat were needed in each of the

F

F

F

F

F

Make a rule for finding the keynote in a flat key when

you know the key signature:
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Wrt tthe, Kenxote

Write the keynote in both clefs for each of these key

signatures. Label the note.
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A
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a
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The Key Circle

Use the key signatures on the previous page to fill

in the name of the key that agrees with the number of

sharps or flats in the key circle. Memorize the picture

of the completed key circle to help you remember key signatures.

CCT

Order of Order of

Flats: Sharps:

B E A D G C F F C G D A E B
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Writing KM Signatures

Circle the keynotes of the keys that have sharps in

the key signature:

C CO D D E E F'F G G A AO BBO Cb

Write the keys that have sharps in the key signature:

Notice that these keys include all the white (natural)

keynotes except F, plus the two keys that have a $ with the

letter name of the keynote.

You know how to find the keynote in sharps when the

key signature is given. Now, turn the rule around to find

the key signature when the keynote it given; Finish

writing the rule.

The last sharp of the key signature is one half step

than the keynote.

When you know which sharp will be the last sharp in

the key signature, begin at the beginning of the order of

sharps and write all of them up to the one that is to be

the last sharp.

Write the order of sharps:

Write the key signature for these keynotes.

1NO1h1W11z
___ __ [~4Now
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WritingK Signatures _

Write the keys that have flats in the key signatures:

Notice that all of these keys have a y sign with the

letter name of the note, except F.

You know how to find the keynote in flats by looking at

the key signature. Turn that rule around to find the key

signature when you know the keynote.

Finish writing the rule:

The keynote is the same as the __ flat.

When you know what the next to last flat will be, begin at

the beginning of the order of flats, write all of the flats

up to the next to last (the keynote) then add one more.

Order of flats:

Write the key signatures for these keynotes:

You will have to remember that F has one flat, and

that C has no sharps or flats.

_ _ _ Azz: _ _

~ ZZ - - zzzFzzzz4
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# Writn sg K inatures

Write the key signatures for these keynotes:

~FEEE
117J _ _

_______________________ 4

n2J2

Ad

door

fly E__ L~I

U 5fi N i-
\im

__ p - 4 4- .LE~

~il

I f-

I

-4-- -'AA I i u

21__ _

I

I
\1

'I

NO 9!:

R
mop-

92

P1 ff-7-

I
I.

I

I

I
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Minor Scales

Another scale pattern is the minor scale. Like the

major scale, the minor scale uses each tone letter name

only one time in each octave, and has five whole steps

plus two half steps in the scale pattern.

The difference in sound between major and minor is

the result of the placement of the whole steps and half

steps between different scale degrees.

Major

W W 3 4 W W W 8w E

Minor

W 2 3 W W 5 6 W W

Play major and minor scales. Compare the sound.

1. D major and D minor.

2. G major and G minor.

3. C major and A minor.

4. G major and E minor.

5. F major and F minor.

Compose a piece with three parts, Play Part I in D major;

for Part II, use the same melody but leave out F# and C#

and use Bh; for Part III, play Part I again,
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Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade V

Al Fine

Crescendo

Da Capo

Dal Segno

Diminuendo

Dominant

Fine

Swbdominant

Tonic

Ital, To the end

Ital, Swelling; an increase in the force
of sound.

Ital, From the beginning; abbreviated, D. C.

Ital. From the sign, .* ; abbreviated, D. S.

Ital. Gradually becoming softer.

The name given to the fifth note of
the scale.

Ital. The end; used to denote the end of a
composition.

The name given to the fourth note of
the scale.

The key note of a scale,
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]Recapitulation 4

1. Write the follovring notes on the bass staff: half note

on B, whole note on G, quarter note on A, eighth note

on F, sixteenth note on E. Write the following rests:

whole rest, half rest, quarter rest, eighth rest,

sixteenth rest.

2. Write, without key signatures, on both staffs in half

notes, one octave ascending and descending, the scales

of E major and A flat major. Place sharps and flats

where they are needed in the scales and mark the half

steps. Add the key signature and the keynote at the end.

- 15 11111 1 1 - -

MgmMilll@|Klil 10IINI4Ini ill I 11 IEI I 'l -Ill 13
11 .I I I -

- I.1 -

WNimilli IIIIIM illie .illi' I ' i F .' I ' . -
illi li Illil I i 5.1 11 I I i 2 .I. i. . . . - -

... .. ...RMili lill lili !Ill il .III 11 I
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Recapitulation 4, continued, page 2.

3. Write the following whole notes on ledger lines or spaces

both above and below (but not on) the treble staff:

A, E, B, G, D.

4. Match by ear on the piano five tones sounded by the

teacher, then write them on the treble staff. Black

keys will be included. Tones will include up to two

ledger lines above and below the staff,

5. Three five-tone groups of scale tones vill be played

ix the key of E flat major. Sing each group back, then

write it on the treble staff, (Three playings only.)
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Recapitulation 4, page 3.

6. Arrange eighteen notes and rests of corresponding types

6in six measures on the staff in 8 measure. Use half,

quarter, and eighth values. Dotted notes may be used

but not dotted rests. Place bar lines and write figures

in to show how the measures are counted,

7. Fill in the blanks, giving the musical terms described:

a. From the beginning.

b._To the end.

C.rGradually becoming softer,

d._ _-,_-The name given the fifth note
of the scale.

e. The end,

f. -The name given the fourth note
of the scale,

From the sign.(two words),

h. The keynote of the scale,

i._ _Gradually becoming louder,
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APPENDIX I

Teacher's Notes

Page 14. Match the tone.

As a class activity, for practice: All students gather

around the piano. Students turn their backs to the keyboard

as the teacher plays a tone, either a black or a white key

between small a (a below middle c) and g2 (second g above

middle c). One student tries to find the correct key. When

the key is located, all students take notice of the pitch and

write it on paper or on the chalk board. Students take turns

finding the key.

As an individual exercise: Students line up. Each

student locates a different tone and whites it on paper.

Less time will be consumed in this exercise if a different

note is dictated to each student next in line. Continue

through the notes of the exercise, instructing the student

to write the note dictated in a certain measure. This method

prevents the student from depending on the student ahead of

him to find the key. All students will eventually have

the same dictated notes for the exercise.

Students should be instructed to sing the pitch if

it is within their range.
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Page 25. Dynamics.

Folk Song
Moderato Bela Bart6k

I Fft*&
'A A M
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APPENDIX II

Whitlock Theory Award Competition
Texas Music Teachers Association

Grade 5

Student's Name

1. Write these notes on the bass staff: Quarter note on B;
(15) half note on D; whole ndte on F; sixteenth note on C;

eighth note on G.

2. Write, without key signatures, on both staffs (grand staff)
(20) in half notes, one octave ascending and descending, two

octaves apart, the major scales of B and A flat. Place
sharps and flats where they are needed to make the proper
pattern of half and whole steps, and mark the half steps.
At the end of each scale write in the key signatures and
the keynote.

Arrange 16 notes and rests of the same types in seven
16) measures in 3/4 measure. Use half, quarter, and eighth

notes and rests. Also use dotted half and dotted quarter
notes (but not dotted rests). Place bar lines, and write
in figures to show how the measures are counted,

me~ bls- - ai~ dsu ails f -F re la mEiN i d'a ir l5.a 'b-it -ii ia ~ h 1 '~ r-'ii 'm iu N w i ar[21ln n 11-'. 2 7-

229

B-72



Grade 5, Page 2
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Write the following whole notes on ledger lines or spaces
both above and below the treble staff, but not on the
staff: B, A, D, G, C.

5. Match by ear on the piano five tones sounded by the
(15) examiner, then write them in whole notes on the treble

staff, Black keys will be included.

The examiner will play three five-tone groups of scale tones,
all in the same major key, which will be named. Sing each
group back, then write it on the treble staff,

Fill in the blanks, giving the musical terms described:

a. Go to the end.

b. The name given to the fourth
note of the scale.

c. From the sign (two words),

d. Gradually becoming softer,

e. !From the beginning.

f. '0 ___MMThe keynote of a scale,

g. The name given to the fifth
note of the scale.

h. Becoming gradually louder,

i__ _A word meaning the end of a
composition.

4 ,
(10)

6.
(15)

7.
(9)
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Grade VI Workbook
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SECTION I

Notation Review *

r itledoigne

Oh where, oh where is my little dog gone,

Oh where, oh where can he be?

With his ears cut short and his tail cut long,

Oh where, oh where is he?

Play this composition.

Does the music look strange? What is wrong?

Make a list of the missing items:

I.

2.

3.

7.

Put the missing items in the music.

* Teacher's Notes

234
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Notes in the Middle Ares

In the Middle Ages, 800 to 900 A. D., there were many

different ways of writing music. Musicians from one town

could not read the music written by musicians in a different

town. Beginning about the year 1000 A. D., a red line was

used to indicate the tone F. Later another line was added.

This line was yellow or green and represented C. Guido

d'Arezzo is said to be the first musician to use the four-

line staff. He also used the letters F and G to fix the

pitch of one of the lines. The letter F became the bass clef,

5, and the G became the treble clef,. , which we use

today. In Guido's day there were many kinds of notes or

neumes:

Punctum Virga Clivis Salicus Porrectus

These notes were used to write music known as Plainsong,

or Plainchant, which was sung by the monks in the church.

Some of these early hymns are still used today. They are

now written in modern notation.

Listen to these melodies played on the piano, and to

examples of Gregorian chant on records.

Plainsong Melody Methodist Hymnal No. 58

Veni Creator Methodist Hymnal No. 636

Lord's Prayer Methodist Hymnal No. 572

Recording Masterpieces of Music Before 1750, Anthology

of Musical Examples from Gregorian Chant to J. S. Bach.

The Haydn Society, Inc., Hartford, Conn. HS 9038
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Music that is printed today can be read by musicians

anywhere in the world. The music not only tells the pitch of

the notes, but also how long the notes last, how soft or

loud the notes should sound, how slow or fast the music is

to move, when to slow or hurry the time; all the markings

are the same in European countries as in America. Music

is called the "universal language", for many people of many

countries understand and enjoy the same music.

The F clef and G clef introduced by Guido d'Arezzo,

though changed in form, are still very important in our

notation.

The G clef, frequently called the treble clef, marks

the line it crosses the most times as the first Q above

Middle C. The F clef marks the line F with three big dots.

The clef starts with a big dot on the line. Two dots on

either side of the line complete the clef. The F that

is so marked is the first F below middle C.

Practice drawing G (treble) clefs, and F (bass) clefs,

When a staff marked by the F clef is placed below a

staff marked by the G clef, with space allowed between for

an extra line, the names of the lines and spaces will be

in alphabetical order from one staff to the other.
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Written Review

1. Draw a treble clef on the upper staff and a bass clef on

the lower staff.

2. Begin with the line marked by the treble clef. Write the

names of all the lines and spaces going up, including the

space above the staff.

3, Begin with the line marked by the bass clef, Write the

names of all the lines and spaces going down, including

the space below the staff.

4. Begin with the line marked by the bass clef, Write the

names of all the lines and spaces going up, through the

two spaces and line between the staffs, until you reach

the line marked by the treble clef.

5. Begin with the space above the treble staff, Write the

names of the the lines and spaces, including the space

below the staff.

6. Write the names of the bass lines here

7. Write the names of the treble lines here
am"., 'imh*e^"howa-cMh r8 Write the names of the 'bass spaces here

9, Write the naes of the treble spaces here___
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The Grand Staff

Piano music is written on the GRAND STAFF, which is the

treble and bass staffs combined. Twenty-three pitch names,

including the white natural keys on the piano from F two

octaves below middle C, can be written on the grand staff.

Short lines and spaces, called LEDGER LINES and LEDGER SPACES,

are added above or below the staff when they are needed to

write tones higher or lower than the staffs allow. Ledger

lines and spaces are named in alphabetical order as a

continuation of the staff. Each note must have its own set

of lines and spaces to properly place it.

Ledger lines and spaces are also used between the staffs

to write tones that could be written on the opposite staff;

the meaning of the music is clearer in many cases when

ledger lines are used instead of changing to a different

staff.

Write the name of the notes:
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Review of Notes and Rests

The length of the dotted line indicates the duration

of the note or rest in comparison with the whole note,

1

I of
2

1 0
4

1 of

8

16 of

3 of
320f

01

Vp 0 OO".

k "

Whole

Half

Quarter

Eighth1

1 Sixteenth

1 Thirty-

second

On the following page, finish the chart of notes and

rests. A note and a rest are needed in each of the com-

partments. Place the notes and rests at the beginning of

each space. All notes occur at the beginning of the

time span they occupy, not in the middle.
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Chart of Notes and Rests

In instrumental music, notes with one or more flags

are usually beamed together in beats:

Eighths Sixteenths

Thirty-wseconds

Thirty-

second

Six-
teenth

Eighth

Quarter

Half

Whole

r~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ml umNmo" -m i0- m u u mm-

UHIIIU1i
I mIN m - I

0 ~ ~ u ~ ~ .m wu.um I . i~i

--. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Finish the chart.
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The Beat--Counting--Planning Rhythm

Play these familiar tunes.

l. Right notes, wrong rhythm. Name of tune

2 Right rhythm, wrong notes, Name of tune

Which melody is easier to recognize?

You can hear the effect wrong rhythm has on a familiar

tune because you already know how it is supposed to sound; but

what happens to a new composition when you play it with wrong

rhythm. The composer probably couldn't recognize it either.

The formula for working out the rhythm of any piece is

in the meter signature. The metronome is useful to a musician

for practicing, but it does nothing but tick evenly. The

performer must plan the fitting of notes into beats and the

beats into measures. Counting is necessary even with a

metronome.

The tick of the metronome signals the beginning of the

beat. The beat lasts until the next tick. Some notes

belong at the beginning of the beat, some in the middle, and

some in smaller divisions of the beat. The musician must be

able to "time" the playing of each note to place it in its

exact metrical location,
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Meter Signatures

The meter signature gives a great deal of information in

its two numbers which appear at the beginning of the music.

The .uer numeral tells the number of beats in each measure.

The lower numeral stands for the kind of note which will

represent the beat. In addition, the meter signature informs

the musician of the rhythmic grouping of the beats according

to strong and weak, and of the division of the main beats

into background beats*

Simple and Compound Time

Simple time is the name given to meter in which the

main beat divides into two background beats. The upper

numerals in simple time are 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. The lower

numeral stands for a plain, undotted note which represents

the beat unit as follows: 2 ,84 = , 8 , 16=

These notes all divide normally into two smaller notes which

form the background beat,

cQmtound time is the name given to meter in which each

main beat divides into three background beats. The top

numeral tells the number of bacround beats in each measure*

The upper numbers in compound time are 6, 9, and 12. The

lower numeral stands for the note which is one of the back-

ground beats as follows: 4 =4 (34J make a beat unit. ),

8 (3 make a beat unit). ), 16 =I(3 make a beat

uni t ). Notice that the beat unit is always a dotted note.
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Duje, Triple, and Quadruple Meter

Duple meter has two beat units in each measure,

atrony, weak,

Example: Duple simple Duple compound

4 4 ;) ' ; 8:n j
Triple meter has three beat units in each measure,

strong, weak, weak.

Example: Triple simple Triple compound

4 W 4q , 44
4n n47 gn4n47)n7

Quadruple meter has four beat units in each measure,

stron, weak, weak, weak.

Example: Quadruple simple Quadruple compound
4 d 44 ,4..J4.J..

The characteristic rhythmic background of simple meter

is a two-note group; the characteristic rhythmic background

of compound meter is a three-note group. Composers sometimes

deliberately change the rhythmic feel of a composition for

a few measures by the way they place the note values, or by

the use of ties, The change from 64to or vice versa is

called hemiola. AJe, I.| J4JIFi |or the present,

do not use hemiola in your rhythm-writing examples. The

note values of hemiola "add up" mathematically but are not

characteristic of the meter signature.

Listen to "Pequetia Danza Espanola," by Jose Iturbi,

G. Schirmer, Inc., New York.
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Ec ho C lapping

Explain the meter signature (number of beats in a

measure, kind of note receiving one count; simple or compound

time; duple, triple or quadruple meter). Clap and count,

or use rhythm instruments and count, following the teacher's

lead,

1. Teacher

Student

2.

,i-

S w4

Teacher --72
Students -a

OW

3. Teacher

Students

Teacher J -fl"W

Students -

4.
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The Half Note as the Beat Unit

2 3 4
2 2 2

These time signatures indicate that the half note is

the unit of beat instead of the quarter note that we are

accustomed to seeing. The change in beat unit does not make

the rhythm sound any different t. All the note values are

figured in relation to the half note.

Write in the figures to show how to count, then play:

Revrite the following examples using dif ferent beat

units as indicated by the meter signatures. Vrite in counts.

3

2

4~ W ~~W W .UI
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Here are some combinations of notes and rests that

might be used to fill a beat when the beat unit is a half

note.

Cut a sheet of notebook paper in four strips. Write

combinations of notes and rests to equal a half note on

both sides of each strip, eight combinations. Use these

combinations to make rhythm drills for clapping and counting

by the class,

1. Two four-measure examples in time. Show how to count.

2. Two four-measure examples in 3  time. Show how to count,
T

3. Two four-measure examples in4 time, Show how to count,

rila m sa i ' l N ia na iiL I m a lh mmma mim n ume r ae m isis ma lm nm i ii i am a m d a m l u i h s i. s . , , . _ . ' l -l
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Musical Arithmetic

Example: Arrange twenty-five notes and rests of

corresponding type on the staff so as to produce four measures

in measure. Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted

rests. Place barlines where needed and write in figures to

demonstrate how the measures are counted.

How to do it:

1. Draw a treble clef on the staff and mark off the

required number of measures.

2. Put in the meter signature.

3. In the margin, draw one of each kind of note and

rest, Check them off as you use them.

f. Above the staff, draw a beat unit note for each

beat in all the measures.

5. Write notes and rests of smaller and larger values

on one line or space of the staff. Be sure that

the values in each measure equal the beat units

for the measure.

6. Write figures under the notes to show how to count,

e~a~s3 f..3
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1. Arrange twenty-five notes and rests of corresponding type

on the staff so as to produce four measures in measure.

Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines where needed and write in figures to

demonstrate how the measures are counted.

2. Arrange twenty-two notes and rests of corresponding type

on the staff so as to produce four measures in 4 measure.
2

Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines where needed and write in figures to

demonstrate how the measures are counted.

3. Arrange seventeen notes and rests of corresponding type

on the staff so as to produce four measures in measure.
4

Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted rests.

Place bar lines where needed and write in figures to

demonstrate how the measures are counted.

4. Play these examples with rhythm band instruments,
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Rhythm Band

Simple meter. -.Place figures under the notes to show how

to count. Count and clap each line separately, then combine

with rhythm instruments. Do all four lines as a round.

I I .r I I o l I I I

Rewrite the second line in meter.

Compound meter.--Place figures under the notes to show how

to count, Count and clap each line separately, then combine

with rhythm instruments. Do all four lines as a round,

Ov-I

Compose a short piece using the rhythm of the last line.

Ad I- I
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Home Work

Match the pitch of the following subjects, check it at

the piano, then write the notes on the staff below.

1. Write the three tones of the chimes you hear on

television or radio for "N B C."

2. Write the pitch of five metal objects you find at

home, such as a lamp, ash tray, kitchen pans or

tableware. Tap the item with a pencil to make the

sound, then hum the tone and match it at the piano.

3. Find the pitch of the voices of two people.

4. Find the pitch of an automobile horn.

5. Write the rhythm of the click of shoes of someone

walking.

"Wo
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Melodic Dictation

Four scale-tone groups of notes will be selected for each

dictation practice. The scale-tone pattern will be played

on the piano. (No more than three playings.) Memorize the

pattern, Sing it back with scale degree numbers, then write

it on the treble staff. After the pattern has been written

there will be one last playing for a check.

I. Key

a .

d.

of D major, (Write the key signature.)

l"-3-%5-*5-w6-w7-1 b. s-2-3-4-^5-3-1 lc* 3-w5-1-1-o3-5-01

-2-"6--1 -Y-1 0*e. 1-3-5-6-5-3- f, 5-3-5-5-3-2-I
*

2. Keyof B flat major,

a. 5-o3-1-3-w5-5-5 b -31 44"4 . 5-3-1-3-5"6"5

d. 5-4-w5-w6-5-4-*3 . 3-5-6-w5-3-w2-1 f.# 3-21-2-w3-*3-3

3 Key of Emajor.

a. 1-2-w3-"5-*6-5-w3 b.# 5-4-2-3--3-w4-w5-^6-w5-6-5

d. 3-*4*w5*w8o* 2 .3s"2#w-15-8 f.# 1-8o?-6-5-3-1

* Below the keynote.
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Recapitulation 1

1. Write the following notes on ledger lines or spaces both

above and below (but not on) the bass staff:

Eighth note on B, quarter note on F, half note on D,

sixteenth note on E, thirty-second note on C. Write the

corresponding rest of each on the staff,

2 Arrange twenty-five notes and rests of corresponding

types on the staff, to make four measures of rhythm in

time. Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted

rests. Write in the figures to show how the measures

are counted.

3. Indicate the distance in steps (half-steps, whole steps)

between each pair of notes.

C2 Ayo.p
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Recapitulation 1, page 2,

. Four groups of scale tones, all in the same major key of

F major, will be played on the piano. (NQ more than

three playings.) Sing each group back on the syllable

"la", then write it on the treble staff. Write scale

degree numbers below the notes. Place a double bar after

each group. Be sure to write the key signature.

5. Review from 5th grade.

Write in the musical terms to fit the definitions,

a. Gradually becoming softer.

b. From the beginning. Abbreviated D.C.

co The end.

d. The name for the keynote of the
scale.

e. Swelling; gradually louder.



SECTION II

The Conductor's Beat

The person who leads a group in singing or playing a

musical composition is called the "director" or "conductor."

The conductor must start the music and keep the performers

together throughout the composition. He must also guide

them in expressing the mood and meaning of the work. All of

these functions are done by motions of the hands and arms,

and with facial expressions.

In beating time, conductors use certain movements,

called the conductor's beat, which are understood by all

musicians. Regardless of the right handedness or left

handedness of the conductor, the right hand is used for

beating time, and the left hand is used for interpretation.

Practice these movements until they become automatic.

Two-beat measure: 4 Three-beat measure: s

One--down One--down

Two--up Two--out

Three--up

The little dotted line is a preparatory movement called

a cue to warn the performers to be ready. When a composition

begins on an "up-beat" (the beat before one), the conductor

begins his preparatory beat at the location of the previous

beat. Beat one is called the "down-beat."

254
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Rhythmic Dictation

Some of the note values or rests have been left out of

the following rhythmic examples. Make the conductor's beat

as you listen to the complete example. Each example will be

played on the piano, or tapped, two times before you pick up

your pencil to write. After you pick up your pencil there

will be no more playings, except for one final check playing,

I
U-;*-wFowl___A____9

I I-rI
I
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Introduction to Sight Singing

There are many times when a pianist or instrumentalist

needs to know how a composition sounds, but has no instrument

available. Perhaps he needs to select a solo, or an arrange-

ment for a combo, and cannot get the entire group together

to try out the music. He must be able to look at the printed

music and hear it in his head in the same way that you look

at the printed pages of a story and understand what is

written without saying the words aloud.

Sight singing, along with rhythmic and melodic dictation,

helps to develop inner hearing. Perhaps you think you can't

sing. You shudder at the thought of how awful your voice

sounds. Remember, you are singing to develop inner hearing.

It doesn't matter whether your voice sounds squeaky or rasping,

weak or strong--the important part is the pitch and rhythm

of the music. If you are not accustomed to singing you may

have trouble at first in making your voice match the pitch;

but the more you listen and try, the easier it gets. The

more you practice singing higher and lower, the easier it

will be to sing high and low.

Sight singing doesn't mean following the lead of the

piano or another singer. It means singing the melody your-

self from the printed music. The piano may be used to give

the starting pitch and establish the tonality before you

start to sing, but is not to be used during the singing of

the melody.
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Sight Singing

The only way your teacher can tell if you are hearing

correctly with your inner ear is for you to sing aloud.

Procedure for sight singing.

1. Explain the meter signature.

2, Count and clap the rhythm of the melody.

3. Explain the key signature.

4. Play the keynote, sing: 1-2-3-4-5--5-4-3-2-1;

1-3-5-3-1.

5. Look through the melody silently. Observe scale

steps and skips.

6. Sound the keynote again. Sing the beginning note,

if it is different from the keynote. Make the

conductor's beat and at a signal from the teacher

sing the melody all the way through using the

syllable "la".

7. The last note of the melody will be played on the

piano to check the pitch.

The sight singing melodies are found in The Folk So

i Singing Series, Book 1.

Assignment 1. Melodies No. 3, 11, 13, 20, 49.

Assignment 2. Melodies No. 2, 15, 17, 28, 34.

Assignment 3. Melodies No. 4, 6, 21, 27, 40.

The Folk So h Singing Series, 12 Vols., ed.
Edgar Crowe and others, London, Oxford University Press, 1933.
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Vocabulary

Look up the meaning of the words in the Vocabulary,

(in the back of the Workbook). Find a musical composition

that uses or illustrates the term. Some of the compositions

'ill be played in class.

1, Accelerando

Composition

2. Adagio

Composition

3. Arpeggio

Illustration

4. Largo

Composition

5. Fermata

Composition

Review Words

1. Piano

2. Fortef

3. M? Italian words Meaning

4., Mf Italian words Meanin n

5. Andante

6. Crescendo, (crese.)

7. Ritardando, (rit.)

8, Keynote

. Dominant

10. Subdominant
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Major and Minor

Musical compositions are commonly said to be in the "key

of C major" or in the "key of C minor," meaning, by the words

"major" and "minor", the particular pattern of whole steps and

half steps made by the notes when they are arranged in a scale.

You are already familiar with the major scale pattern

and the sound of compositions in major keys.

Major Scale Pattern

*

1 W 2 W 3 4 W 5 W 6 W 8

inor Scale Pattern

1 W 2 3 W 5 6 7 W 8

Compare the arrangement of whole steps and half steps

in the two scale patterns:

1. Which scale degrees of the minor are different from

the major?

2. How many whole steps are there in the major scale?

How many half steps in major?.

3. How many whole steps are there in the minor scale?

How many half steps?

4. Why do the major and minor scales sound different?

* W= whole step = half step
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Listen

I. Listen to the sound of major and minor scales played

by the teacher. Identify them orally.

II. Listen to the sound of major and minor scales played

by the teacher from a given keynote. Identify them

in writing. Write a capital M for major, and a small

m for minor,

1. C , ,.2. D

3. E , .4.0

5. A ,..-.

III. Listen to compositions in major and minor. Put an

M after the name of the compositions which sound major;

put an m after the compositions which sound minor,

1. "Soldiers' March," Schumann

2. "Minuet," Bach,

3. "Waltz," Schubert

4. "Sarabande," Handel

5. "Gigue," Handel

6. "Prelude," Chopin

7. "First Loss," Schumann

8. "Minuet," Beethoven

9. "Valse Sentimentale," Schubert

10. "Fur Elise," Beethoven,

*Music the Masters, ed. Russell E. Lanning,
New YorfE usc5fl flTTTcations, 1946.
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The Sound Affect

Aristotle, famous Greek philosopher who lived from

384 B. C. to 322 B. C. said this about modes, "The musical

modes differ essentially from one another, and those who hear

them are differently affected by each. Some of them make men

sad and grave; others enfeeble the mind; another produces a

moderate and settled temper; another inspires enthusiasm." *

How does the sound of major affect you?

How does the sound of minor affect you?

In Aristotle's day there were perhaps twenty different

modes or scales. Historians do not know exactly how many there

were because only six examples of Greek music still exist.

During the Middle Ages eight church modes were used. The

modes on a and c have been recognized and used only since

the middle of the sixteenth century. These are our minor

and major modes.

The music has always come first. Theorists examine

music to find what makes it sound as it does. Scale

patterns are derived from the music by placing the tones

in alphabetical order and taking notice of the intervals

between the notes, With the invention of the piano and

other instruments with a wide pitch range, scale have

become important for brilliant runs and showy passages.

A thorough knowledge of the major and minor scales

is an important tool that every musician should have.

*Grout, Donald Jay, A Hi2tory of Western Music, New
York, W. W. Norton & Company,Inc., T60FP.T14
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Scales serve the musician in the same way that a hammer and

saw serve the carpenter. Musicians must be able to think

scale patterns, write scales on paper, and play scales fluently.

Derive a Scale

Derive a scale from each of the following melodies.

Arrange the notes in alphabetical order, beginning with the

keynote, and using one of each letter name found in the

melody. (The keynote may not be the first note, but is

usually the last note in a composition.) Number the scale

degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs (e%). Write a

possible key signature at the end. Decide whether the scale

is major or minor. Play the melody and the scale,

1. Scotland

11- .11,1'...... ......-

1I AAlll A --- ii

Scale of
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England

Scale of

3. Gracefully and lively Germany

'1'

Scale of

4. Allegretto Mozart

- ---- --

Scale of

*E oE z z-
" ---Mmmm
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SAndante Scotland

~1

UI F

Scale of

6M Moderato United States

0I m1 m1 m 0 s .. 9 Ai -v I ..NI-F r , I
til '' ' " = -- -..-.-

- 1-. ,.

8 -

Scale o f

w --Moog

: Rl ow Mir awUE
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7 ,Langsam Schubert

ITIVXAJA
5 -r- F Foi l I .. t IAi P-L ,I-

Key of

8. An4Me France

- .-I I II ' II III lMNUBI

.--- -- -..

Ke of

I r- I
I Aff pi

IN

lppp- I mumb.- I dmmb -d,16 Aor
OA' I
r L I
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9. Con moto England

Scale of

lO. Con spirito United States

I'sl i 1111 r- .i n ,-. ri.- r.r., -- s. n

C ? M~imb1|i'li-I:r.: k '.sirere-.1-' A fI Flr- -. m. - . 1. . .

Scale of
L,- L -
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Key Signatures

Major and minor scales are called "diatonic" scales,

which means "through the tones." Each letter name is used

one time. None are repeated or skipped. For instance, the

E major scale played on the piano would sound all right written:

E G G* A B D EO E, but the spelling would be incorrect. The

scale must be spelled correctly E F& G* A B C* 5DiE

As you know, the key signature is a list of sharps or

flats that are found in a certain key, or tonality; the sharps

or flats are placed in a key signature in a special order.

Refresh your knowledge of key signatures.

1. Write the order of sharps as they appear in key signatures:

2. Write the full order of sharps on the staff 5 times:

3, Write the full order of flats as they appear in key

signatures:

4. Write the full order of flats on the staff 5 times.

____I 1'
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Name the.

To find the keynote of a major key in sharps:

Go up a step from the last sharp.

Write in the keynote, then write the name of the key.

-11 *f.- Ai .I.,*L

To fin4 the keynote of a major key in flats:

The keynote is the same as the

for the key of F which has

- -N-
flat, except

flat. Which key has no sharps

or flats?, .

Writein the keynote, then write the name of thl key.
MLA

07

V

w

w IF

I-

A-

I i

I I I

I I

Nil
Nil
I I

w 0& .

i

I

-w-
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Vrite the Key Signature

To write the key signature for a keynote in sharps,

reverse .the rule for finding the keynote. The last sharp

is a lower than the keynote. Write the sharps

in the regular order until you come to the named sharp.

Order of sharps

1. Write the key signatures for the keys of: B, E, G, CG, A.

To write the key signature for a keynote in flats,

reverse the rule for finding the keynote. The

flat is the same name as the keynote. Write the flats

in the regular order until you come to the keynote name, then

write one more flat*

Order of flats

2. Write the key signatures for the keys of: B , A ,G

EO , and C.

olm-miI. 1 1 1.1 1 _ _ __1*- -..- - n1ie 31 ioo o

IIII It I<
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Fast Thinking

Any note can belong to seven different major scales.

For instance, C is 1 of the C major scale; C is 2 of B4; C is

3 of A; C is 4 of G; C is 5 of F; C is 6 of E ; C is 7 of DO.

Test your FAST THINKING by filling in the blanks. Your

teacher will give the "Go" signal for each question.

1. D is1 of _2 of ; 3of ; 4 of ; Sof _

6 of ; 7 of

2 E is 1 of ; 2 of ; 3 of 4 of ; 5 of ;

6 of __;7of

3. Fis 1 of ; 2 of _ ;3 of ;4;of ;5 of .

6 of __;7of

4. G is 1 of _; 2 of ; 3 of ; 4 of ; 5 of

6 of ; 7of .

5. A is1 of __; 2of ; 3of ; 4of ; 5of -

6 of ; 7of .

6. Bfis1 of _; 2of ; 3 of _; 4of __ of

6 of 7 of

7 B B is1 of ;2of ;3 of ;kof -_5 of *

6 of ; 7 of .

8. F is1 of ; 2 of ; 3 of ; 4of ;5of *

6 of ;7of

9. Cf is1 of ;2of ;3of ;4 of ; 5 of

6 of _;7 of

10. G'$ is 7 of , which is 5 of which key signature

is
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The first part of the question becomes the starting

point for the last part. THINK FAST. Write the proper

key signature on the staff at the bottom of the page,

1. G is 2 of the major scalewhose key signature is

2. 2 of B is 6 of the major scale whose key signature is

3. 3 of A is ? of a key_ whose key signature is

4. 2 of D is 4 of the major scale whose key signature

is

5. 3 of B3" is7 of the key_ whose key signature is

6. What is the key signature of a key built on 4th scale

degree of the A major scale?.

7. What is the key signature of the key built on the 3rd

degree of F$ major

8. What is the key signature of a key built on the 6th

degree of A major,

9, What is the key signature of a key built on the 7th

degree of F major?_ _

10. What is the key signature of a key built on the 7th note

of D4 aor? _

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6, 7. 8. 9* 0

U J L li ii 11 11 11
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Intervals

The distance between two notes is called an interval,

Intervals are measured by the number of staff degrees between

and including the lines or spaces on which the notes are placed.

Write the number classification of the following intervals:

a9
-tm------- - - - - - - --2-1

- . . . - ---.-.-.-

Liste- to "Bells at con,'from.'.---etches by Iree

Trepanier (Sumiy Publishing Co., 1956), then compose

a "Bell Song" using the interval of the fourth.
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Sharps, flats, and naturals do not affect the number

name of the interval, but do affect the sound by changing

the number of half steps between the notes.

Count the half steps between the notes in the intervals:

-o -ITO A- -F20-

Thirds Fifths Sixths Fourths

. Listen to the sound of these intervals played on the

piano, Intervals that are played one note after the other

are called melodic intervals; intervals that are played

both notes at the same time are called harmonic intervals.

The interval number name may be the same between two

sets of notes on all white keys, but the sound and the

half-step measurement may be different. Count the half

steps between the notes on the following staff, then

listen to the sound of the intervals played on the piano:

Thirds Fifths Sixths Seconds

For positive identification of intervals, the major

scale is used as a measuring device. All of the intervals

from the keynote of the major scale to any of the other notes
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of the scale are 1AJOR intervals, however, UNISONS, FOURTHS,

FIFTHS, and OCTAVES are given a special classification, due

to there clear sound. They are called PERFECT instead of

major.

. - .

C 
...y.

PP M2 M3 P4 P5 M6

(Perfect Prime, M=Major P=Perfect)

17 P Octave

Listen to the following intervals. Think of a melody

or a familiar song that begins with the same interval to

help you remember the sound.

Perfect Prime

Major second

Major third

Perfect fourth

Perfect fItt

Major sixth

Major seventh.

Perfect octave

-- N----

_M*JLL**S1UUUTIJfltN'ThlLJLJ*LP

_

1 0 10 1-61 i - - -- -- . - -- I - - -- .---
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Interval Dictation

Write the treble clef and key signature for each of the

exercises. Ten intervals will be dictated for each exercise.

Each interval will be played as a melodic interval, then as

a harmonic interval--two times--followed by time allowed for

writing. If you cannot write an interval in the time allowed

mark the space with anX and go on to the next interval.

There will be one complete playing for a final check, but no

playing of isolated intervals. Write the interval in whole

notes. Below each interval write the major or perfect

classification and the number classification.

Example:

Played ritten

1. Key of D major.

Score

2. Key of B flat major.

$core

-~

M3
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Recapitulation 2

1. Place a treble or bass clef sign before each of the

following notes to properly place the letter name:

C G D A E

B F C D A

2. Write the key signature and keynote for each of the

following major keys: C , BO , E, B, G

3 On the treble staff, write ten notes as intervals with

the keynote in the key of G major, as sounded on the

piano. Write the interval number and classification

below the staff.
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Recapitulation 2, page 2.

4, Rhythmic dic tation:

Each example will be played on the piano two times.

Make the conductor's beat as you listen, then write in the

missing note or rest values. One final playing will be

given for you to check your work. Write in figures to

show how to count the completed example.*

a. b.

- ~ WI 00 wow iii l w1

codo

5. Write in the name of the key and the number of sharps

or flats in the key signature:

a. What is the key signature of the major scale built

on the 2nd degree of the C major scale?

b. What is the key signature of the major scale built

on the 5th degree of the A major scale?

C. What is the key signature of the major scale built

on the 7th degree of the A flat major scale?

d. What is the key signature of the major scale built

on the 4th degree of the F major scale?

e. What is the key signature of the major scale built

on the 3rd degree of the D major scale?

* Teacherts Notes



SECTION III

Minor Scales

The minor scale pattern may be begun on any black or

white key on the piano keyboard. Each scale will have a

different keyboard track of black and white keys and therefore

a different set of sharps or flats. The sharps and flats for

minor scales follow the same order in key signatures as they

do in major scales.

Write the order of sharps:

Write the order of flats :

Minor Scale Pattern

1 W 2 3 W 4 W 5 6 W 7 W

W = whole step / = half step

Write minor scales beginning on the keynote as indicated.

Number the scale degrees. Mark the half steps with slurs.

Place sharps or flats before the notes as needed to make the

tones fit the scale pattern. At the end, rearrange the sharps

or flats in the standard order for key signatures. Write

in the keynote. Play and listen to the scales you write.

1. E minor.

278

C-45
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2. G minor*

3, 8 minor.

4o C minor.

Use the tones of the C minor scale to compose a sad

little tune. Be sure to end on the keynote. Use 3 meter

5. D minor.

compose a melody in D minor in meter.

6.A minor.
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Compose a tarantella in A minor. Look up the word

"tarentella." It means

7. F minor.

a solemn march in F minor. UsePmpose meter,

8 C minor.

wintery-wind melody in minor. Use meter

9, F minor.

Write melody in F minor, then a contrasting melody in

A major. Use Da capo and Fine to instruct your classmate to

play the first part over after playing the A major section.
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10. Write a melody in F major in 4 meter. Transpose the

melody to D minor (a third lower) for the second part.

Return to the F major section for the third part.

Play the original compositions in class.

Sight Singing

Fo l S Sight Singing Series, Book II, pages 16 to 18.

L. Identify the key of each melody. Sing the scale and tones

in the I chord.

2. Sing the melodies on "Ila" while making the conductor's

beat.

n -- -. --- --- --

- - - - - -' . .I - . . " . - 111 a i11 i nimilm.m. mism liaisisi lisimisgle.$ 1

at se=r n,.em ..- ---- ------.-- --- -------- - --- - .. .... ... . - . - - .4 e n.... -. 1- i.. al. . -lue'....1 eili- 'I -. ,=,.010.libenimanai.is .s spini .as's-il
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.K~e Signatures in Minor

When the sharps or flats needed in a minor scale are

rearranged to follow the conventional order for key signatures,

each resulting key signature is exactly like one of the major

key signatures. Refer to the minor scales you have just

written to write the minor keynote for each of the following

key signatures. Label the minor keynote with a small m.

I

D'
Ar

11-
Inly I gig BE

AIL a I-

Wr

Write the keynote of the major key for each of the key

signatures. Write the major keynote above the minor and

mark it with a capital M.

Make a rule for finding the keynote in minor from a

key signature in sharps:

Make a rule for finding the keynote in minor from a

key signature in flats:

I

a
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kljor or Minor?

How can you tell by looking at the key signature whether

a composition is in a major key or a minor key?

You can tell by the key signature that a composition is

in either one certain major or one certain minor, but you

must examine the music to determine which of the two it is.

Look for the keynote. It is usually the last bass note.

Compositions do not always begin on the keynote, but they

usually end on the keynote.

Look in collections of music for major and minor

compositions. Find five compositions in major and five in

minor. List the names of the compositions and the number of

sharps or flats in the key signature.

Major Key Signature

I.

2.

3.

4.

Minor

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Relatives

The major key and the minor key which use the same key

signature are said to be RELATIVE scales. The have the

same key signature, but different keynotes, therefore different

names, since each scale is named by its keynote. Each major

key has a relative minor key; each minor key has a relative

major key.

How many half steps are there between the major keynote

and the minor keynote? How many staff degrees are included,

counting both notes? Refer to page di to fill in the answers.

Key Signature Half steps between

I.

2.

3,

4,

6.

7,

8.

9,

Staff degrees included

0

14W

1 0

2

3

4

Finish the sentence by observing the chart above.

The minor keynote is always half steps and

scale degrees below the major keynote that uses

the same key signature (relative).
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L. Circle of'

Relative lajor and.|nory,

Write the major keynote on the outside of the circle

opposite the number of sharps or flats, Write the RELATIVE

minor keynote on the inside of the circle opposite the number

of sharps or flats. Finish the whole key circle by using

your knowledge of the half steps and staff degrees between

the major and minor keynotes to write in the keynotes of

the minor scales you have not yet studied.

Order of flats: Order of sharps:

rn" n aNa o"o~ mwxwm Pw"~m II -momNOaO"M *W4WM
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Writing Siatures fo tior and Minor Keynotes

For more help in recognizing and writing major and

minor key signatures, memorize the major-minor key circle

pairs of keynotes and the f s or 's for each pair.

Vrite the key signatures for these koynotes:

c$ minor

F minor

B major

D major

%minor A major

mrminorj

G minor

D minor

E major

A major

A minor G major

fiI

I II

III

I

m aJorE *minor Major
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Ear Training

1. You will hear two short melodies played for each example,

one following the other. Listen while each pair is played

two times. If the melodies are the same, draw a line

under the word "same." If the melodies are different,

draw a line under the word "different."

a. same different

b. same different

c, same different

d. same different

e, same different

2. Each rhythmic example will be played twice. Make the

conductor's beat as you listen; then fill in the missing

note values. Write in figures to show how to count. One

final playing will be given for you to check your work,

.i 2

6-

i il . . lil
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Sight Singing

Follow the procedure for sight singing that was outlined

on page, .Sing one assignment each class period.

Assignments:

1. Fol S o, Singin& Series, -Boo k , No. 30, 88, 105, 25.

2. Book 1, No. 31, 46, ?5, 71.

3. Bo k No. 38, 53, 83, 8?.

4. BookIt No. 43, 58, 86, 99.

.Book It1,11o . 2 9, 39, 49, 54,

Interval Dictation

Write ten notes each sounded with the keynote, Write the

interval number and classification below the notes.

1. Key of C major. Write the key signature,

2. Key of flat major. Write the key signature

3. Key of A major. Write the key signature.
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Recapitulation 3

1. Arrange twenty-four notes and rests of corresponding

types on the staff so as to produce five measures in

3 measure, Use dotted notes of each type, but not dotted2
rests. Place bar lines where needed and write figures

in to show how the measures are counted,

2 Write the key signatures to answer these questions.

a. What would be the key signature of a major scale

built on the fourth note of the F major scale?

b. on the sixth note of C major? c. on the third

note of D major?

3. Write ten notes within one octave of the major scale of

B flat as sounded on the piano by the teacher. Each

note will be sounded with its keynote.
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Recapitulation 3, page 2.

4. On both treble and bass staffs, write the key signatures and

keynotes of B, D flat, E, A flat, and A major scales, and

D, B, and C minor scales.

5. Give the musical term for each of the following definitions:

a. A hold or pause.

b. In the style of a harp; a term
applied to the tones of a chord
when struck consecutively, rather
than as a chord.

c. The tonic note.

d. The term describing the tonality
of a major or minor scale,

e Gradually increasing the rate of
speed.



SECTION IV

Melodic Cadences

Pauses in a sentence in language are indicated by

commas and periods. The comma means a slight pause, while

the period means the end. In a musical sentence punctuation

is indicated by a cadence. The cadence is the heard signal

that helps us organize a series of tones into musical sense.

The tones between the cadences make what is called a "phrase."

Melodic cadences shape the melody into phrases, and are as the

name suggests, part of the melody--one note at a time.

Both rhythm and pitch help to make the cadence effect.

A long note at the end of a phrase slows the melody; its

pitch either leads us to expect more to come or makes us

feel that the phrase has come to an end.

The following melody from "German Song," by Tchaikovsky,

contains both kinds of cadences, one that pauses, and one

that ends the phrase. Play and listen to the melody.

(3) pause

Do you feel that the melody could end with the first cadence?

Could it end with the second cadence?

291
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Examine the melodies on pages to . Find the

cadence points in the melodies. Number the scale degrees in

the melodies at the cadence points to find out which scale

degrees are used to indicate a pause, and which are used to

indicate the end. Make a list of what you find.

Pause cadences End cadences

Compose melodies four or more measures long that use

a pausing cadence at the halfway point and an ending cadence

at the end. You may use repetition, sequence, or crab motion

in the melodies.

1. Key of A major. Use meter.

2 Key of B flat major. Use meter.

3. Key of G major. Use meter.

-. -- .... |
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Keeping Time--Conducting in Four

When there are four beats in a measure

4% ' the conductor's beats are: 1. down,

4, 2. in (to the left), 3. out (to the right),

4. up. Each movement should be distinct

2. tS and firm. There should be no wild waving

of the arm; but a full arm movement is necessary, not just a

movement from the wrist. Performers must be able to see and

understand what the conductor is about to do. Practice the

conductor's beat in four until you can do it without getting

mixed up.

Make the conductor's beat as you listen to the complete

example played two times, then fill in the missing note

values in the following rhythmic dictation drills. The

example will be played one time for a check after you have

finished writing.

1. 2.
ln . % __1 II .

3.,

5. ____________________W

3kF 111K

(See Teacher's Notes.)
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Triads

A triad (three note chord) can be built on every degree

of the scale. Traditional harmony uses scale tones in thirds

to build triads.

:1: iii IV V vi vii I

Tonic Sub- Dominant Tonic
Dominant

Listen to the sound of the triads played on the piano.

Which of the triads sound major? Which ones sound minor?

The Roman numerals under the triads indicate their relation

to the tonic, or I chord. The capital Roman numerals indicate

major triads; the small numerals indicate minor triads.

The I, IV, and V triads are important triads in all

keys. They are called the PRIMARY TRIADS.

Write the I, IV, and V triads in the major keys of C, F,

D, B flat, and E, Identify each triad with its Roman numeral.

11. I Imomm~t- .- ,. ... . o.---- - .".- ..- -----.---- r- --- - - - -- - -- --
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Harmonic Cadences

Harmonic cadences are chord progressions which create

the effect of pause or finality in music. Two kinds of

cadences which occur often in the music of the seventeenth,

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are the authentic cadence,

a cadence produced by the movement of the dominant chord to

the tonic (V-I), and the plagal cadence, a cadence produced

by the movement of subdominant to tonic (IV-I).

I. Listen to authentic and plagal cadences played in different

keys. Discuss the difference in sound. What characteristics

distinguish each cadence? How can you tell the difference?

II. Listen to cadences in musical examples.1,2 Determine

the cadence by listening. Confirm the aural impression by

the music: spell the chords, and identify with Roman numerals,

1. "America," measures 5-6 3 13-14

2. "America the Beautiful," meas, 3-4 .15-16

3. "Yankee Doodle," meas. 7-8 15-16

4. "Old Black Joe," meas. 2 16 8

5. "Now Thank We All Our God," meas. 2-3 6-7

9-10 j3-14

6. "Allegro," Haydn, meas. 1-2. 3-4...

7. "Sonata in C," Mozart, meas. 2

8. "Mazurka," Chopin, meas. 5-6 16

1Golden Book of Favorite Songs, Minneapolis, Minn.
Schmitt, HaTlWceary Co.

2Music b the Masters, ed. Russell Lanning, New York,
Music ord P'bisheFs
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Find five examples of authentic cadences in the music

you are studying. List the names of the compositions and the

measure numbers continuing the cadences. Demonstrate your

findings by playing the pieces in class.

I.

2.

Find

studying.

four examples of plagal cadences in music you are

Demonstrate them for class.

1.

2.0

401

a;2,-Authentic Cadences

Play authentic cadences in all keys. The example will

give you a start. Continue the pattern through all the keys.

A I a I I I I I I I

cIn inue

moon"

mom""

I VI IV I IV I I I I I VI
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Playing PlagglCadences

The example will give you a start in playing plagal

cadences. Continue the pattern through all the keys.

-j
contin)

II I II I IIVII IV I I IVI

To play a smooth chord progression, keep the common tone

(the note that is in both chords) in the same voice or position

in the chord; move the other two chord tones to the nearest

note of the new chord.

Usin. Chords to Harmonize

Use the I, IV, and V chords to harmonize melodies by

playing the chords with your left hand and the melody with

your right hand.

Harmonize

Assignment 1.

Assignment 2.

Assignment 3,

Assignment 4.

Assignment 5.

melodies in Folk SongI inin Boook1.

Melodies 1, 2, 11, 13.

Melodies 14, 17, 18, 23.

Melodies 24, 25, 31, 32.

Melodies 33, 37, 39, 40.

Melodies 41, 43, 47, 49.

AF
AM

I

-4"lw v tv"
4VF Wr I mv

a a m a

OrOL 40 Oro

I I
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Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade VI

Accelerando

Arpeggio0

Authentic
ca -dence

Fermata

Key

Ke yote

Largo

Ital. Gradually increasing the rate of speed.

Ital. Slowly; a name sometimes given to a
movement played at this, tempo.

Ital, In the style of a harp; a term &pplied
to the notes of a chord when struck
consecuetively rather than siMultaneously;
in piano music, a waved line is drawn
beside a chord intended to be so played.

A perfect cadence; a final close, in which
* the common chord of -the tonic is immed-
iately preceded by the common. chord of
the dominant; the progressioL o the
dominant to the tonic (V'I). Classical
harony requires that the tonic triad
have the tonic note in te soprano,

Ital. A hold or pause,

The series of tones forming any given
* major or minor scale, the name of the

first note of the scale being the name
of the key, The signature of a given
major key also serves for its relative
minor key.

The tonic note.

Ital. Very slow, broadly.

minor Scale

Plagal Cadence

Formed by starting on the sixth degree
* of a major scale, then by lowering by a
half step the third and sixth degrees
of a major scale built on that starting
tone.

A closing formula in which the common
* chord of the tonic is immediately
preceded by the common chord of the
subdominant; the progression of the
subdominant to the tonic (Iv-i).

See revised vocabulary, next page.
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Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade VI (Revised)

4.ccelerando

Adagio

Arpeggio

Ital. Gradually increasing the rate of speed.

Ital. Slowly; a name sometimes given to a
movement played at this tempo.

Ital. In the style of a harp; a term applied
to the notes of a chord when struck
consecutively rather than simultaneously;
in piano music, a waved line is drawn
beside a chord intended to be so played,

Authentic
cadence

ermata

ey

. The progression of the dominant to
the tonic (V-I).

Ital, A hold or pause.

* The series of tones forming any given
major or minor scale; describes the
tonality of a major or minor scale.

The tonic note, first note of a major
* or ruinor scale, which names the key,

Keynote

Ital. Very slow, broadly.

hinor scale

Plagal cadence

* A series of tones in alphabetical
order having semitones (half steps)
between scale degrees two and three,
five and six, and whole steps between
all the other degrees.

The progression of the subdominant
to the tonic (iV-I).

* Revised. See vocabulary list preceding.
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Recapitulation 4

1. Indicate the distance in steps between each pair of notes.

2. Write the following notes on ledger lines or spaces

both above and below (but not on) the bass staff.

Eighth note on D, quarter note on C, half note on B,

sixteenth note on E, thirty-second note on F. Label each,

3. Show how to count the following rhythm

4, On both treble and bass, write the key signatures and

keynotes of the following: Majors--E flat, C flat, D, G,

and C. Minors-- E, p sharp, Q, C sharp, A.
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Recapitulation 4, page 2.

2 On the treble staff write ten notes of the major scale of

B flat, as sounded on the piano by the teacher. Each note

will be sounded with its keynote. Write both notes.

Identify the interval.

6. Write a four-measure melody with a good cadence in the

key of E major inx meter.

7. Give the musical term for the following definitions.

The progression of the dominant to.
the tonic (V-I). (Two words).

b.Very slow, broadly.

C. The progression of the subdominant
to the tonic (IV-I). (Two words),

d. A scale formed by starting on the
,sixth degree of a major scale, then
by lowering by a chromatic half step
the third and sixth degrees of the
major scale built on that starting
note*
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APPENDIX I

Page 1.

1.

4.

two

Page 8.

Page 20.

Teacher's Notes

Notation Review

G clef, 2. Fifth line, 3. Meter Signature

Measure bars, 5. Key signature, or sharps on

fts (6) 7. Ending bar.

The Beat. Both melodies, "Old Folks At Home."

Recapitulation 1. Question 4.

-IMF

Pa ge 22.* Rhythmi c Dic tatio0'n..

20
Irl fro I

:[&vn A ig I M A IA A A A
mv ;n

m . will III

-AF

id a -.a& id id -A I& A
W, W, I

54 60

Add dt POF

6-m-W

70 80
AM I A 1 1.1 1--A-AK all

'aid A 0 AA.AA j liar gall
Wr MF IIE W, w WrF 

wr GF W,

100

t___ POPT

A Ago idWr W-

110 12 0

OREM= I Lj= jlkIW zxm W"1A A Big A lOd*lag-jad -A a Ida* AO wl w WrWI W,

3~5~45-73
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Page 44. Recapitulation 2, question 4.

a.1Jn.lnl.f jJ1Ab. flJCL

W, I.

Page 54. Ear Training. Play each pair of melodies twice

Pause briefly to allow time for the students to mark

their answers

a.A A II I

b,

C,

I , a

.2 1 71 11 1 FIW.~

2. Follow the instructions on the student's page.

3 44

6.
I _

i~iUI Ika goo. ~~iIAmL.K.-

92 1 v
II- W% to I I a 1 11 A
I Al X- -' I 'A I I I

.-Nmww1 m

A*0I -

e.
L I AR $61 fft- M -M.:A I r' 1 1 1. 1 F!7 1 AV I I Akila

mom apf PrO A r- A -r
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Page 60. Keeping Timemo"Counting in Four

041 1 .1rij10 A-J A
14



APPENDIX II

Whitlock Theory Award Competition
Texas Music Teachers Assbciation

Grade 6

Student's Name

1. Write the following notes on ledger lines or spaces both
(10) above and below the bass staff, but not on the staff:

eighth note on G, haTF hote on F, sixteenth note on D,
quarter note on A, thirty-second note. on E.

2. Arrange 24 notes and rests so as to have four measures in
(12) 3/2. Use eighth, half, and quarter notes and rests. Also

use dotted half notes (but not dotted rests). Place bar
lines, and write in figures to show how the measures
are counted.

3. On both treble and bass staffs (grand staff) write the key
(15) signatures and the keynotes of these major keys: E-flat,

B, F-sharp, B-flat, C, G-flat, A; and of these minor
keys: d, b, a,

305
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Name

4. Indicate the distance in steps involved in each of these
(10)pairs of notes.

5. Place a treble or bass clef before each of these notes to
(5) identify properly the given letters:

F A D E G F E C G A

6. Answer the letter name and the number of sharps or flats:
(12) What would be the key signature of a major scale built on

the fifth note of the D-flat major scale
the seventh of G major? the second
of A major?

7. On the treble staff write ten notes, within one octave,
(10) all in the same major scale, as sounded on the recording

by the examiner.

8. Write a four-measure melody with a good cadence in G
(16) major and 4/4 measure.
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Grade 6, Page 3 Name

9. Give the musical term for each of the following
(10) definitions:

a, In the style of a harp; a
term applied to the tones of
a chord, when struck con-
secutively, rather than as
a chord.

b. The progression of the sub-
dominant to the tonic (IV-I).
(Two words.)

c. The term describing the
tonality of a major or minor
scale.

d. The progression of the dominant
to the tonic (V-I). (Two
words.)

e. Very slowly and broadly.

f. The tonic note,

g. A scale formed by starting
on the sixth degree of a major
scale, then by lowering by a
chromatic half-step the third
and sixth degrees of the major
scale built on that starting
note.

h. Gradually increasing the rate
of speed.

i. Slowly, slower than andante.

A hold or pause.j .
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Grade VII Workbook
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Piano Primo

Piano Secondo

Guiro, Gourd
Drum, Block

SECTION I

Home on the Range.-.Comnbo

Andante Cowboy Song
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Review

1. Copy the first 8 measures of "Home on the Range," Piano

Primo. Place figures to show how to count.

2. "Home on the Range" is written in the key of

3. Explain the meaning of these signs:

a. f. Fine

b. 9.-

l.bh.

d.3

e. D. S.

4. Rewrite the first four measures of the guiro part of

"Home on the Range" using meter. Show how to count.

5, Write a rhythm part for triangle to use with "Home on the

Range."

6. Write a rhythm part for claves or rhythm sticks. Use

notes and rests including sixteenths.

7. Indicate the steps between each pair of notes,

-b6
cascam

12
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Notes and Rests

The longest note used in music today is the double whole

note, or breve (brev), IblI or , or C . The double whole

rest extends from line to line, " , | , H- The double

whole note is used in hymns and chants, and in other music

that :s written in 4 meter, where one long note equal to four2

half notes is needed. The double whole note is not seen often.

However, every musician should be able to recognize and know

how to evaluate it,

All note values have a mathematical relationship to each

other in fractions as the names of the notes indicate. The

names of the notes are fractional numbers in relation to the

whole note. 4 indicates which is of a whole note.

8 indicates hich is of a whole note. What does

2 indicate? 16? 1?

.. a iinliin.n.

Whole Half Quarter Eighth Sixteenth Thirty- Sifty-
second fourth

As in fractions, two notes of each denomination are needed

to fill the same amount of tine as one of the next larger note.

2 2 1 2 1 2
17 = 7 2 7; 2 =7

Meter Signatures

The upper number in the meter signature indicates the

number of beats in ecoh -easure. The lower number stands for

the kind of note that will represent one beat.
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Meter Signatures and Tmp

"How fast is a thirty-second note?" How fast is a

sixty-fourth note?" Students often judge the difficulty of a

composition by the blackness of the printed page. The use of

sixty-fourth notes does not necessarily mean that the compo-

sition will be fast or difficult. The kind of note used to

represent a beat, and the tempo marking together determine

the speed of the smaller notes.

The tempo mark is a word at the beginning of a compo-

sition that often gives the mood as well as the tempo, such

as Largo (slow and stately), or Maestoso (majestic and

dignified). Metronome markings give an exact speed by setting

the number of beats per second according to the kind of note

that represents one beat.

Simple Meter

Meter signatures whose upper numbers are 2, 3, 4, 5,

or 7 are called simple meters. The notes that represent the

basic beat divide normally into smaller units of 2's, 41s,

or 8's. A division of a beat into three is called a triplet

and marked with a slur and a small'0 .

The conductor's beat patterns in simple meter are:

Duple--two beats Triple--three beats Quadruple--four beats

4 I' 4
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The Half Note as Beat Unit

Invent combinations of notes and rests including

sixteenth values to make beat units that equal a half note.

Use dotted notes, but not dotted rests. Write the notes in

the boxes, spacing them to show the fraction of the beat

taken by each note:

LI I ILI]LII =] LI] I I
Combine the beat units you have invented into four-measure

phrases. Write figures below the notes to show how to count.

Example:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

J Ini,,n s .n o ,

3
2

4
2

5

4
2

3

6. Compose a melody in G major using one of the rhythms above.
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Compound Meter

Meter signatures whose upper numbers are 6, 9, and 12

are called "compound" meters. Each of the counts is one-

third of the main beat. Three notes of the value of the lower

number in the meter signature must be combined into a note-

plus-dot, a compound note, to make a beat unit.

60. 9. E, 4, l2J-)J. AA
4 ) j j )j 8V4"fl7 8

In fast tempo, compound meter is counted by the basic

beat, with a background feel of triplets. The conductor's

beat for fast tempo is as follows:

Duple--two main beats Triple--three main beats

8EW h 4fl4)JJ 8Z 4JJJEISJJJJ

3 3,

In slow tempo, compound meter is counted by the division

of the beats, with a slight accent at the beginning of each

group of three. The conductor's beat is as follows:

Duple--two main beats Triple--three main beats

61 J. 64 i 94. J .l. 9J.J 4 .
817.448 'M+M. M 4JJJ.JJJJJJ

02-34-66&1 2306"13456 761123 45t 79f

1 Kg
3

Zg
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The Dotted Half Note as Beat Unit

Invent combinations of notes and rests including sixteenths

to make beat units that equal a dotted half note. Use dotted

notes but not dotted rests. Write the notes in the boxes,

spacing them to show the fraction of the beat taken by each

value.

Combine the beat units you have invented into four-measure

phrases. Write figures below the notes to show how to count.

Example:4W o) '- - V MoW P w

1lb 4 5. 4 -I*-345 I - 3- 4- 4 34 4

I.

6

4

5. Compose a ballad in E flat major using pne of the meter

signatures above. Write your own words for the narrative.

Use manuscript paper for the composition.
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Si and Compound Meter

Play the melody that follows, counting it according to

the analysis below the staff:

Main
beat

- --

1 J~ . I I. 1L.
~~i

Pw *i1
Am,-rw- ar6,

2. I

As an experiment, try grouping the eighth notes in two's

as you do in simple meter. Does it make sense?

Some compositions can be played with the wrong rhythmic

inflection all the way through the piece. Others reach a

place where the incorrect meter will not fit in.

Select a meter signature for the following compositions:

1.

ni

0

r,

n' KI-J H

4
I41III

2.

24
U I-l

It *-*

kt

2, -V

V

C'

IA

C .

ude S '4.

-I

I

I

2

I

I

I

I
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Rhythmic Ren

Rhythmic reading is done in the manner of a chant. Mark

the beginning of each beat with the count number. Count the

notes between beats "ta." For a rest, say "rest." Continue

the vocal sound for a long note without changing the count.

With the right hand, make the conductor's beat; tap or

pat the background beat with the left hand--two in simple time,

three in compound time. Use the conductor's beat for fast

tempo in all the compound meter drills.

Analyze the time signature; establish the conductor's

beat, then the background beat; begin chanting upon signal

from the teacher. (Write in the counts before reading.)

4I - 2tot,

6,-I, _j I-- -1A0
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Rhythmic Reading, continued.

9.~ I~~i

10.

iI.

t

12 .&Wa

13. R000MN

14.4 7 F j 1

Rhythm Chants

Go team. Go team. Go team, go team. Go go go go go go

Make up your own chants to the following words:

1. Mother can you spare a dollar?

2. This proves that I haven't been locked up long enough.

3. Don't look at me when you say, "Mow the lawn."

4. Write the rhythm background of one of your school cheers.

'Aj, 0 1 j j "j, 11 j jw WW

t4 i A j. n -.jOLL 9
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Sight Singing

Procedure for sight singing:

1. Explain the meter signature and key signature.

2. Using the conductor's beat and background beat,

chant the rhythm as in rhythmic reading,

3, Play the keynote. Sing scale degrees 1-2-3-4-5--

5-4-3-2-1-7-1l-3-5-3--. (* Below the tonic.)

4. Look through the melody silently. Think the

melody.

5. Sing the beginning pitch. Using the conductor's

beat and background beat, sing the melody with

the syllable "la."

6. The piano may be used for giving the beginning

pitch and for occasional pitch help, but not for

leading the singing.

Sight Singing Assignments

The assignments are found in Folk Son Si h Singing

Series, Book III.+

1. No. 3, 4, 6, 11.

2. No. 15, 17, 23, 25.

3. No. 26, 27, 28, 29.

4. No. 30, 31, 33, 34.

5. No. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39.

The Folk Son gSight Singing Series, ed. Edgar Crowe
and othest, London, Oxford University Press, 1933,
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Intervals by Ear

Listen to intervals played on the piano by your teacher.

Thi# of a familiar tune that will help you remember the sound

of the interval.

p p

M 2

m 3

*jP 4

p oct.

Perfect prime

Major second

Major third

Perfect fourth

Perfect fifth

Major sixth

Major seventh

Perfect octave

Ii JI II1 1L t tim

------- --- -

- rn .jr.r r fi irap I1I1JflF LU P fl. III. ff1L1J 11

L .1 W1* 1 TJ1,L I i . *JILL JLJ .L. .:: - 11 _ U"JI

IL 
ILZEE L U ffih1$*

It 1 JUt U I 11ITI. 1. L Lt J TI 1T1

J 10 L tJl 11.1 ir$fIi. - 1-1--uIL1- i
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Melodic Dictation

Procedure for melodic dictation:

1. The teacher will announce the key signature and the

time signature. Prepare your papers.

2. The scale and broken chord of the announced key will

be played.

3. Make the conductor's beat and the background beat

while the melody is played all of the way through.

4. Decide the pitch and the time value of the beginning

note by listening.

5. The first phrase will be played three times. Beat

time and listen--DO NOT WRITE--there will be no more

playings after you pick up your pencil. Memorize

the phrase during the three playings, sing it back,

then write the melody from memory with the correct

rhythm and pitch.

6. Each phrase will be played again for a check, then

the next phrase will be played, and so on until the

entire melody has been dictated. The complete

melody will be played once for a final check.

7. Caution: stay up with each phrase. Do not spend

time on the preceding phrase you did not get.

Try to memorize each phrase with the first playing.

8. For melodic dictation use regular music staff paper.

* See Teacher's Notes in the Appendix
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Recapitulation 1

I. On either the treble or bass staff, write notes on the

next line or space which sound a whole, st higher than

the following: C#, B, E#, Fb, Bb. Use whole notes. Write

the given notes then your answer. Label each note,

2. On the staff not used for the first series of notes,

write notes on the next line or space which sound a half

sD lower than the following: B, F#, D, Cb, G#.

3. Write a four-measure rhythmic example in meter, Use

notes and corresponding rests including sixteenths. Use

dotted notes, but not dotted rests. Place measure bars,

and write figures in to demonstrate how to count in two

ways--slow tempo, and fast tempo.

9

Write a four-measure rhythmic example in 4 meter.2

Show how to count one way.
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Recapitulation 1, page 2.

4. Melodic dictation. Write the correct pitch and rhythm.

5. Sight singing: (Individual)

a. Moderate

b.

6. Write the meaning of the following words. (Review),

a. Keynote

b. Dominant

c. Subdominant

d. Fine

e. Ritardando

f. Accelerando

g. Arpeggio

h. Major scale

i. Minor scale

7. Write an original melody with a good cadence in D major.



SECTION II

Relative Major and Minor Keys

Major and minor scales have been paired together since

Glareanus, a Swiss theorist and musician, worked out a

table showing the similarities of the modes in Dodecachordon,

an important book published in 1547. Glareanus set up a pair

of scales for each pattern of intervals.

Observe the similarities and differences of the scales of

G major and e minor:

G majorI IV VI

e minor

These scales are termed RELATIVE scales because they use

exactly the same tones. The key signature for both keys

is F#. They may be compared to the flesh and blood brother

and sister who share the same family name (the key signature),

and characteristics (the same notes), but have different first

names (keynotes), and different identifying features (tone

and interval placement); their friends (chords) are the same,

but some chords are more important to one than to the other.

Also, the same as brother and sister, each scale must be

recognized as a separate and distinct entity.

326
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Play the G major and e minor scales. Build chords on

the tonic, subdominant, and dominant scale tones of each

scale. Fill in the blanks to complete the statements.

1. The keynote of the relative minor is letter names

or (steps) (above or below) the major

keynote.

2. The cadence chords in major are (major or minor).

3. The cadence chords in minor are (major or minor).

4. The seventh scale tone in major is (steps)

below the keynote.

5. The seventh scale tone in minor is (steps),

below the keynote.

Notice that the seventh scale tone in the major scale

leads strongly into the tonic pitch. This strong melodic

relation-the melodic half step below the tonic-gives the

seventh scale tone in major the name "leading tone."

Listen to the difference in "pull" of the seventh

scale tone to tonic in minor. The whole step below the

tonic does not have the strong tendency toward the tonic

that the half step does, For this reason, the seventh

scale degree of the natural minor scale is called the

"sub-tonie" instead of the "leading tone."

The minor scale sixth and seventh degrees are often

altered for melodic and harmonic reasons. The unaltered

minor scale is called the NATURAL or PURE minor. The minor

key signature is always derived from the NATURAL minor scale.
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Major and Minor Key Signatures

Refresh your memory of major and minoritkey signatures.

Write the keynotes of both the major and minor for each key

signature, Use whole notes. Mark the major keynote with a

capital M and the minor keynote with a small m.

-__

"b r~t

'I-&al

.- t

." WM

MCA

OWN

A Lo

.JW &Awq"lgmr

ww a

41M

40E 
I

Afr Am"
door, I-To

a I

a,-.
ING2lw

11
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The Circle of Fifths

Relative Major and Minor Keys

Fill in the letter names of the relative major and minor

keys for each number of sharps and flats around the circle.

Write the major keys in capital letters outside the circle.

Write the minor keys in small letters inside the circle.

C$,

Table of flats:

lb Bb

2b Bb Eb

3b Bb Eb Ab

4b Bb Eb Ab Db

5b Bb Eb Ab Db Gb

6b Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb

7b Bb Eb Ab Db Gb Cb Fb

Table of sharps:

2# F#

2# F# C#

3# F#C#,G#

4# F# C# G# D#

5# F# C# G# D# A#

6# F# C# G# D# A#E#

V# F# C# G# D# A# E# B#
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Alterations in the Minor Scale

As mentioned before, the tone a half step below the

tonic pulls strongly into the tonic in a melodic line. The

Natural minor seventh scale degree is a whole step below the

tonic. To provide a stronger cadence tone, the seventh degree

in minor is often raised a half step. This alteration

affects the melodic line, and the dominant chord. With the

raised seventh, which is the middle note of the dominant

chord, the chord becomes a major chord instead of minor.

Composers and singers have raised the seventh degree of the

minor so often that the scale with the raised seventh has

a special name--the HARMONIC MINOR scale. The altered scale

is still related to the major scale in the "brother-sister"

relationship. The key signature is still the same. The

raised seventh appears only in the music itself. The harmonic

minor is simply "sister" with a new hair style.

1 2 3 45 6 78 iiv V

The Harmonic Minor Scale

Although the raised seventh scale degree does not change

the key signature, it does change the pattern of whole and

half steps and the sound of the scale in a significant way.

T r2 3 W 4 w 5 6 W+HM St

The Harmonic Minor Scale Pattern
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The whole step plus a half step (W+j), called an augmented

second, between the sixth and seventh scale degrees in an

identifying characteristic of the harmonic minor scale.

1. Play harmonic minor scales beginning on f, a, c#,

g, eb,

2. Identify by sound the following scales played by

the teacher. (M=major, m=natural minor, H m= harmonic

minor.)

a._ b, . d, e.___f. g.

h,__ i. jScore

The Melodic Minor Scale

The MELODIC MINOR scale is another altered form of the

natural minor scale. The wide whole-step-plus-half-step

skip between the sixth and seventh scale degrees is often

avoided in the ascending melodic line by raising the sixth

degree as well as the seventh. The upper half of the scale

then sounds major, therefore, descending, the tones are

usually restored to the natural minor form, just as they

appear in the key signature.

The melodic minor is "sister" again, with a new hair

style and new make-up, but still related to the same family.

The key signature remains the same. In the descending form

sisterrt " face is washed and her hair is combed as usual-~

she is her old natural self.
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09w - ~~
- w Gig

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 87 6 5 4 3, 2 1

The Melodic Minor Scale

The melodic minor scale must be written both ascending

and descending to show the characteristics common to the form.

rW Thww 4W5W jW6 i7tn
ascending

and

descending

W E WE WJWEW

The Melodic Minor Seale Pattern

Write in letters, not on the staff, the three forms of

the minor scale beginning on each of the following letters.

Example: beginning on e.

e f# g a b c d e (Natural minor)

e f# g a b c d# e (Harmonic minor)

e f# g a b c# d# e e d c b a g f# c (Melodic

minor)

a
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f# '

b

4. eb

e}

Sing the above scales with letter names with the following

rhythm:

(Sing the scales ascending and descending one octave.

Repeat as needed to complete the rhythm pattern.)

Sing the scales again saying only the note names that

fall on the half note, Sing the other tones with "la",

Identify by sound major (M), natural minor (m), harmonic

minor (Hm), and melodic minor (Mm) scales played by the teacher,

1.0__ 2.... 3.. 4. 0 5._A 6.___ 7.__ 8.

9._ 10.

Score
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Logical Musical Phrases

The rhythm writing exercises you have done up to this

point have been mathematical exercises using many different

kinds of notes and rests in one example. In actual melodies,

however, the rhythmic structure us usually quite uniform.

Find compositions in different meters and copy the

rhythm of four-measure phrases below for observation and

discussion.

8

6
8

2

4

1. Are the rhythmic patterns of the first three measures

usually the same, slightly different, or very different?

2. Where do you find the longest note values?

3. Would you be able to find the end of a phrase if it

were not marked with a slur?

4. Do you find abrupt changes from short notes to long notes?

5. Do you find uneven beat patterns?

Finish the phrase demonstrating a logical musical flow:

8
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Music-Writing Pointers

Notes

1. The note-head is somewhat oval in shape, and is either

open (white o) or closed blackkg.

2. The stem is a thin vertical line that is joined to the

side of the note-head, If the note is below the third

line, the stem turns up from the right side of the note.

If the note is above the third line the stem turns down

form the left side of the note. Stems of notes on the

the third line may turn either up or down. Generally

speaking, the stem should extend one octave above or

below the note head, which means that the end of the stem

should touch the line or space one octave above or below

the note head.

3. Flags always fly to the right of the stem of a note.

For three or more flags, the stem of the note is lengthened

two staff degrees for each additional flag, Stems of notes

on ledger lines above the staff extend downward to the

middle line of the staff. Stems of notes below the staff

extend upward to the middle line of the staff.

4. Beams are characteristically used in instrumental music,

while notes with flags are used in vocal music according

to the syllables of the words of the text. Beams group

notes according to basic beat units.

fl1ur rnot rrt
*1M IEI -s J mi m
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Rests

1. Rests are never tied.

2. Half rests are not used in meter.
4

3. The whole rest may indicate a whole measure rest except

those measures in which the whole note is less than a

measures duration.

4. Rests, like note values, should show the beat clearly.

Finish a part of a beat with a small rest before using

a large rest to complete a measure: 7 4 not

The Aumentation Dot

1. The dot following a note head increases the length of the

note by one-half its original value.

2. The dot is always placed to the right of the note head,

in the center of a space regardless of whether the note

is on a line or a space. For all dotted notes requiring

flags, the dot goes in the space above the note1 and

beyond the tail of the flag.

Notation Exercise

1. Write note heads, stems, flags, or beams as needed for

the following example:

I.' UeWeV d~p . *.4' .1 1
whole 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111

8 8 4 4 16161616 8 16 2 1616 8 163232323216 2 8 8 4 2
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2. Add stems and flags or beams to the following notes to

prepare music for the flute:

1- A *A *-A-0- &,@

4. 8 8

3. Finish the rhythm of a four-measure phrase appropriately:

8 f"

4. Place stems and flags or beams to notate the following

melody for voice:

Lul-la-by and good night! Those blue eyes close

tight. Bright ang-els are near, So sleep with-out fearz

5. Use rests to fill out the incomplete measures:

a.

b.

c.

d.

w3-. W

......

Place figures to show how to count.

k8 22
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Sight Singing

Identify the keynote and form of the minor scale in the

melodies No. 66 through 80 in Folk Sogg.iht Singig Series,

Book III. Sing the melodies following the previous instructions

for sight singing.

Rhythmic Dictation

Rhythms using dotted notes as well as other notes already

studied. Each example will be played or tapped three times.

Beat the conductor's beat, Memorize the example. Write from

memory. There will be one final playing for a check after

the rhythm has been written.

Rewrite in meter.

2. I, r -III B-
3- TA T :2 .:1 :1L 2 j

dd I a& i

Rewrite in 83meter.

30

** u p l 1 g1 ri .1 w n

1 --L

19 in a MAL-1 "a I W LA

6Rewrite in meter.

F

1 T I 1V LLLI11U LJJt1T flU 1T Ii. $JJLITLUL -iflu UL4.

I
7711

-V-11- -I -
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Recapitulation 2

1. Indicate in letters, not on the staff, the keynotes of

the relative minors of each of the following major scales:

Example: C M A Bb F# Db C#

a m

2. Spell the following minor scales in letters (not on the

staff Indicate the key signature and keynote after each:

c# natural minor

g melodic minor

f harmonic minor

3, Write an example of melodic dictation:

4. Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of a four-

measure phrase in compound meter, using the given rhythm

for measure 1. (Show two ways to count.)

5. Fill in the correct word to fit the definition:

a. Gradually increasing the rate of
speed.

b. The seventh degree of the -scale,
a semi-tone (half step) lower
than the tonic.

e._ _ _In a smooth connected manner.

d. Slow.

e. _More.
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Recapitulation 2, continued.

6. Finish the Key Circle by writing the relative major and

minor keys and the number of sharps or flats in their

key signatures.

7. Write the order in which flats appear in key signatures:

8. Write the order in which flats appear in key signatures:

9. Identify ten intervals in the key of Eb major as played

by the teacher:

10. Individual sight singing:
Ile

M o Am,
MMMPM -- All

L-AL-J- Mv- V
dw ar W- I I I

AS.&

dr f#W



SECTION III

Setting a Poem to Music

The words of a poem have meter and rhythm just as music

does. The melody that makes a poem into a song must fit the

meter and accent of the words. Strong words of the poem must

fall on the strong beats of the music.

The first step in setting poetry to music is to scan the

poem--read it in a "sing song" way, marking the strong

syllables with a dash (-) and the weaker syllables with a

short curved line (v).

Cob-bler, cob-bler, mend my shoe.

Have it done by half-past two.

Step two: Decide what the meter signature should be.

Draw a measure bar before each strong syllable. Make the

conductor's beat and read the poem. Try several different

beat patterns, then choose the meter that fits the words best.

The poem may fit equally well into several beat patterns.

cobbler, -bler, end shoe.

Have it done by Ialf-past ltwc,

4ob-blerjcob-bler, mend my shoe.
-41 .. j ... j .... 11

Have itldone byjhalf past two.

341
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6ICob-bler, cob-bler, Imend my shoe.
8 ) P j fii j1

Have it done byzalf-past two.

4 ob-bler, cob-bler,1mend my shoe.

Have it done byjhalf-past two.

Step three: Write note values above the syllables to

fit the meter you have selected. Each syllable must have a

note. In vocal music, the notes are stemmed separately for

each syllable. Beams may be used when two or more notes are

to be sung with one syllable.

Step four: Print the words beneath the staff, pacing

them far enough apart to make the syllable separation clear

to the eye. Put in the clef sign, key signature, meter

signature and bars.

Cob - bler, cob - bler, mend my shoe.

Have it done by half - past two.

Step five: Plan the cadence points.

In language, a comma or a period marks a pause. In

music, a cadence provides a pause. Some tones of the scale

express rest or finality more than others. The tones that
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make up the I chord, scale tones 1, 3, and 5 are rest tones.

The scale tones 2, 4, 6, and 7 are active tones which tend to

move to the rest tones. At cadence points the active tones

characteristically move to the rest tones as shown by the

diagram below:

1 F"7

5 
6

1 
2

Melodic Tendency of Scale Tones

The most final cadence formula in a melody ends on 1. Phrases

which end on 3 or 5 have a less final sound.

Step six: Write the melody.

A melody composed of two phrases which begin alike is

said to be in parallel construction. A melody composed of two

different phrases is said to be in contrasting construction.

Melodies do not always begin on the keynote, but usually end

on the keynote.

Things to remember:

1. Each staff must have a clef sign and key signature.

2. The meter signature is written at the beginning of

the composition following the key signature. It is

not written again unless these is a change of meter.
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3. If there is not room for a complete measure at the

end of the staff, leave the remainder blank and start

the measure on the next staff. Do not split measures.

4. Draw a double bar at the end of the melody.

Plan the rhythm of these poems, then write a melody to

fit the words. Write the melody and words on music manuscript

paper,

1. Key of a minor. (Use harmonic minor.)

Rain, rain, go away.

Come again another day.

2. Key of A major.

Merrily, merrily, over the snow.

Merrily, merrily, sleighing we go.

3. Key of G major.

The mistletoe hung in the castle hall,

The holly branch shone on the old oak wall.,

4. Key of E flat major.

There are dreams for a penny and dreams that cost two;

And there's no two alike, and they're sure to come true.
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The poem or phrase may begin on an upbeat or unaccented

word, or syllable.

In lwin - ter i get up at [night,

And idress bylyel- lowcan - dlellight.

Sometimes the strong accent will occur in the middle

of a word.

5, Belinda lives in a little white house,

With a little black kitten and a little gray mouse.

Key of D major.

6. Swing high, swing low,

While the breezes they blow.

Key of G major.

Some words need to be spoken faster than others in order

to fit them into a metered rhythm. Other words may need to

be lengthened and sometimes tied over into the next measure

to make the rhythmic sense come out right.

'/. When people aren't asking questions

They're making suggestions.

Key of C major.

8. The trouble with a kitten is THAT

Eventually it becomes a cat.

Key of Bb major. Ogden Nash
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The Primary Triads

As you know, a triad is a chord of three tones. Any

chord that can be reduced to no more nor less than three

different notes is called a triad. The chord may have five

or six notes, but several of them may be octave repetitions

of the same note.

Triad Triad
Reduction Reduction

Triads built on each of the seven tones of the major

and minor scales are the basis of traditional harmony. Roman

numerals are used to indicate the individual chord's relation

to the tonic pitch, and also to tell the sound of the chord;

a capital numeral indicates a major triad; a small numeral

indicates a minor triad, Use of these numerals enables the

musician to better understand the harmonic content of a

piece of music and to put it down in musical shorthand.

The names of the three members of the triad originate

from the intervals between the notes when arranged in their

closest relation. These are the rd,, and fifth.

,OW I W

I I-, m L I am #
IZ3
C2

was"*

we* RAO
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In any major or minor key, the triad built .on the 1st

scale tone, the , I or i, is the most important triad,

Next in importance is the triad built. on the fifth scale tone,
the dominant, V or v; next is the triad built on the fourth

scale tone, the subdomina , IV or iv. These three chords are

called PRIMARY TRIADS. They have been used to harmonize every

kind of melody from simple folk songs to great art works.

In major keys all three primary triads are major and are

indicated by a capital Roman numeral.

FtIIVyIy IV V

In minor keys, when the natural minor scale is used,

the primary triads are all minor. However, one of the main

uses of the harmonic minor scale is HARMONY-for building

chords. The raised seventh of the harmonic minor scale

(which you must remember to write in the music) ot curs in

the dominant chord as the chord third. When this tone is

raised the dominant chord is major, V.

d: i viivV v 
yi

Write the I, IV, and V triads in the keys of G, E,B

Ab, and Db. (All major chords. Mark each chord with the

correct Roman numeral.)
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Write the i, iv, and V triads in the keys of d a, b,
g ,and c. (Harmonic minor.)

Positions of Triads

Each triad may be written in three different "positions,"

(a) (b) (c)

Three Positions

When the fifth of the chord is the top note, the chord is

said to be "in the position of the fifth." (Example a.)

When the root of the chord is the top note, the chord is

in "position of the root." (Example b.) When the third is

the top note the chord is in "position of the third."

(Example c.) Notice that there is an interval of four staff

degrees between the "fifth" and the "root" when the root is

placed above the fifth, You can usually locate the root of

the chord by choosing the top note of the interval of a fourth.
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Write the I, IV, and V triads, each in three positions

in the keys of: D, F, and Eb major, and in f~, e, and g
harmonic minor. Write these chords using the treble clef.

On the bass clef, write the root of the chord undereach

of the three positions* C major and a minor have been done

as examples.

C I I I IV IV IV V V Va:i i ijy iv yivYV
I4 FV4

*The# below V means sharp the third of the chord.
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Chords written with the root in the bass and the three

tones in the treble have four tones, or voices. Thq root of

each chord is used twice, or "doubled." Each chord should

have two root tones, one third, and one fifth. Check your

work to make sure you have the correct distribution of

tones, The chord includes the tone in the bass clef and the

three tones in the treble clef.

Write the natural minor scale of d ascending and descending

in letter names:

Write the major scale of B, ascending and descending, in

letter names:

Write the harmonic minor scale of d , ascending and descending

in letter names: OWN__ _ _

Write the melodic minor scale of c, ascending and descending,

in letter names:

Sing the preceding four scales in the following rhythm:

T, ii
Sight Singing: PkSong Sig SingingSeriesBook

l. No. 71, 43, 30, 22; 2. 54, 51, 99; 3# 1, 4, 13.

am Run t
740

I wwa

Third

I
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Major and Minor Triads

1. A series of major and minor triads will be played on

the piano. Circle the number of the triads which sound

major. (Each series will be played twice.)

a. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

b. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

c. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

2. A series of major and minor triads will be played on

the piano. Circle the number of the triads which sound

minor. (Each series will be played twice.)

a. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

b. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

c. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score

Toccatina

1. What is a toccata? What is a toccatina? (Look in the

dictionary.)

2. Listen to compositions:

"Toccata in D Minor," Paradisi (Early Classics for Piano
ed. Mirovich)

"Toccatina," Hullmandel (Listen to Yourself, Vol. 2,
ed. Mirovich)

"Toccatina," Kabalevsky Op. 27, No. 10

3. Compose a "Toccatina" using triads and broken chords.
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Recapitulation 3

1. Write an original tune to the following couplet of verse.

Key of F major.

So it's home again, and home again, America for me!

My heart is turning home again, and there I long to be.

2. Write two four-measure examples using notes and rests

including sixteenths. Use dotted notes, but not dotted

rests. Place measure bars and write figures to show how

the measures are counted. (Count two ways, slow and fast.)

9

b.

3, On the treble staff, write the I, IV, and V triads, each

in three positions with roots in the bass. Identify

each chord with its Roman numeral. Write in the keys

of G major, and b harmonic minor,

--MMMlill i - -
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Recapitulation 3, page ,.

4, On either treble or bass staff, write notes on the next

line or space which sound a half step lower than the

following: (write the given note, and the answer)

gbftd#, e, c#,

5. On the staff not used in question 4, write notes on the

next line or space which sound a whole step higher than

the following: (write both notes)
# b b b 

a ,b , c , d, eb.

a ".

6. Individual sight singing.,

7. Melodic ditation.

8. Give the musical terms for the following definitions:

a. GGrowing broader.

b. Less; slower; less motion.

c. Retained; held back; more slowly.
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Authentic and Plagal Cadences

As mentioned in Workbook for Grade VI, a harmonic cadence

is a chord progression that creates the effect of pause or

finality in a musical composition. An authentic cadence is a

chord progression of' V to I. A plagal cadence is a chord

progression of IV to I.

Authentic Cadence Plagal Cadence

Many folk tunes and compositions of the seventeenth, eighteenth,

and nineteenth centuries are harmonized with these three chords.

The Dominant Seventh Chord, V

Another chord tone a seventh above the root is often

added to the dominant chord. With the added tone the chord

is called the "dominant seventh chord," (V.). A complete

dominant seventh chord contains four tones. When the chord

is used at the piano to harmonize simple folk tunes the fifth

may be left out. The incomplete dominant seventh chord with

three tones progresses to the I chord according to the rule,

"Keep the common tone in the same voice and move the other

tones to the nearest tones of the new chord."

354
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Pract:

F: Complete Incomplete I

Lce the following chord progressions in all keys.

jotoI.Ar A
An- I I F

02 406 mpp, APO A*dr-3
p m Ad Mffil

OR

contin, u

ado

43or

c ITVII I v 'D I IV I v I I IV I V I

-1 -A I I
ff"M Arm- A - OA AW-

iOZ7 CA %94F

TAPF

continu
W-A ------ M F

'Pry

C: IIV I V I D: I IV I V I

Harmonic Cadences

Although the dominant seventh chord can

any place in a musical composition where the

is used, it is best used sparingly. Overuse

The V7 is usually followed by the I chord.

Harmonize the melodies on the following

keyboard.

E: IIVIV I
v7

be used almost

regular V chord

spoils the effect,

page at the

355
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Melodies to harmonize

Andanto

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.
1 7 IV I V I VI

F renchi

I IA I I I ITI-It Pq AR

0 Allegro. Polish

IN A AtI II If

dZI AEAV I IlkI

19 - V I

I W II p J ffIago,

AVol

IAIleIgro 3Im7 rile,

I I VI p

V VI I Iv v

Slo"m B Imia

V"^.M^u
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Scale Questions

In the following statements each answer becomes the

starting point for the next statement.

EfamWle: G is 2 of a major scale.L whose key signature is

( b (Write the key signature on the staff below.)

1. 2 of F major is 6 of a major scaLe whose key

signature is

2. 2 of Bb major is 6 of a major ecale whose ke

signature is

3. 3 of A major is7 of a key..whose key signature

is

4. 2 of D major is 4 of a major scale whose key

signature is

5. 3 of B major is 7 of a key which is3 of a key

whose key signature is

Write the key signatures on the staff on the next page to

answer the following questions.

1. What is the key signature of the minor scale that begins

on the 3rd scale degree of A major?_ _
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2. What is the key signature of the minor scale that begins

on the 6th degree of G major

3. What is the key signature of the minor scale that begins

on the 4th degree of C# major?.--.

4. What is the key signature of the minor scale built on the

7th degree of Eb major?

5. What is the key signature of the minor scale built on the

5th degree of E major?

40 ___5__

11- I1
II I

6. What is the key signature of the minor scale built on the

7th degree of g harmonic minor?

7. What is the key signature of the minor scale built on the

7th degree of g natural minor?r

8. What is the key signature of the major key built on the

3rd degree of c minor?

9. What is the key signature of a major key built on the

6th degree of d natural minor?

10. What is the key signature of a major key built on the

6th degree of c melodic minor (ascending)?

8- 9. 10.
It - -LH IF 1

______________ _________I_________ _________I___________

II~-$11
f iH 4I5- -- I1.
H H an 45It-I

as
on

a a
a a
IT
-irir

an
no II

me
JUL

so

a 2
ff a

I on

00
on

-Ex-

1,

1-d-OON it 'a - 1 11 as 19 - go Www lw w

2 5
an
JUL
a a

a N
H Ali

on
an
11-
an
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Canon

Sing the following canons. Beat the conductor's beat

as you sing.

I.

2.2

2 3

AAI 2

5. Look up the meaning~ of "canon" and "invention".

6. Compose a canon or an invention in two parts.

CorporaT ton,19w

wl 0"%
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Ear Training

I. Two melodies are given for each of the following exercises.

One melody will be played. Watch the music. Circle (a)

or (b) when you decide which melody is being played.

(a) (b)

e. (a)()

II. Listen to the melodies as they are played, Add the meter

signatures and measure bars. Meters:

Byrd Brahms

ato11 , 1,y j Ad1~

Goindar

5, PuoAel
N I- j I W
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Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade VII

Allargando

Leading Tone

Legato

Lento

Meno

Piu

Presto

Ritenuto

Root

Vivace

Vivo

Ital. Growing broader; slowing down,
usually accompanied by a
crescendo.

The seventh degree of the scale,
a semitone (half step) below
the tonic, so called because of
its tendency to lead up"
(move upwards) to the tonic.

Ital. In a smooth, connected manner.

Ital, Slow.

Ital. Less; slower; less motion.

Ital. More.

Ital. Rapidly; faster than allegro.

Ital, Retained; held back; more
slowly.

The fundamental note of any
chord.

Ital. Lively; sprightly; a brisk
animated tempo.

Ital. With animation; lively, briskly.
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Recapitulation 4

1. On the treble staff, write the I, IV, and V triads, each

in its three positions with roots on the bass staff, in

E-flat major and f-sharp harmonic minor. Identify each

chord with its Roman numeral.

2. Indicate in letters the keynotes of the relative minors

of these major keys: D ; C-flat ; B-flat

E ;D

3. Write two four-measure examples using notes and corres-

ponding rests, including sixteenths, in 9 and 3 measure.

Use dotted notes, but not dotted rests. Place measure

bars and write in figures to show how the measures are

counted.
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Recapitulation 4, page 2.

4. Write a four-measure melody from dictation.

5. Individual sight singing:

6. Set the following couplet of' verse to a melody in Bb mjr

IIm Captain Jinks oIf the Horse Marines,

I feed my horse on corn and beans.

.. esmsurr .eres e. .-

7. Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of a four**

measure phrase from the given measure.

8. Give the musical term for the following definitions:

a. The fundamental note of any chord,

b. With animation; lively, briskly,

c. Lively; a brisk, animated tempo.
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Teacher's Notes

Page 13. Melodic Dictation. Choose melodies from Folk

Song Sight Singing Series, Books I to VI, for the melodic

dictation in Grade VII. Follow the instructions in the

student's workbook.

Page 15. Recapitulation 1, page 2, Sight singing. The

student is to sing by himself for this example. Two melodies

are given. In a class, alternate melodies to minimize the

chance of rote imitation.

Page 29 . Recapitulation 2, Melodic dictation. Select

a four-measure phrase from the Folk So Sight Singing

Series.

Recapitulation 2, page 2, question 9. Select

ten major amd perfect intervals in Eb major for dictation.

Page 41. Major and Minor Triads.

I. a.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9" 1
b.

4 6 7 8 9 lo
c.

364
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2. a,

1 2 3' 4 0 5 "I8 9 10

2 3 A 6 7 8 9 10

C.

10

Page 50 . Ear Training II

3,0 Gounod

40 Goldmark

Pu fC'ell

ka iio*. I I I

31

BR rdM 1I D -v% 4-1 U vwk A-4
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Whitlock Theory Award Competition
Texas Music Teachers Association

Grade 7

Student's Name_ _________

1.
(5)

a. On either treble or bass staff, write notes on the
next line or space which sound a whole step higher
~TEir the following: D-flat, A, C-sharp, G-flat,
F-sharp.

b. On the other staff, write notes on the next line or
space which sound a half step lower thanthe following
(a diatonic half-step); A-flat, C-sharp, G-sharp, B,
F-flat.

2. Write two four-measure examples using notes and corre-
(10) sponding rests, including sixteenths, in 9/8 and 6/4

measures. You may use dotted notes, but not dotted
rests. Place measure bars, and write in figures to
show how the measures are counted.

3. Indicate in letters the keynotes of the relative minors
(5) of these major keys: G-flat ; F-sharp ; B ;

C-flat ; E-flat__

4. Spell the following minor scales in letters:
(15)

g natural minor

d-sharp melodic minor (ascending and descending)

f harmonic minor

366
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Na me

On the treble staff write the I, IV, and V triads, each
in its three upper positions, with roots on the bass
staff, in A-flat major and c-sharp harmonic minor.
Identify each chord with its Roman numeral.

Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of a four-
measure phrase in 6/8 measure, using this as the first
measure:

6
8

The student will sing at sight a short example of
melody given by the examiner.

EXAMINER'S SCORE

Melodic dictation, a four-measure example.

5.
(12)

6.
(8)

7.
(10)

8.
(10)

o. il . .m

I gi i i ||i ill l IN | 1 til 001t l'M I i 1 lip|bil i lla a 1 9111- l -- -W.N

-" -'ml I -M1 I I,..loll ON" a 1 11 m " Mu

I || | | | |- - - -- --- -- --- --- -- ---- -- -- --.. .-- ... .. ... . g , 1 J| .I ,1 M |_Mil
90Mli|Wifik g *191941 mgediaalmindes.'ne l'igninharheatrossinamphiliehe:Imile is, -1 -lin a al miennemissuinai.si. . meia 09,.. in 41.. .1 ,

" - - - -- -' l'. 1 .1. A I i 11 i 114 1. Igillililil k B

- .. . .. . . . |$Mid||W| Ir||% h i j i ||y jg - - , i - - - . . . . . . . .Illlllill Illil I 1 1 1- 1 . - . -
| || Midi | ifI||| 'il'i ll bli 'I | 1 FI' f a- I- i i 'I | | Nut a.-m ... ,, . . .- - .a i ... . . ,1 - - .. -.

- == vomisoissummsupislaman------- aulimi ser si.pnelin .. --um .. - -- .10 i -n Imig | | |1PMW'Elei mesa meWE In" Miamanilemmes. slipss

" '- |-' ' ' - ' ' -- '' l' I I l '' ''I -- li.'.II ' 11.3 .II .L. r:1s 1. .a sil. la n' I I:lig, ,s , | ,iiggag||| g - -
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9. Write an original tune to this verse:
(15) Of all the girls that are so smart

Therets none like pretty Sally;
She is the darling of my heart,
And she lives in our alley.

(Be sure to write the syllables under the notes).

10. Give the musical terms for the following definitions:
(10)

a. More.

b. The fundamental note of a chord.

c. The seventh degree of the scale
(define in words),

d. Retarded, held back, more slowly.

e. Lively; a brisk, animated tempo.

f. Rapidly, faster than allegro,

S lwSlow; a direction for a tempo
between adagio and largo.

h. Growing broader; slowing down;
usually accompanied by crescendo,

i~. jIn a smooth connected manner

j. Less.
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Ecossaise*

Allegretto Ludwig van Beethoven

2. 2
' I

-44
S 5 r

0 0
0 10 1

Fine

9

A 'A

I

2pLwb -

10
C0

S 0001I

S

V r
SI

Am

Number the measures. The Ecossaise will be played three times.

Make a small pencil mark by the mistakes you see or hear.

List the mistakes by measure number on the following page.

* See Teacher's Notes
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Errors

Ecossaise, a lively contredanse of Scotch origin.

Measures: upbeat measure

1. 9.

2. 10.

3.1.

4. 12.

5- 130

6. 14

7. 15.

8. 16.

What do these signs mean?

i

D.C.

Fine

What words do they stand for?

-. L JILLU

rr---rn,1.sJ-.jf 
L

-r-ni..-n-1 .1 - it - :t. ir is
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Music Notation

Music consists of sound and silence. Both of these

elements must be measured exactly to produce the intended

effect. Each note receives a fragment of time according to

its mathematical relationship to the note chosen to represent

a beat.

For each note symbol there is a corresponding rest.

Double Whole Half Quarter Eight !6th 3 nd 64thwhole

Each value, note or rest, represents half the time span

of the preceding value. Small values may be combined in many

ways, but must be clearly written in beats.

Writing te

Note stems should be three spaces tall. Stems of notes

below the third line extend upward from the right side of the

note. Stems of notes above the third line extend downward

from the left side of the note. Stems of notes on ledger

lines should extend to the middle line of the staff.
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The flags of eighth notes and smaller notes always fly

to the right, regardless of the up or down direction of the

stem. The stems of notes with more than two flags should be

extended one space more for each additional flag.

Stems of intervals with two or more note-heads are

turned up or down according to the position of most of the

notes.

In instrumental music, beams are used instead of flags

for 8th to 64th notes when two or more notes are grouped

together. The first beam must always make clear the inner

divisions of the measures into beats. When notes both above

and below the middle line are beamed together, the stems are

all turned in the direction of the majority of the notes.

In vocal music, the notes are flagged separately according

to the syllables of the words. Two notes that are to be sung

with one syllable may be connected with a beat, or marked

with a slur.

Oh I went down south for to see my Sal, Sing Pol-ly-wol-ly
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Writing Rests

A rest occupies the same position in the measure that

an equivalent note-value would fill, and is placed at the

beginning of the space to be occupied. The whole rest is an

exception. It is always placed in the center of the measure.

The whole rest is a block the width of a note head, and

half the height of a space. It is placed just beneath the

fourth line. It is incorrect to place it elsewhere.

Whole Half Quarter 8th 16th 32nd 64th

The whole rest signifies the value of the whole note;

but it is also used to represent a completely silent measure

in any kind of meter. In other words, it is also a whole-

measure rest.

The half rest is the same size as the whole rest, but

is placed just above the third line.

The quarter rest is probably the most difficult to draw.

A "backward" z is sometimes used in manuscript writing,

but the regular printed version is better. Notice that the

rest is centered on the middle line with the upper "tail"

extended into the top space, and the lower "tail" extending

into the lower space.

The stem of the eighth rest is a slanting line that leans

on the second line. The hook, ending with a thick dot,

occupies the third space.
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To make a sixteenth rest, another hook is added to the

eighth rest, below the first hook, in the second space.

The thirty-second rest must have a further extended stem,

and three hooks which occupy the second, third, and fourth

spaces of the staff.

The stem of the sixty-fourth rest must be extended one

space below the staff. The four hooks occupy the four spaces

of the staff.

Dot and Double Dot

A dot above or below a note head is a sign for shortening

the value of the note by one-half, called "staccato."

A dot after the note head lengthens the value of the note by

one-half. Dots after notes are always placed in a space.

If the note is on a line, the dot is placed in the space above.

A dot after a note with a flag is placed beyond the tail of

the flag.

The second dot after a note increases the value of the

note again by half the value of the first dot.

Dots may be used after rests in exactly the same way as

they are used after notes, but do not use dotted rests at this

time.
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Counting

Put in the figures to show how to count the following

musical examples, then play and count,

0 A a it
W A'A'j

2. Kabalevsky

Kabalevsk

IFA rV ft A& Wentm
5t

7

dad
9P

10. 0 Haydnv -
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Form in Music

Form in music is the plan of construction, comparable

to the architect's blueprint, which exists in the mind of

the composer as he begins to write a composition. History

shows that certain plans have become established and serve

as the general framework for a wide variety of musical

compositions.

The period form is associated with music of the 18th

and 19th centuries. The period consists of two phrases, the

first of which is called the antecedent, and the second, the

consequent. The first phrase could be compared to a question,

and the second, the answer.

The term phrase is apt to be misleading. It may be

used to identify units from two to four measures in length,

and is often used to describe groups of two or three notes

which are marked with a phrasing slur. In form analysis,

the phrase means the shortest unit terminated by a cadence.

It is usually a four-measure unit, but may be shorter or

longer.

In the Workbook for Grade VI, and again in Grade VII,

a cadence was described as the heard signal for a pause in

music. It was pointed out that a cadence may be melodic,

chordal, or both melodic and chordal. Some cadences have a

more final sound and serve as ending cadences; those with

a less final sound serve as a slight pause, very much as a

comma serves in a sentence. The combination of two phrases,
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the first marked by a pause cadence and the second by an

end cadence, is usually considered a "period."

Parallel Period

As mentioned in Book VII, when the two phrases begin

alike, the period is said to be in parallel construction.

Theme from Symphony No. 1
Brahms

A antedecent phrase A consequent phrase

In a parallel period, at least the first measure of

the melodic line of the consequent phrase must be similar

to the first measure of the antecedent phrase; at most, the

consequent phrase may resemble the antecedent up to but not

including the cadence. If the whole phrase is repeated

exactly, it is a repeated hse, and not a parallel period.

Contrastin Period

When the direction of the melodic line of the second

phrase is different from the first, even though the rhythm

may be the same, the period is said to be in contrasting

construction.

Clementine

A antecedent phrase B consequent phrase

lot
Air-- dw 

MAIN
a m1bw- 

w1w,.*1111v

it
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Techniques and Procedures in Analysis

For purposes of reference, the measures of music for

analysis should be numbered. Begin with the first complete

measure for number one. In repetitions or first and second

endings, continue the numbering in consecutive order as
1p-- 2---

follows: 1 21| 35 14151 61 7|8:11 8 9--

The letters A, B, C, D, etc., are used to mark phrases.

Basically, analysis consists of identifying likenesses and

finding differences. If four different phrases occur, the

letters would be A, B, C, D. If four similar but not identical

phrases occur, the letters would be A, A1 , A2, A3 .

Find examples of parallel periods in the following:

1. "Pop, Goes the Weasel."

2. "Old Folks at Home," Foster.

3. In compositions you are studying. Play these for

class.

Find examples of contrasting periods in the following:

1. "Yankee Doodle."

2. "Happy Birthday."

3. In music you are studying. Play these for class.

The themes of many compositions, instrumental music

such as sonatinas and sonatas, and vocal music in general,

are often made up of one or more periods.
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y n _Eignhj-measure Periods

Find examples of eight-measure periods in the following

meters. Copy the rhythm on the lines provided. Mark the

phrases.

3 1.4w2.

6

Compare the rhythmic arrangement of the measures in

the antecedent phrase with that of the consequent phrase.

Do you find it similar or different? Are you able to detect

the phrase ending by the rhythmic pattern alone?

Write your own rhythmic pattern for eight-measure periods

in each of the following meters. End on an accent.

9

2.

6
3' 8
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Listen--COmpose

I. Listen to compositions in period form. Decide by

listening whether the period is parallel or contrasting.

1. Bart6k, Mikrokosmos Vol. II, No. 55, "Triplets in

Lydian Mode," measures l--8

2. Bart6k, Mikrokosmos Vol. III, No. 70, "Melody Again

Double Notes," measures l--8

3. Bart6k, Mikrokosmos Vol. III, No. 72, "Dragon's

Dance," measures

4. Bart6k, Mikrokosmos Vol. III, No. 77, "Petite

Etude," measures 1--M

st

5. Grieg, Op. 68, No. 5, "Beside the Cradle," measures

6. Grieg, Op. 68, No. 1, "Sailor's Song," measures

l--8 ________

7. Schumann, Op. 68, No. 2, "Soldiers' March," measures

l--8

8. Schumann, Op. 68, No. 3, "Humming Song," measures

I--SW

9. Schumann, Op. 68, No. 4, "A Hymn," measures

8--S

10. Schumann, Op. 68, No. 6, "Poor Orphan Child,"

measures l--8

II. On manuscript paper, write melodies using the rhythms

you invented on the previous page, in keys as follows:

1. G major. 2. F major. 3. c minor. 4. D major.

5. a minor.
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Setting a Poem to Music

The first step in setting a poem to music is to scan

the poem. Read the words in a "sing song" way, marking the

strong syllables with -- , and the lighter syllables with V.

Step two, decide what the meter signature will be. If'

the words will fit into more than one meter pattern, select

the meter that will best fit the character of the poem. For

instance, a poem about a cowboy or horses might fit equally

will into 3/4 or 6/8 meter, but the rocking quality of 6/8

would convey the feeling of the rocking movement of a

galloping horse. Put in the bar lines and note values.

6 %d Ie ATllopig, jall ping 'over the p1ain
8 2 1J ain,

IWatch the horses wavi gth ir manes.

Bi gblagk stallion k g $f t e hjrd

ILeads with hoofs flying as (fast as a bird, i

Step three, print the words beneath the staff, spacing

them well apart and separating the syllables to make them

clear to the eye.

Step four, plan the cadence points.

Step five, write the melody, placing the notes exactly

with the syllables for which they are intended.

Check your work. Sing the melody silently--in your head.

Play your composition on the piano. Does it sound the way

you intended it to?
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Poems to Set to Music

Plan the rhythm of these poems, then write an original

tune for each one. Use manuscript paper.

1. Key of C major.

The cuckoo is a witty bird,

Arriving with the spring.

'hen summer suns are waning,

She spreadeth wide her wing.

Anonymous, 17th Century.

2. Key of E major.

The snow had begun in the gloaming

And busily all the night

Had been heaping field and highway

With a silence deep and white.
Lowell.

3. Key of g minor.

There was an old fox that lived under the rocks

At the foot of a huge old tree;

And of all the foxes that ever lived

There was none so bad as he.
Unknown.

4. Key of d minor.

Poor little Billy was so very silly

He climbed out on the bough;

And the old Fox laughed with a "Ha, ha, ha."

And thought he had him now.
Unknown.
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Conductor's Beat Patterns: Simple Meter

The use of the conductor's beat helps to develop the

correct reading of rhythm which is an essential part of

sight singing. Practice each of the conductor's beat

patterns until you can beat time throughout an entire

composition without getting mixed up.

Two Beats: Duple

Compositions to use for practice of the two-beat

pattern. Sing the words or count while you beat time,

1. "Billy Boy," Traditional.

2. "Yankee Doodle," Unknown.

3. "Soldiers' March," Schumann.

4. "Ecossaise in F," Beethoven.

5. Bring a composition you are studying. Play it

for the rest of the class to beat time.

Three Beats: Triple

Compositions to use for practice of the three-beat

pattern. Sing the words or count while you beat time:

I. "America," Carey.

2. "The Star Spangled Banner," Smith.
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3. "Grandmother's Minuet," Op. 68, No. 2, Grieg.

4. "Waltz in A Minor," Op. 124, No. 4, Schumann.

5. Bring a composition you are studying. Play it for

the rest of the class to beat time.

Four Beats:

Quadrule

~. I

Compositions to use for practice of the four-beat

pattern. Sing the words or count while you beat time,

1. "Battle Hymn of the Republic," Howe.

2. "I've Been Workin' on the Railroad," Unknown.

3. "Sonatina," from Op. 27, Kabalevsky.

4. Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven.

5. Bring a composition you are studying. Play for

the rest of the class to beat time.
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Conductors Beat Patterns: Compound Meter

Dupl1e

In slow tempo (6)

Compositions for practice.

Slow

1. "Sweet and Low," Barna

2. "Still as the Night,"

3. "Silent Night," Gruber

bc

Bo

In fast tempo (2)

Sing and count while you beat time.

Fast

y 1. "Funiculi-Funicula," Denza

)hm 2. "Three Blind Mice," Round

3. "Whoo-pee Ti Yi Yo,"

Cowboy Song

Triple Meter

In slow tempo (9) In fast tempo (3)

3 4

2[. I 00

Compositions for practice. Sing and count while you beat time.

Slow Fast

1. "Beautiful Isle of the 1. "Morning Song." Op. 62,

Sea," Thomas

2. "Barcarolle," Op 62,

No. 4, Scharwenka

3. "Nocturne," Op. 54, No. 4

Grieg

No. 4, Mendelssohn

2. "Three-Part Invention in

E," J. S. Bach

3. "Two-Part Invention in G,"

Bach
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Rhythmic Reading

The ability to read rhythm correctly and quickly is a

mecessity for good sight reading and sight singing. Practice

the conductor's beat patterns with your right hand until each

pattern becomes automatic; then tap the background beat with

your left hand,

In rhythmic reading, notes that occur on the main beat

receive the count number; notes that occur between the beats

are "ta." Say "rest" for a rest. For a dot, say "dot,"

Example:

1 ta 2 ta 1 dot ta 1 rest ltatata 2 1 (2)

For Rhythmic Reading: Folk Song Sight Singing Series, Book V.

Assignment I: No. 1, 2, 3, 8.

Assignment 2: No. 10, 14, 21, 25.

Assignment 3: No. 47, 50, 57, 58.

Rhythmic Dictation

Establish the conductor's beat and background beat,

Beat time while the example is played three times. Pick up

pencils and write the example from memory,

1. 2.

3 . T

*See Teacher's Notes.

1Folk Son Si ht Sin in Series, ed. Edgar Crowe, and
others Tv e ondon, xTr university Press, 1933.
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Sight Singing

The ability to see chord outlines in music and to hear

them mentally. improves both singing and playing at sight.

Practice the drills; then sing the melodies in the Folk S=

Siht inin Series, Book V, as indicated after each drill.

Practice procedure for the drills:

Look quickly through a preparatory drill. Determine

the key, spell the I, IV, and V chords; then circle the

notes that outline a chord and mark it with the correct

Roman numeral. (The first drill is done as an example.)

The pitch of the keynote will be sounded. Think

through the drill silently while making the conductor's beat.

Continue the conductor's beat. The pitch will be played

again. At a signal from the teacher, sin the drill with

"la" all the way through. Sing again, accompanied by the

piano, to check for accuracy.

1. Key Chords: I ,IV ,V

Sing melodies from Book V: No. 22, 38, 42, 48.

2, Key Chords: I I

102 1 -a I I I I 1 11 1 1 a a I I I I dMk A& I

a I - -I & " "1 11 1 AM I I if L- Z771 'aft--l I I I L
ff'ov-,qs n AOI III 'A for f I I olml U I DO- god 1 F-31

W J1 I a H t I I A

cm; I -- CP

Melodies: No. 3, 6, 2 91 -34, 36, 54o

MP 00F. w z 0 0 - - 9 & i i I

%WPM
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3. Key Chords: I ,IVV

Melodies: No. 10 53, 58.

4 Key Chords: 1I 1V, V .

Melodies: No. 4, 7, 14, 20, 27, 40.

5. Examine the following melodies for period construction.

a. No. 36 _(Parallel or contrasting)

b. No. 53

c, No. 

d. No .

Melodic Dictation

Use manuscript paper.

Melodies will be chosen from Folk Song Sight Singing

Series, Book V. The melody will be played completely one time,

then in phrases of not less than two measures. Beat the con-

ductor's beat while the phrase is played not more than three

times; then sing it back by memory. Write it with correct

notes and rhythm. Continue with the next phrase. There will

be no more playing after pencils are picked up except for

one final playing for checking the work.
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Original Composition--Nocturne

Any composition which suggests the calm beauty of the

night may be called a "nocturne," but the name usually

describes a romantic character piece for piano with an

expressive melody over a broken chord accompaniment. The

Irish composer, John Field, gave the name to a type of short,

slow piano piece in which the melody in the right hand is

accompanied by some form of broken chords in the left hand.

Chopin then took up the style and gave it a more intense

romantic feeling.

Nocturne

AdagioFid
t

r r' ' r _ -r)

Listen to nocturnes by various composers:

Chopin, Op. 9, 15, 27, 48, 55.

Field, 18 Nocturnes.

Grieg, Op. 54, No. 4.

Gliere, Op. 31, No. 2.

Find other examples of nocturnes. Bring to class.

Compose a "Nocturne" in e inor. Play it for the class.
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Recapitulation 1

1. Write the major scale pattern of steps and half steps.

Use scale degree numbers, mark the half steps with slurs.

2. Write the major scale of B.

Key Signature I IV V
and Keynote

3. Write the natural minor scale pattern with degree numbers.

4. Write the natural minor scale of b.

Key Signature I IV V
and Keynote

5. Write the harmonic minor scale pattern with degree numbers.

Mark the half steps\ ; mark the augmented second +

6. Write the harmonic minor scale of g#. Mark the half

steps and the augmented second.

Key Signature I IV V
and Keynote
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7. Write the melodic minor scale pattern, ascending and

descending. Mark the half steps with slurs.

8. Write the melodic minor scale of f, ascending and des-

cending. Mark the half steps.

9. Identify the following scales as major (M), natural

minor (m), harmonic minor (hm), or melodic minor (mm).

a. Keynote d. l.3, 2. , 30

b. Keynote b. 1. , 2. , 3.

c. Keynote f#. 1. , 2. , 3.

d. Keynote a. 1. , 2. , 3.

e. Keynote c. l., 2. , 3. 

10. On manuscript paper, make a table of the fifteen key

signatures used for major and minor keys.

a. Use the grand staff, writing each key signature

in both clefs.

b. Begin with 0 sharps, continue with one to seven sharps,

then one to seven flats.

c. Write in the major keynote (labeled M) and the minor

keynote (labeled m) for each key signature.

d. Write the letter name of both keynotes between the

staffs.



SECTION II

Modes and Scales

As mentioned in :Book VI, and again in Book VII, major

and minor scales are only two of many scale patterns, or modes,

that are used as the basis of music. The Church Modes which

were the basis of Gregorian Chant and of early music in

general, both sacred and secular from the time of Pope

Gretory (590 - 604) until about 1600, can be demonstrated

on the piano keyboard by playing white keys only. Complete

the following chart by marking slurs between the modal degrees

where half steps occur.

Dorian--d to d 1 225 4 5 6 7 8

Phrygian--e to e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Lydian--f tof1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Mixolydian--g to g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Aeolian--a to a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ionian--c to c1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(Locrian--b to b 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)

The Locrian mode was listed in an important theoretical

book, Dodecachordon, by H. Glareanus, published in 1547, but

was considered to be of no practical value because of the

diminished interval between the 1st and 5th degrees. This

interval, the tritone, was called the "Devil in Music."

395
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Interest in the modes was revived during the nineteenth

century when composers, seeking new ideas for compositions,

became interested in Slavic or other folk songs with modal

basis. Examples appeared in the music of Beethoven, Mussorgsky,

Tchaikovsky, Bart6k, Debussy, and others.

Each of the modes can be transposed. The pattern of

whole steps and half steps determines the mode.

The keynote of both of the following melodies is d.

Mark the half steps in the pattern to determine the mode.

1. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 _mode.

d

Folksong United States

play and sing.

2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ode

d

Bit mrItdtae

Play and sing.
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Listenin,

Find and play examples of modality in the following pieces:

1. Mazurka, Op. 24, No. 2, Chopin. (Aeolian, Lydian,

and Ionian.)

2. Romance, Op. 118, No. 5, Brahms. (Middle section,

Lydian.)

3. "Merriment," Mikrokosmos III, Bart6k. (Mixolydian.)

4. "Variations," Mikrokosmos III, Bartok. (Dorian.)

5. "Little Study," Mikrokosmos III, Bart6k.

You will find that these ancient modes add interest to

music of today. Among the most commonly used are the mixo-

lydian and dorian modes. The lydian mode is used occasionally,

and the aeolian mode (natural minor) is also found.

Find examples of modality in the following:

1. "Norwegian Wood," Beatles. Mixolydian.

2. "Make It Easy on Yourself," David and Bacharach.

Aeolian.

3. "Child of Our Times," Sloan. Dorian.

4. "Exodus," Gold. Dorian and phrygian.

5. "Theme," Romeo and Juliet, Rota. Aeolian.

6. Find examples in other music. Play these for class.

Sig Singini and Melodic Dictation

FolkSong Sight nin Series Book VI, No. 30 to 41.

Determine the mode. Sing with "Ia." The teacher is to select

modal melodies for melodic dictation. Use manuscript paper.
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Poems to Set to Modal Melodies

1. Dorian mode.

Dear comrade, sleep not more, the bird I hear,

Who seeks day in the wood, in accents clear

Singing his song, and singing now I hail you,

Wake, lest your jealous rival should assail you;

And soon will come this morning.
Troubador song.

2. Lydian mode.

Gentle heart, could you love true,

Heart to whom my love I've tendered?

Night and day I think of you.

Gentle heart, could love true?
Trouvere song.

3. Mixolydian mode.

Robin loves me, Robin mine;

Robin would have me wed him,

He'll be mine.

Robin bought me with his money,

Scarlet kirtle, fine and bonny,

Gown and girdle, gay as any,

Fa la la la.

Robin loves me, Robin mine!

Robin would have me wed him,

He'll be mine.
Adam de la Halle.

{. Compose a ballade of your own. Write your own words.
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Major and Minor Scale Association

Major, Natural Minor, Harmonic Minor, Melodic Minor

All of these terms describe the pattern of whole steps

and half steps and therefore the sound of scales that are used

in the composition of music. Any of the patterns, major or

minor, may be played or sung from any given starting pitch.

Relative Major, Relative Minor

These terms associate the keynotes of the major and minor

scales and have mothing to do with the pattern of whole steps

and half steps. The word "relative" means that the major and

minor scales being discussed have the same key signatures.

Relative scales have different tonic notes. When you wrote

the table of fifteen key signatures with major and minor key-

notes, you wrote relative keys.

1Relative Major and Minor Key Signatures and Keynotes

Parallel A Parallel Minor

Parallel major and minor scales begin on the same key-

note but have different key signatures. For purposes of

fingering in keyboard practice, scales are often practiced

in parallel relationship. In many instances the fingering
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patterns of the two scales will be the same, but the key

signatures will be different.

C Major C Minor G Major G Minor F Major F Minor

Parallel Major and Minor Key Signatures

If you have memorized the Key Circle from the workbooks

of the previous grades you will be able to recognize and

write both relative and parallel key signatures without any

trouble.

Review the Key Circle. Write the major keynote outside

the line, and the minor keynote inside the line for each

number of sharps or flats listed. On the lines below,

write the flats and sharps in the correct order in which

they appear in key signatures.

K Circle

Flats:"- Sharps:

ME

I Lb_ I-

i
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Rhythmic Reading

Making the conductor's beat and background beat, read

each part separately, then divide the class and read the

parts joined by the bracket simultaneously. Use with rhythm

instruments.

1.

2.

3.'

.01 dd A j A i A

moll 0 yw few

Nib

WF

ML Nk lk IL

P__ol i Of ffiD7 7DA solDile dd JI I I "-J I FTA I A.., Dge-A BaLA N I
IF "T a a a m An a I jid-406"A bit

41P W- UP OPP W- WPI OW,

LA

will

Im

MP

jo

K,

I

v It P. A rr I I I
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Sight Singing: Modulation

A modulation is a change of key within a composition.

Such a change provides variety in both harmony and melody.

One of the most simple and natural of modulations is to a

related key, i.e., from major to relative minor, or from

minor to relative major.

1. Sing with the syllable "Ila."

Where does the modulation take place?

The modulation is from the key of to the key of

2. Sing with the syllable "la."

The Man on the Flying Trapeze
American

w w I a rgIi

APLLKLn 2J a-i9i0i.Ad&jiii IIA

*. ~'I -oilI II

Where does the modulation take place?

The modulation is from the key of to the key of

dp iw -,om rMaw m IMAM a I gal I
LW Im" I W" m 1 -, ]w A i I IF" I v

IV"' woop- Im

w a w N Ar 0 a 0 0 w 2 1 AM ff A

v

-a a m 0 0 - a- ml- m A . -- - -

I
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3. Sing with the syllable "la."

Redner

Where is the modulation? From key of to key of__

4. Sing melodies Nio. 70, 71, and 73 in Fol Son S

Sign Book V.

a. No. 70 modulates from the key of to

b. No. 71 modulates from the key o f to ,

c. No. 73 modulates from the key of to ky

5. Compose two original melodies containing a modulation

to a related key.

a. Choose any major key (except C, G, or F). Modulate

to the relative minor.

b. Choose any minor key and modulate to the relative

major.
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Ternary Form

Ternary form, or three part form, follows the scheme

A B A. More compositions are written in this form than in

any other. The A part or section is usually an eight-

measure period or more in length and concludes with an

ending cadence. The B part may be in the same key or in a

different key. The musical material usually contrasts in

some way and concludes with a pause cadence which leads to

a return of the first part. The final A part may be exactly

like the first or slightly different.

Find examples of three-part form in music you are

studying. Bring one example to play and explain in class,

1.

2.

Compose a piece for piano in ternary form. Use both

clefs. The composition may be either homophonic (a melody

with a chordal accompaniment), or contrapuntal (two melodic

lines to be played at the same time).

Write your composition on manuscript paper.

Upon completion, play the composition for class.
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Sight Singing

Follow the procedure for singing the drills outlined

on page P, then sing the melodies listed from Fol So

Sin& Series, Book V.

l. Key . Chords: IIV , V

Melodies No. 2, 43, 51, 63.

2. Key . Chords: I IV V

Melodies No. 5, 8t 57.

3. Key Chords: I IV ,v

Melodies No. 16, 35, 55.

4. Key . Chords: I IV

Melodies No. 1, 18, 41,44, 56.
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Melodic Dictation*

Follow the directions for melodic dictation given on

page . Do not pick up your pencil to write until you

have heard the phrase three times and can sing it back

from memory.

1. Key signature and time signature to be announced.

Haydn

2. Key signature and time signature to be announced.
Haydn

3. Time signature and keynote to be announced. Devise the

key signature.
Liadoff

4. Key signature and beat unit to be announced. Devise

the time signature, Lecuona

5. Key signature and beat unit to be announced. Devise

the time signature. MacDowell

AFW
* See Teacher's Notes
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Music Terms

Look up the definitions for the

the words in music you are studying.

compositions.

Word: De finition:

1. Brio

2. Con brio

3. Dolce

4o Giocoso

5. Loco

6. Senza

7. Sostenuto

8. Legato____ 
_

9. Accelerando

10. Diminuendo

11. Crescendo

12. Da Capo

13. Dal Segno

14. Fine

15. Ritenuto

following words. Find

Use them in your own

Found in: Used:

W 
-

W= -------
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Recapitulation 2

1. Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of an eight-

measure period from the given measure. This is to be

a logical musical phrase.

2. On the staff below write the key signature and keynote

of the relative minor scales of these major scales:

D, E, A F#, Bb.

3. Write on the grand staff the key signature and keynote (a)

of the minor scale which is built on the fifth of

G major. (b) of the minor scale which is built on the

third of Eb major. (c) of the minor scale which is

built on the seventh of F minor (harmonic).

N'

. 1--- .. .
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4. At sight, sing a musical example given by the teacher, a or b.

(aP 
____J;A,

5. Write a four-measure phrase from melodic dictation.

V f I i I I I I I - I

6. Complete the key circle by writing in the keynotes of

the major and minor keys for each number of sharps and

flats.

7. Write the order of sharps as they appear in key signatures.

8. Write the order of flats as they appear in key signatures.

9. Give the musical terms for the following definitions:

a._In its proper place. Used to cancel
a previous 8va sign.

b. With fire and spirit.

c. Major and minor keys which have the
same key signature.



SECTION III

Diatonic, Chromatic, Enharmonic Change

The successive tones of the major or minor scale are

said to be diatonic, from the Greek, meaning t"through the

tones." Each alphabetical letter name is used only one time

in a diatonic scale, and none of the seven letters may be

left out. The correct spelling of the diatonic major scale

of requires: F G A B C D E (not F even though E# is

actually the white key F) F#, If the white key were written

incorrectly as F, the scale would have two F's (F natural

and F sharp) and no E.

A diatonic whole step or half step must be written with

two different successive note names.

Diatonic Half Steps

A chromatic scale consists of all the half steps within

the octave; therefore, many of the notes must be used a second

time with an accidental. A chromatic half step makes use of

sharps, flats, naturals, double sharps, and double flats to

raise or lower the same note.

1k

The Chromatic Scale Chromatic Half Steps

410
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Enharmonic change occurs when two different notes are

used to represent the same tone. This often occurs when

there is a change of key within the music.

Enharmonic Change

Analyze the intervals in the following excerpt from

The Huigry Cat and the Well-Fed Cat, by W. Salmanov. Name

the notes and the kind of interval between each two notes.

Play and listen to the sound.

Poco Presto ( = 104-116)

Copyright 1936 Summy-Birchard Co.

On the bass staff below, write chromatic half steps

above E, Ab, B, F#, IDb

On the treble staff below, write diatonic half steps

below G, Cb F#, Ab, GQ.

- .AW
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Allegretto

Allegretto

(10) il

Franz Anton Rosetti
(1750-1792)

glaw

Copyright 1962 Boosey and Hawkes

Fill in the missing notes in the music above, then play.

Diatonic half step below D. 7. Chromatic half step above A.

Diatonic half step above F. 8. Diatonic half step below B.

Diatonic half step above C. 9. Diatonic half step below B.

Diatonic half step above A .10. Diatonic half step below G.

Diatonic half step above F .11. Chromatic half step above G.

Chromatic half step above G.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Intervals

An interval is the distance between two tones or notes.

Intervals are measured according to the major scale of the

lower of the two notes. All intervals between the keynote of

the major scale and the other notes are major, except the 4ths,

5ths, unisons, and octaves which are called "Perfect" for

the reason of the clarity of the tone.

Scale of C:

P1eN5e M2 1 P4 5 N6 7 POct
Prime

P =-Perfect M = Major

Intervals which are a half step smaller than a major

interval are called minor intervals. (2nds, 3rds, 6ths, 7ths,)

W-2m2 M3 m3 M6 m6 M? m7

m = minor

Intervals which are a half step smaller than a perfect

interval are called diminished intervals. (4ths, 5ths, octaves.)

_____ iI I1LI
~ _awl

P4 d4 P5 d5 P. Oct. d. Oct.

d = diminished
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Intervals which are a half step larger than any

major or perfect interval are called augmented intervals.

A Prime A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A Octave

A = Augmented

Intervals BiEar

Think of a familiar song, or a musical composition, that

will help you remember the sound of these intervals:

PP

12

P5

M6

M2 m6
N

Aft

LAW
M.'r Amw-

T

M7

0
m3, M(

rl
AV

An

mn
tw"

POctP4

Ar'

----- .....
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Dictation of Intervals
- oo -- *..AMV***

On the first staff prepare ten major and minor intervals

to be dictated to the class from the piano. Choose your own

major key (except C). Identify each interval with the proper

letter and number. Each student will dictate his own work,

while the other class members write. Announce the series

number for each interval. Play each interval slowly three

times. Proceed through the exercise without going back to

any of the previous intervals. Check the results after

each exercise.

Original: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

2.

3.

4.

50
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Poems to Set to Music

1. Key of G major.

Ladies to this advice give heed--

In controlling men.

If at first you don't succeed

Why cry, cry again.
Unknown

2. Key of A major.

The optimist fell ten stories.

At each window bar

He shouted to his friends,

"All right so far."
Unknown

3. Key of E major.

I stood beside a hill

Smooth with new-laid snow.

A single star looked out

From the cold evening glow.
Teasdale

4. Key of D major.

If you are tempted to reveal

A tale to you someone has told

About another, make it pass,

Before you speak, three gates of gold.
Arabian
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Scale Drills--Sight Singing

Sing major and minor scales as indicated, ascending and

descending, until the end of the drill, which should be the

keynote. Sing the letter name of the tone which falls on the

circled note. Sing all the other tones with "la". After

each drill, sing melodies as indicated from the Folk o

h Singing Series, Book VI. (Beat the conductor's beat)

1.

(a) G major. Melodies No. 1, 9, 13, 77.

(b) e harmonic minor. Melodies No. 60, 72.

(c) Eb major. Melodies No. 2, 4, 47, 67.

(d) d natural minor. Melodies No. 10, 11,

2.

(a) E major, M1elodies No. 12, 23, 28, 78.

(b) f melodic minor. :Meldies No. 15, 26, 8o.

(c) A b major. Melodies No. 19, 52, 35.

(d) F major. Melodies No. 3, 16, 84.
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Caprice, Humoreske

The word "caprice" or "capriccio" means prank or whim,

a quick turn of mind or emotion. In music the title has

been used by a number of composers for short instrumental

pieces of a playful or humorous nature.

"Humoreske" or "humoresque" is a title often given to

instrumental compositions of a light, fanciful, playful, or

humorous nature. It means approximately the same thing as

caprice.

A caprice is usually ternary in form, but may be free

or unconventional in structure according to the fancy of

the composer. Characteristic of such a composition is the

originality of harmony and thematic idea.

Listen to several compositions titled "Caprice" or

"Humoresque."

1. Brahms, Op. 76, Capriccios No. 1, 2, 5, 8.

Brahms, Op. 116, Capriccios No. 1, 3, 7.

2. Arensky, Op. 43, No. 4.

3. Mendelssohn, "Rondo Capriccioso," Op. 14.

4. Grieg, "Dance Caprice," Op. 28, No. 3.

5. Dvorak, "Humoresque," Op. 101, No. 7.

6. Tchaikovsky, "Humoresque," Op. 10, No. 2.

7. Tcherepnine, "Caprice," Op. 81, No. 3.

8. Persichetti, "Capriccio," Op. 60.

Compose a Caprice or Humoresque for piano or for

another instrument. Play it for class.
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Recapitulation 3

1. On the bass staff write chromatic half steps above

G, Cb, C$, A, G#.

On the treble staff write diatonic half steps below

E,AbIB, F#Db#

Write both notes for each example. Label them.

2. On the grand staff write the key signature and keynote of

the minor scale (a) that is built on the sixth of E major;

(b) on the third of g minor; (c) on the seventh of d

harmonic minor.

3. Indicate on the staff, with key signatures, the keynotes

of the relative minor keys of the following major keys:

G, Eb, F, A , B.
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Recapitulation 3, page 2.

4, Write an original tune to the following four lines of

verse in the key of g minor. Use manuscript paper.

Suppose your task, my little man, is very hard to get;

Will it make it any easier for you to sit and fret?

And wouldn't it be wiser, than waiting like a dunce,

To go to work in earnest and learn the thing at once?
Cary

5. On both treble and bass staffs, write a complete table

of the key signatures of the fifteen major keys. Use

manuscript paper,

6. Write on the treble staff a four-measure example of

melodic dictation.

7. Give the musical terms for the following definitions:

a. The successive tones of the standard
major or minor scale.

b.h The major and minor keys which have the
same keynote, but different key signatures.

c.That which includes tones not belonging
to the diatonic scale, in addition to
the diatonic tones.

d. IItal. Sweetly; softly; delicately.

e. Ital. With.



SECTION IV

Chords and Harmonic Cadence Patterns

In Grade VII you wrote the primary triads, I, IV, and

V, each in three upper positions. Refresh your memory.

Write the I, IV, and V chords in the keys of: G major,

e minor; A major, f# minor; Eb major, c minor. Write each

chord in three upper positions, but with roots in the bass.

Use key signatures. Mark each chord with the correct Roman

numeral. (Remember that harmonic minor is used as the basic

tonal material for chords.)

(Example)_

421
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Four-Part Harmony

Chords of the traditional period are built by adding

thirds above any given note. The triad (with three notes)

provides the basic material.

Thirds Above the Root The Triad

Since the triad provides the basic material for harmony,

one of the notes must be used twice, or doubled, to make four

voices. The three tones of the triad keep the names of root,

thi, and fifh, even though they may be placed in different

octaves many staff degrees away from the original stack of

thirds.g f

Chord Triadic
Reduction

The root of the triad is the tone most often doubled in

the primary triads (I, IV, V).

Names of Melodic Lines in Harmony

Although all music is not written for singing, the same

basic rules of chord connection and voice leading found in
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hymns and choral music apply to chord connection in all

music. The melodic lines made by the chords are named from

the voices in a vocal choir of mixed voices. The highest

tone is the soprano; .the next highest is the alto; the third

from the top is the tenor; the lowest voice is the bass.

Each melodic line must be smooth and singable- yet must

harmonize with the other chord tones.

-Soprano
Alto
Tenor

Bass

Rraongeof Voices

Each of the voices should be kept within the normal

singing range of that voice. The white notes mark the usual

range of each voice in the illustration below. The tones

including the black notes are possible, but should be used

sparingly.

Soprano

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _q* 6

Tenor BassAlto

Closeand Open Position

Chords may be written in two positions--close and open.

Close position indicates that the three upper voices are

close together, with less than an octave interval between

Ii
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the soprano and the tenor. 2nO position means that the

three upper voices are spaced 1'rther apart, with more than

an octave interval between the soprano and tenor.

-C_

%4S

Close Open
Position Position

Cadence Groups in Three Positions

The cadence group may be placed in three different

upper positions, depending on the way the first chord is

written. You will remember from Grade VII that "upper

position" refers to the chord tone which occupies the

soprano or highest position in the chord. In the example

below, (a) the C chord is in the upper position of the fifth

with G, the chord fifth, as the highest tone. At (b) the C

chord is in the position of the root, with C in the soprano.

At (c) the C chord is in the position of the third with E,

the third of the chord, in the soprano,
(a) (b),(_)

C: IIV I V I I IV I V I I IV I V I
Cadence Groups in Three Positions

I

I
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All of the chords in the example have the root of the

chord in the bass. The chord shapes above the bass must

change for smooth voice leading. In each example one chord

appears in triadic reduction while all the other chords have

a different shape. Which chord appears in triadic reduction

in (a) ? In (b)_ ? In (c)

Chord Connection

The rule for connecting triads whose roots are a -fifth

apart (I and IV; I and V) in a smooth cadence group is: Keep

the common tone (the tone found in both chords) in the same

voice, and move the other tones to the nearest tones of the

second chord. In the bass, the root of the first chord moves

to the root of the second chord.

Common tone C The tone C is in both the I

chord and the IV chord, It

[T 'lcojw

____________to

-'"-

is kept in the soprano in the

first three chords, G is the

common tone between I and V.
3r

It is kept in the alto in the

last three chords.

Writing Cadence Groups

Write: On manuscript paper, write the I IV I V I cadence

group in close harmony. Write each cadence in three positions,

but with roots of the chords in the bass.

I. Keys: 1. D, 2. E, 3. F, 4. G, 5. Ab.
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II. Write the cadence groups in three positions in the

relative minor keys of the above major keys.

III. Be able to play all of the cadences you have written.

The Dominant Seventh Chord, V7

As mentioned in Grade VII, the dominant seventh

chord (V 7 ) may be used in almost any place in a musical

composition where the V chord is used, The dominant seventh

is simply the dominant chord with another third added above

the fifth, which is seven degrees above the root. The V7
should be used sparingly, for it

requires careful treatment. It

usually resolves to the I chord;A::X

also, overuse reduces its effect.

When the V7 is used in a cadence group to harmonize a

melody at the piano, the fifth of the chord is usually

omitted, It appears as an inverted chord very often.

F: V7 complete V7 fifth omitted

Root position Chord inverted

In what way do the following cadences at (a) differ

from those at (b)?

7A

(a) (b)(a) (b) (a) (b)
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Harmonizing Melodies at theKeyboard

Practice both the (a) and (b) versions of the cadence

group until you can play them fluently with both hands.

Transpose the entire example to the keys of C, G, D, and E

major.

Play and harmonize the following melodies at the keyboard.

Gaily Ukranian

VI IV V7

2 AllegroIV V7  Traditional

7t 1I -Ida IIj

~~I V It I I I I I I U I I I I lINW Il

upI r w Ad I W-a qw I -IM

V7  V IIIV

7?

Aller1 British

i 7 7AJIVr [ Aftr x)~-j

I I IV I V I

45 I sib, I

I V7
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More Melodies to Harmonize

Practice the I IV I V I cadence groups in the keys of

A, Eb, Bb, Ab, and Dt. Supply your own chords to harmonize

the following melodies.

1. Allegro Old English

OR 
WAR

imp" m

it,

"I *-@ A UWAA 47M, 31 1 1

2* Moderato Traditional

k

A& A Aga
1W

I Ik.I La A L
1 4 Xk- RI I III 1 1,11 1

AM WQ 1-. WO 1k 11 WAF IAAA
UP

Cantabile Mexican

Allegro Swiss
0101 h
I I I at I I I , - - -1, A
IAZ .1 r, I

-1 Aid 10 1 Add A A h

A Ww AdI I V WIt W,

ELMS& dd M WI Mir

Andantino
1. IF

Am A A A

1020 11 Ida
1211W 

1 

I
W
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Accompaniment Chords

There are many ways to use cadence groups to accompany

a melody. Single chord tones in a lower octave (usually the

root or the fifth) followed by the chord may be adapted to

different rhythms for an accompaniment.

Play the following example:

Clementine
Traditional

Use cadence groups to harmonize melodies in Folk So

Sight Singing Series, Book V, No. 1, 6, 12, 18, 24, 34.

The following chart will help you choose chords which will

harmonize with melody notes:

Melody Scale Degree Chord

1
2

3
4
5
6

7

wl

I, or IV

v
7

IV, or V7
V, V7, or I
IV

V
7

I

I
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Original Composition--The Waltz

The waltz is a dance in moderate triple time. It

I'
originated around 1800 from the old German Landler, and

became very popular during the nineteenth century. The

waltz was the first dance in history in which the partners

embraced each other. Naturally this brought about enthusi-

astic response as well as violent protest.

Weber's "Invitation to the Dance" was written in 1819.

It shows the irresistible sway and characteristic accompan-

iment associated with the waltz. The harmonic feature of

the waltz is one chord to a measure, with a single note of

the chord on beat one and block chords on beats two and three,

often called the "waltz bass."

Example of the Waltz Bass

Johann Strauss the elder was known as the "Father of

the Waltz." He organized his own dance orchestra and toured

many countries during the time of Queen Victoria. He pub-

lished over 150 waltzes and many other dances. His son,

Johann Strauss II, was known as the "Waltz King." He had a

career similar to that of his father. "The Beautiful Blue

Danube" is one of his famous waltzes.

Find an example of a waltz to play for class.

Compose a waltz in ternary form. Write it on manuscript

paper. Play it for class.
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Scale and Sight Singing

Sing major and minor scales as indicated, ascending and

descending, until the end of the drill, which should be the

keynote. Sing the circled note by name, the other notes with

"la". After each drill, sing melodies as indicated from

Folk Son hSin Series, Book VI. Beat the conductor's

beat for both the drills and the melodies.

1.

(a) F major. Melodies No. 6, 7, 21.

(b) C major. Melody No. 5.

(c) A major. Melodies No. 73, 82.

2. ZI = 001

(a) 3ma jor. Melodies No. 25, 29, 42, 44, 79.

(b) 9 harmonic minor. Melodies No. 24, 27.

(c) D flat major. Melody No. 51.

(d) E major. Melodies No. 48, 76.
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Poems to Set to Music

Plan the rhythm of these poems, then write an original

tune for each one. Use manuscript paper.

1. Key of E flat major.

Four ducks on a pond

A grass bank beyond

A blue sky of spring

Four ducks on the wing.
Unknown

2. Key of g minor.

The monkey married the baboon's sister,

Smacked his lips and then he kissed her;

He kissed so hard he raised a blister

She set up a yell.
Unknown

3. Key of d minor.

He's a little dog, with a stubby tail,

And a moth-eaten coat of tan,

And his legs are short, of the wobbly sort.

I doubt if they ever ran.
Wedgeforte

4. Key of E major.

A horse can't pull while kicking.

This fact I merely mention,

And he can't kick while pulling,

Which is my chief contention.
Unknown
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Melodic Dictation

,1. Key signature and time signature to be announced.

2. Key signature and beat unit to be announced.

3. Key signature and time signature to be announced.

4. Key signature and beat unit to be announced.

5. Key signature and time signature to be announced.

..



Dictionary of Musical Terms for Grade VIII

Ital. Fire; spirit. Usually written, Con

Brio, with fire and spirit.

Chromatic

Con

Diatonic

That which includes or uses tones not belonging
to a diatonic scale in addition to the diatonic
tones. A chromatic scale is one consisting of
a succession of half steps. Chromatic instruments
are instruments capable of producing all (or
nearly all) the tones of the chromatic scale.
The piano is one example of a chromatic
instrument.

Ital. With.

The successive tones of the standard major or
minor scale; an order of tones represented by
the two scales using only the white keys of
the piano, major C-C, minor A-A. There is a
corresponding scale in each key.

Ital. Sweetly; softly; delicately.

Ital. Humorously; playfully.

Loco

Parallel Keys

Relative Keys

Senza

Sostenuto

In its proper place; used to cancel a previous
8va sign, to show a return to the proper pitch
of the printed notes.

The major and minor keys which have the same
keynote but different key signatures.

The major and minor keys which have the same
key signature but different keynotes.

Ital. Without.

Ital. Sustaining the tones to full length.

Brio

434
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Dolce

Giocoso
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Recapitulation 4

1. Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of an eight-

measure period from the given measure.

2. On the bass staff, write diatonic half steps abvE,

Ab, B, Fl, D. (Write and label both notes.)

On the treble staff, write chromatic half steps below CX

Gb, F, A#, D. (Write and label both notes.)

3. On both the bass and treble staffs, with key signatures

and in four-part close harmony, write the I, IV, and V

chords, each in its three upper positions, but with the

roots in the bass in all chords. You may write cadence

groups if .you prefer. Key of Abmajor and its relative

minor.
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Recapitulation 4, page 2,

3. (continued)

4. Sing one of the musical examples at sight. (Individually)

(ajEli -Ada I La

(bdP- m a i

I 'a I my

5 Write an original tune to the following verse. Key of

d minor.

When it was cool and dusky--you'll wonder to hear me tell-.-

But I stole down to that gully and brought up Kentucky Belle.

I kissed the star on her forehead--my pretty gentle lass--

But I knew that she'd be happy back in the old Bluegrass.
Woolson
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Recapitulation 4, page 3.

6. Write an example of melodic dictation.

7. Answer the following questions with the keynote and

number of sharps or flats.

(a) What is the key signature of the minor scale built

on the sixth of the A major scale?_

(b) On the third of g# minor?

(c) On the seventh of F harmonic minor?

8. Give the musical terms for the following definitions:

a.j~Humorously, playfully.

b. Sustaining the tone or tones to
full length.

c. ~Sweetly, softly, delicately.

d. With.

e. Without.

f. Fire; spirit.

g._The major and minor keys which have
the same key signature but different
keynotes.

h. The major and minor keys which have
the same keynotes but different
key signatures.

..........
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Teacher's Notes
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APPENDIX I

Ecossaise

Allegretto Ludwig van Beethoven

(hk-1

p 1. ".44

UT

it'

Li

pp

0

FIne

10l

4

~Pt 9-p

Play the Ecossaise three times: 1. Play correctly as above.

2. Play the student's copy. 3. Play again as above. Students

should be advised to mark errors quickly to avoid losing the

place.
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Page 18. Rhythmic Dictation

X--Notes appear in- student's copy.

Page 3 Melodic Dictation

1. Announce the key signature and time signature.
Haydn

2. Announce the key signature and time signature
Haydn

3. Announce the key note and time signature. Students

devise the key signature.
Liadoff

4. Announce the key signature and beat unit.
Lecuona

5. Announce the key signature and beat unit.
MacDowell

4t
lk

tell lollal



Page 62. Melodic Dictation

To the Teacher: Follow the directions for melodic

dictation given on page .

1. Announce the key signature and time signature.

Mendelssohn

2. Announce the key signature and beat unit.
Moszkowski

3. Announce the key signature and time signature.
Poulenc

4. Announce the key signature and beat unit.
Raff

5. Announce the key signature and time signature.
Schubert

f #r% I I'r
j r 0
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APPENDIX II

Whitlock Theory Award Competition
Texas Music Teachers Association

Grade 8

Student's Name

1. a. On the bass staff write chromatic half-steps above

(10) B, Db, A#, Eb, F.

b. On the treble staff write diatonic half-steps below
A, F#, Bb, G#, Cb,

2.
(10)

Write on the grand staff the key signature of the minor
scale that is built on the sixth of E major; on the third
of a minor; on the seventh of g minor.

3. Indicate on the staff, with key signatures, the keynotes
(5) of the relative minor keys of these major keys: E, Ab,

F#, Gb, B.
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On the grand staff write a complete table of the signatures

of the fifteen major keys.

F ~~~ - 1, 7
M"-W"ll -J1 - -- -

91 "RE I I I" sp Il l I-- 'I" I'M M . Ile MN--l It, 1, 1 "M

5. On both bass and treble staffs, with key signatures 
and

(15) in four-part close harmony in E major and its 
relative

minor, write the I, IV, and V chords, each in its three

upper Positions, but with the roots in the bass 
in all

chords.

I- _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _-"It- I.'- *'

h77

6.
(10)

Finish appropriately the rhythmic pattern of an eight-

measure period, using this first measure:

4

7. Sing at sight a short example given by the examiner.

(10) EXAMINER'S SCORE

4.
(5)

-4,qw- 1'. m !R

-No w - r b | 4 1i. -- vIl.

g MUln I IM40Milb HM IIIIbblW Il I .I i l' - I M I -

__

t

s .-1.- ... ---
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8. Write on the treble staff a four-measure example of

(10) melodic dictation given by the examiner.

9. Write an original tune to these four lines 
of verse:

(15)
"In yonder brooklet streaming
Appeared a playful trout;
Like some bright arrow gleaming
It darted in and out."

10 G-ve the musical terms for the followingdefintions

(10)
a . The successive tones of the

~standard major or minor scale.

b._______Humorously, playfully,

C# The major and minor keys which
have.the same keynote, but

different key signatures.

._ Sweetly, softly, delicately.

e. ______Sustaining the tone or tones to
full length.
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10. (continued)

f. That which includes tones not
belonging to the diatonic scale,

in addition to the diatonic tones.

g. With#

h. _The major and minor keys which
have the same key signature, but
different keynotes.

Without.

J With fire and spirit.With fire and spirit.j,
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